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SOCIALGRACE
Robert M. Doran, Sl

Marquette Unioersity

Yuele LoNc REGARDED Bernard Lonergan's 1977 address to the American

I auahor," Philosophical Association, "Natural RiSht and Historical

IM,nd"dn"rt," as one of h.is finest PaPers. It exPresses as well as anything

he wrote iust what his work was really all about. Moreover, it oPens uPon

possible developments of that r r'ork.

On a more personal note, reading "Natural Right and Historical

Mindedness" always takes me back to chaPter 7 of lnsight. My reading

of that chapter was the beginning of my committed involvement with

Lonergan's work. Both writings attemPt the articulation of the inteligibi]ity
of "a single object that can gain collective attention,"l an intelligibility that

can be articulated even though the situations that embody it are as a whole

"commonly ... neither foreseen nor intended" by most people affected by

them.'zIn chapter 7 of lrsight this single object is, in the words of the title of the

chapter, "Common Sense as Object," while in "Natural Right and Historical

Mindedness" it is "collective responsibility," the coalescence of "the manifold

of isolated responsibilities" into the unfolding of a history that flows fiom a

total and dialectical source of meaning.3 In each case the issue is the relation

between a subjective field and at least a portion of what would play in
Lonergan's thought something of the role that objective Geisl plays in Hegel's.

Thus chapter 6 ol lnsight is called "Common Sense and lts Subiecf, and

chapter 7 "Common Sense as Obiect," but "common sense as objecfl' means

at least partly the obrectification in culture and society of the subiective field

introduced in chapter 6; again, in "Natual RiSht and Historical Mindedness,"

the question is how "the issues that individuals have to deal with in their own

'l Beriard Lonelgan, 'Natutal Right and Histolical Mindedness," AThird Collection, ed

Frederick E. Crowe (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist PieBs, 1985) 176.

2 lbid.159.

3Ibid.176.
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minds and hearts" become 'writ large'in the dialectic of history4 These are
essentially the same topics. They are maior topics. They must be addressed,
and Lonergan has given us some of the tools to do just that.

Now the interest that began for me in reading chapter 7 of lnsight and
that gained precision from the presentation in "Natural Right and Historical
Mindedness" of the plateaus on which that "single object" unfolds5 became,
in some manner whose details can probably never be traced, the inspiration
behind much of what I tried to do in Theology and the Dialecttcs of History.In
my ongoing work, I am revisiting basic points of that worl and I find that
theology elevates "collective responsibility," in the concrete dispensation
that is ours, into something like "social and cultural gtace." By this term I
mean the objectification, the being writ large in the overarching dialectic of
history of God's entry into human affairs in the divine love that floods our
inmost hearts through the Holy Spirit that has been given to us and in the
revelation of that love in Christ Jesus. The issue is the historical effects of the
divine missions. What difference does it make to the dialectical processes of
human history that there is a universal offer of what Christians call the Holy
Spirit? What difference does it make to the same dialectic that the mission
of the Son is among other things a revelation in incarnate and linguistic
meaning of that universal offer? Here again, there are a subjective and an
obiective obverse and reverse. It is as though there are several manners in
which to express the correlative subjective fields and objectifications: in one
version they are "Comrnon Sense and Its Subjecf' and ,,Common 

Sense as
Obiect", in another they are "the issues that individuals have to deal with
in their own minds and hearts" and the coalescence of their negotiations of
those issues into the dialectic of history; and in the present effort they are
the reality that is given to many individuals and in fact that is offered to all,
a reality that Catholic theology understands as participation in divine, that
is, Trinitarian life, and that good Catholic systematic theology differentiates
precisely in its Trinitarian form, and the coalescence of those individual
gifts into a single object that can gain collective attention, an obiect that we
might call the social objechfication of grace, or in shorthand social grace, or
in biblical terms the reign of God in human history

4 lbid.
5 The plateaus of 'Natural Right and Histo cal Mindedness, are the stages of meaning

in Method in lleolo8y, but their tunction as obFctifications of the "single object that can gain
collective attention" is much clearer in 'Natural Right." See Bemard Lonergan, Mer,od in
IleoloSy (latest printing, Toronto: University ofTolonto Press,2005) 8t99.
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There is a second contexL howevet for my present remarks. It is the

ongoing context of what I hope will be an annual colloquium at Marquette

University sponsored by the Marquette Lonergan Project, a colloquium on

'Doing Catholic Systematic Theology in a Multi-religious World." At the

first of these colloquia, held last October, PaPers by John Dadosky, Darren

Dias, and myself emphasized the universal mission of the Holy SPirit as a

central locus of twenty-firct century Catholic systematics, stressed Frederick

Crowe's position on the relations of the mission ofthe Spirit and the Son, and

brought into play and updated with Lonergan's help some central Ignatian

insights regarding discernment and dialogue.6 The upshot of the colloquium
was twofold: the shared recognition of the need for greater clarity regarding

the mission of the Son in relation to that of the Holy SPirit, but also a subtle

agreement (subt1e, at least ir that for the most Part it took the form of an

absence of non-agreement) with my Position that the global implications of

Lonergan's scale of values provide an extraordinary litmus test regarding

the maior authenticity of the various religious traditions in our world,

where 'major authenticity' refers not to the authenticity of individuals vis-

i-vis their traditions but to the authenticity of the traditions themselves as

currently appropriated and implemented or exercised.

The two results of the colloquium are complementary. The mission of

the Word is carried on, participated in, both in the church and beyond the

church, partly though the gifts and vocations of theologians, philosophers,

scientists both natural and human, and scholars, all speaking intelliSible

words of truth, justice, and reconciliation to a broken world. Of special

importance are breakthroughs whose significance could so reorganize the

social mediation of the human good that genuine transformation of social

structures would take place. Paradigmatic in this regard, at least in its
intention and I think partly in its execution, is Lonergan's economic insight

into the real significance of the Potential social dividend that surPlus income

yields.T

At any rate, it is time for theology to tum its attention explicitly to
social grace, in the context of both divine missions. Liberation theologians

5 The three papers can be found in PDF and audio on the website www.lonerganresource
com, under Eventsr Conferences: October 29_30 2009.

7 I suspect that the economic situation today, wherc macloeaonomic dynamics are

absorbed in information teahnology much mole than when Loner8an was writing, will force us

to add complications to Lonergan's model of economic Process, but I gladly confess that I am
singularly unequipped to say Fst what these may be.
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and others have made us aware of the social obiectifications of sin. These
obiectifications were already captured by Lonergan in chapter 79 of lnsight
where he speaks of the 'moral evils' that are the consequences of 'basic sin.'8
Most of us have Iittle difficulty today in acknowledging the existence of
"sinful social structures," that is, of the social and cultural coalescence into
a single obiect of manifold refusals or failures to do what is right or to reiect
what is wrong. But we should also attempt to disengage just what would
be the structure of the coalescence into a single object of manifold instances,
firsl of fidelity to the transcendental precepts, and second, of the elevating
and healing divine grace that maintains one as consistently faithful to these
precepts.

The transcendental imperatives themselves are nature, in fact precisely
part of the nature that is the immanent principle of movement and rest in
'Natural Right and Historical Mindedness.'e Refusal or failure to observe
the imperatives, though, is sin, and recovery or redemption occurs through
a grace that elevates the nature whose law is expressed in the imperatives to
participation in a radically othernature, a Trinitarian nature that is absolutely
supernah:ral in that it cannot be attained in any immediate fashion by any
created nature whatsoev€r, except and only insofar as it gives itself, bestows
itself in gratuitous and extravagant generosiry even wastefulness, upon an
obediential pot€ncy that is capabl€ only of receiving it. This is the upshot of
Lonergan's brilliant treatment of moral impotence in chapter 18 of Insight,
an analysis that is permanently valid despite his own disclaimers regarding
his approach to the dynamics of decision in that work.lo

However, by the time of "Natural Right and Historical Mindedness,,,
the source of progress or normative source of meaning in history resides not
simply in the transcendental precepts but in the coalescence of individual

8 See Bernard Lonergan, CWL 3 689-91.

9 I say "as part of naturc" because, as we will see in a moment, embracing and including
the transcendental notions that constitute the levels of intentional consciousness is the ,,tidal

movement" that begins before intentional consciousness, permeates it as it moves through its
vaiious questions and answers, and reaches beyond it in being in love. Tirt is the primary
meaning of 'nature' in "Natural Right and Historical Mindedness," and to the extent that the
love is Cod's own love, that nafule is obediential potenry for grace.

10 The disclaimet I think, is only partially coffect: there ,s a second presentation of those
dvnamics, one that achieves inchoate expression in chapter 2 of Method in Theology. But, as t
have argued in several places, each presentation has its Iimited validity, and neither is to be
discarded. See www.lonerganresource.com under 'Books'r Essrys i, Syslematic Theology, items
'18 and 19.
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responsibilities, in the communities that are faithful to the demands of
ongoing self-transcendence, commurities toward which the levels of
consciousness themselves are oriented precisely because of their function

in a "tidal movement that begins before consciousness, unfolds through

sensitivity, intelligence, rational reflection, responsible deliberation, only
to find its rest beyond all of these" in "being-in-love."11 And the source

of decline now resides in collective ffidelity to these demands, while the

source of redemption or recovery in history lies, we may surmise (though

this is not mentioned as such in the PaPer), in the coalescence into common

Iiving of the individual gifts of participation in Trinitarian life that God has

bestowed, whether explicitly or anonymously. The self that God bestows

on a nature that is obediential Potency to receive it is Trinitarian and so

interpersonal, and the besto\ ral itself has a Trinitarian and so interpersonal

structure.r2 What John Dadosky has called the fourth stage of meaning

begins, I submit, with this movement beyond acknowledging the individual
interiority of intentional consciousness to acknowledging an interpersonal

level of consciousness, where, as Lonergan said as early as his Latin work
on the Triniry the presence of the beloved in the lover is constituted by love

itself.r3 This interpersonal dimension coalesces into communities faithful to

what the turn to interiority revealed in the first Place.la If this fidelity is itself

a function ultimately of grace, then the expression "social grace" assumes

some valid significance, at least as much significance as the expression

"social sin."
I am focusing on the contribution thal Theology and the Dblectics of

History might make to the question of iust precisely what is the structure

of the social objectifications of divine grace. In biblical language, what is

the structure of the reign of God in history? The basic move comes with
the recognition that the scale of values articulated on PP. 31-32 ol Method

in Theology and spelled out in greater detail in Theolory and the Dialectics of

11 Lonerga& 'Natural Right and Histotical Mindedness," 175.

12 Fo! an attempt to understand this intelPelsonal Trinitarian structue, see Robert M.
Doran, 'Sanctifying Grace, Charity, and Divine IndwellinS: A Key to td..e Nerus Mysteiorufi
Fidei,' to appear inlrnergan lNorkhop 23.

13 See Bemard Loneryar\, Cl,,L 72 21V29.
'14 S€e John D. Dadosky, 'Midwiving the Fourth Stage of MeaninS: Lonergan and

Doran," in Meafling and History h Systaqatic Theology, ed. John D. Dadosky (Milwaukee:

Marquette University Press, 2009) 71-92; also in the same book at 331-43 Philip Mcshane, 'The
Fourth Stage of Meaning: Essay 44 of the Series Field Noctumes Cantower.'

i35
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Hislory is an obiectification of the structure of individual consciousness, just
as "Common Sense as Obiect" is an objectification of "The Subjective Field
of Common Sense," and iust as negotiation of the issues that individuals
have to deal with in their own minds and hearts coalesces into the situations
that emerge ftom the dialectic of history The scale of values is the structure
of intentional consciousness writ large, and its unfolding is the unfoldirg
of the coalescence of individual authenticity and inauthenticity into a

single obiect that can gain collective attention. The relationship between the
structure of consciousness and the scale of values, then, is analogous to that
between the same stmcture and functional specialization, in that in each
case w€ are speaking of a communal objectification of a subiective skuctue.

Each section of T/re ology and the Dialectics ot' History needs to be interpreted
in relation to the issu€s understood in this manner In the present paper I can
address only the basic terms and relations proposed in the book, as these are
introduced in the first part.

"Basic Terms and Relations," then, is the title of part 1 of the book.
Needless to say, the first set of such terms and relations consists of those
found in Lonergan's analysis of conscious intentionality. These are traced
in chapter 1 in accord with their chronological emergence in Lonergan,s
thought the self-affirmation ofthe knower, the emergence of a distinctfourth
Ievel, the post-Method focrts on Iove and the possibility of an affirmation of
a fifth level, the two vectors in consciousness - the creative vector moving
from below upward and the healing vector moving from above downward.
These together are conceived now as constituting some of the dynamics
of the normative source of meaning that becomes a central category in
"Natural Right and Historical Mindedness." But first, that normative source
of meaning must be filled out by acknowledging another dimension of
consciousness. This insistence is present in 'Natural Right and Historical
Mindedness' itself, where the dynamics of intentional consciousness are
part of the tidal movement that I have iust mentioned. This movement
precisely as movement assumes conscious form in the dispositional or
aesthetic-dramatic participation of the sensitive psyche in the adventure
of conscious intentionality, an adventure that Eric Voegelin has called the
search for direction in the movement of life.ri Second, th€ total source of
meaning in history includes bias and its effects, as well as conversion in the

15 See Eric Voegelin, "The Gospel and Culturc," inles s afid Man's Hope, ed. D.G. Miller
and D.Y Hadidian (Pittsbur8h: Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, 1971) 53.
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movement from above downward. The sensitive psyche is left to chaPter 2

in Theology and the Dialectics of History, but the dialectical functioning of bias

and the healing of conversion are included in chapter 1's Presentation of
Lonergan's development.

I found it essential even fifteen years ago to relate this discussion to the

notion of 'pattemed experience'that appears toward the end of chapter 1.

This notion already situates this structure in the dialectic of history in the

context, ifyou want, of the relative dominance of the dialectic of community

vis-i-vis a plurality of individual dialectics of subjects. The notion of
pattemed experience became for me later what I call 'received meaning'

as partly constitutive of empirical consciousness itself. All empirical

consciousness, except for surprising events, is patterned exPerience.

Presentations - sensations, memories, images, emotions, conations, bodily
movements, associations, sPontaneous intersubjective responses, free

images, utterancesl6 - are patterned presentations. Some of these Patterns
are govemed by interests that we have made our own, and then we enter

a given pattern because it is somethhg }|r'e have chosen or accepted or
perhaps been chosen for, whether the pattern be artistic or intellectual or
practical or dramatic or mystical, to name the principal possibilities. But

the pattem can be a function not only of my own self-determined interests,

but also of psychological, social, economic, political, linguistic conditioning
and seeming determinisms, conditioning operating'from above' in one's

development to establish schemes of reorrrence that are inimical to

development, and so not a function of autonomous artistic, intellectual,

practical, interpersonal, or mystical orientations, but of psychological and

social pressures. The person gowrned by negative patterns may also tend

to believe that this is the way it has to be, that there is no alternative. Then

the patteming is under the control of a bias, but in this case a bias that is
not one's own doing. What is required is a recognition that can initiate a

reinterpretationi the reinterpretation makes possible new patterns and the

appropriation of the power to establish patterns of experience on the basis

of new interests. Such a recognition occurs through a set of insights, includ-
ing the "inverse insights" that interrupt the very flow of one's conscious

15 Why has it taken us so long to recognize the herqreneutic significance of lrsight's
placing on the level of empidcal consciousness the 'ft€e ilna8es' and 'utterances' that
"commonly ale under the influence of the higher levels before they provide a basis fo! inquiry
and reflection?" Loneryan" CWL 3 29.
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17 See, e.9., Eugene Ge dlir., Lel yo t Body ltlterpret your Dftarns Mllrnette, IL: Chiron
Publications, 1986). Gendlin's morc theoretic al Experieficing and the Creotion ol Meaning lToto^to:
Free Press of Glencoe, 1962) was helpful to me in my early staternents on psychic conversion.
See Robert M. Do.,an, Subject afid Pslche, rev ed. (Milwaukeei Marquette University Ptess,
1994), 115-17 , 169-72.

18 Lonergan, Ihe ?iune Cod: Systematics 139.

intentionality with the recognition that one is on the wrong track. But such
insights occur o tslde the normal patterns, outside the box, if you want, and
launch a possibility of a new interpretation of experience, including the
acknowledgment that insight itself is what begins to break these patterns.

Next is the further owning not just of a spirit of inquiry but also of the
ability for critical reflection on one's own insights. What is the guarantee
that the new insight or set of insights is not iust the function of a new
arbitrary and falsifying way of patterning experience? And we rise above
the conditioned patterns of our experience not only by insight and judgment
but also and primarily by decision, in which we select what it is worthwhile
to do, what kind of world we want, what kind of people we want to be, and
how we are going to move toward that. Finally, only being on the receiving
end of a lov€ that is unconditional and so graced, however that love may be
mediated by human communiry is the ultimate condition of possibility of
such recovery and redemption.

Already by the end of chapter 1, then, the structure of intentional
consciousness is coalescing into a single object that can command collective
attention. A crucial second step in determining the basic terms and relations
comes with the acknowledgment that consciousness is twofold, and so

that the relatively dominant dialectic of community as it issues in received
meaning, meaning that Eugene Gendlin argues becomes stored in the body
for better or for worse,l7 can affect either or both of its di.m€nsions, and can
do so either positively or negatively. I now make capital of the following
quotation from Tie Triune God: Systematics: "lWle are conscious in two ways:
in one way, through our sensibility, we undergo rather passively what we
sense and imagine, our desires and fears, our delights and sorrows, our joys
and sadness; in another way, through our intellectualiry we are more active
when we consciously inquire in order to understand, understand in order to
utter a word, weigh evidence in order to judge, deliberate in order to choose,
and exercise our will in order to act."r8 The entire argrsntent of Theology and
the Dialectics of Hisiory from chapter 2 forward depends on what is affirmed
in that sentence. As chapter 2 ol Method in Theology speaks of operational
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development and a distinct affective development, so the self-appropriation

that constihrtes the "total and basic science"re has to include the vagaries

of the dispositional, aestheticdramatic dimension of the sensitive Psyche
that precedes, accompanies, and overarches the oPerations of conscious

intentionality, influences those operations, and is influenced by them. Self-

appropriation without this dimension runs the risk of fostering the basic

form of alienation, alienation from one's very self. As Heidegger affirmed

Verctehen and Befndlichkeit to be equiPrimordial but distinct ways of being

Dasein,x so I am affirming that the aesthetic-dramatic dimension is always

co-constitutive of consciousness along with our intentional operations. And

perhaps beyond Heidegger, I maintain that this dimension includes its own

set of aesthetic-dramatic oP€rators of human development. In like manner,

if consciousness is a search for direction in the movement of life, the search

is a function of intentional inquiry, while the movement is experienced in

the pulsinB flow of the aesthetic dimension. The two togethq are essential

ingredients of the notion of dialectic that, along with the scaLe of values,

functions as the key category in the entire work.
That notion of dialectic constitutes the next instalhnent on basic terms

and relations. From the addition of the psychic, dispositional, aesthetic-

dramatic dimension to the structure of the normative and total sources

of meaning in history there comes a refinement on Lonergan's notion of

dialectic. For Lonergan 'dialectic' refers to the concrete/ the dynamic, and

the contradictory. The reflnement is to the effect that 'dialectic' is a notion

that refers to the concrete, the dynamic, and the opposed, but that oPPosition

can take two quite distinct forms. I believe this complex notion is already

operative in chapters 6 and,7 of lrsllt, though it is not articulate there

precisely as a complication ofthe basic notion. We are conscious in two ways,

one being more passive than active, the other more active than passive.

These two ways are not contradictory to one another, unless they become so

when one of them is neglected in favor of the other. Their opposition I call,

for bett€r or for worse, that of contraries rather than of contradictories. To

confuse contradictories and contraries or mix them up with one another can

be quite disastrous, not only theoretically but also existentially.

19 Bernard Lonergan, "Questionnaire on Philosophy: Response," CWL 17 355.

20 "I^ understanding and state-ol-mind, we shall see the two constihrtive ways of being
the 'there."' Martin Hej.degger, Being and Time, hans. Iohn Macquarie and Edward Robinson
(New YorL: Harper & Row, 1962) 171-72, 'Understanding' uanslates Verstehefi, and 'state-of-
t i^d,,' Befndlihut.
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I know this distinction has been a bone of contention among some, but
I continue to hold to it, and for very serious reasons. I first came upon the
distinction by negotiating the Jungian tendency to reduce all oppositions to
what I am calling contraries and so to attempt to achieve a position beyond
good and evil: a tendency that I regard as self-destructive and perhaps
even demonic. But there is the other tendenry all too pr€valent in Christian
spirituality and moral teaching, and, may I add, in some of the "effective
history" of Lonergan's own work, to regard the contrariness of sense and
spidtuality, neural demands and the censorship, int€rsubiectivity and
practical intelligence, as a matter of contradictories and so, practicall, to
neglect or even suppress the sensitive psyche and intersubjectivity as if they
were evil, and, theoretically, to interpret all the limitation that is imposed
on intentional operations by their dependence on sense as itself, if not evil
at least as concupiscent. I was dismayed to find Lonergan himself doing
this when, in a response to a question asked him at a Lonergan Workshop
regarding the notion of limitation that he sets in tension with transcendence
in some brilliant paragraphs in chapter 15 of Insigftf, he limited his response
to the discussion of the limitation imposed by moral impotence and sin.21

That is not what he is talking about when he first introduces the notion
of limitation. Of course, to regard the criteria of the world of immediacy
as though they were the criteria of human knowing in a world mediated
by meaning does set up something contradictory and the remedy for that
philosophical blunder is, in Lonergan's terms, to break the duality of our
knowing and to affum that fully human knowing unfolds through the three
dimensions of experience, understanding, and judgment. But breaking the
duality of knowing does not mean breaking the duality of consciousness. It
means rather affirming that duality in the series of sublations of empirical
consciousness by the intelligent, rational, and existentially world-constitutive
and self-constitutive operations of human conscious intentionality. To break
the duality of the unity-in-tension of consciousness in favor of €ither sense

or intellect is to invite either empiricism or idealism, whereas to affirm
their unity-in-tension is to affirm at least implicitly a critical realism, where
insights are irto imagined data, where verification almost always entails a

rational return to concrete sensibledata, and where apprehensions ofpossible

21 This session (16 June 1980) appearc on www.bemardlonergan,com as 97300A0E080,
with a transc ption at 97300DTE080. Lonergan's comments on limitation appear at the very
beginning.
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values are given in insights laden with feeling. The dialectical stmchrre of

the a€sthetic-dramatic and intentional ways of being conscious is then writ
large in the dialectic of community between intersubjectivity and practical

intelligence and in what I would like to Promote as an emerging dialectic

of culture between cosmological and anthropological sets of constihrtive

meaning. Contradictory dialectical relations obtain not internally to these

disthct but related processes, but with regard to requisite higher syntheses:

the higher synthesis of the dialectic of the subject in the accePtance or

rejection of grace; that of the dialectic of culture in the accePtance or reiection

ofpersonal authenticity; and that ofthe dialectic of community in the Pursuit
or refusal of cultural values.

Lonergan's scale of values is complicated to yield an explanatory

account of the relations of these three sets of dialectical processes. And

it is also expanded to present a basic optic on the Elobal situation of our

time, yielding a sympathetic imPetus to the best of liberation theology in its

insistence on a certain preferential option for the Poor and the marginalized.

Finally, the section on 'Basic Terms and Relations' concludes with a

chapter that begins to express some of the dynamics of the church's mission

in the world. "As the Father has sent me, so I send you." Those dynamics

would be swept by a systematic theology into a more heuristic view of the

church understood in reliance on the category of mission, where ecclesial

mission becomes a participation in the missions of both the Son and the

Spirit in the world, just as the character of'servant' that was highliShted in
the chapter on the church in Tfteolo3y and Dialectics of History understood the

chuch as participating in Jesus' embodiment and fulfillment of the Deutero-

Isaian vision of the servant of God.

In conclusion, then, iust as there is a graced elevation of the various

levels of consciousness (the relation of religious and personal values), so

th€ presence of grace can be acknowledged also at the levels of cultural
and social values with an impact on vital values. The establishment of a
category of social trace will depend on arguing that the objectification of

the subjective structure of intentional consciousness that is found in the

complete scale of values can, Iike intentional consciousness itself, receive

a graced elevation to the participation of society in divine life, in divine
meaning and in the divine community of the three persons of the Trinity. The

state of grace, as Lonergan begins to argue in the still neglected sixth chapter

of his Tiinitarian systematics, is a social, interpersonal situation. It is Iikely
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that we will be able to locate in communal Iiving an objectification at the
Ievel of social values of the kind of elevation of the Ievel of understanding
that grace brings to individual consciousness, and that we will be able to
locate in the same communal living an objectification at the level of cultural
values of the kind of elevation of the level of judgment that accrues from
elevating grace. Moreover, further work on the relation of religious to
personal values will disclose an elevation of the operations of deliberation,
evaluation, and decision, and this will no doubt find objectification in the
communal sphere of policies and planning. The next move in a systematics
based on Lonergan's work, will, I suspect, be the objectification in culture
and society of the individual structure of consciousness gifted by God with
the grace of an unconditional and unqualified love.
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SANCTIFYING GRACE, ELEVATION, AND THE
FIFIH LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS

leremy W. Blackwood

Marquette Uniaersity

A r LEASI sINCE Robert M. Doran's 1993 article, "Consciousness and

I C.u.","' Lonergan scholars have discussed the transposition

l, \of sanctifying grace and the habit of charity from metaphysical

categories to a theology derived from the categories of interiority. In
2007, Christiaan Jacobs-Vandegeer offered a contribution to this ongoing

conversation by suggesting that sanctifying grace should be understood

in a methodical theology as "an intrinsic qualification of the unity of
consciousness."2 He was substantially correct in his conclusion; however,

further development of his posihon is required on at least two points: the

precise explanatory meaning of'elevation' needs clarification, and recently-

noticed material in the Lonergan archives suggests that the notion of a fifth
level needs re-evaluation. This article addresses those two issues.

I will fust review Jacobs-Vandegeer's argument, givhg special

attention to the aspects requiring develoPment. This will be followed by

a more focused explanation of 'elevation' in terms of cognition and then

in a more generalized sense. I will then discuss the question of the fifth
Ievel by examining newly discovered archival materials before comparing

Jacobs-Vandegeer's thesis, together with my developments herein, to the

positions of the original contributors to the discussion - Robert M. Doran,
Michael Vertin, Patrick H. Byrne, and Tad Dunne - in order to situate the

conversation as it stands in light of this contribution.

I Robert M. Doran, "Consciousness and Grace," MErroD: ]outtul ol Lmeryan Studies 71

(193) 51 -75.
2 Ch stiaan Jacobs-Vandegeer, "Sanctifying Grace in a 'Methodical Theology,"'

Theological Studies 6 (2N7) 52 - 76, at 74.
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I. THE CoNTRTBUTToN oF CHrusrrAAN JACoBS-VANDEGEER

Christiaan Jacobs-Vandegeer's 2007 article was a significant development in
the transposition of sanctifying grace into the terms of a theology based on
the categories of interiority. Relying on Lonergan's assertion that "for every
term and relation there will exist a corresponding element in intentional
consciousness,"3Jacobs-Vandegeer sought to specify the element in intentional
consciousness corresponding to the metaphysical concepl sanctifying grace.

One of the reasons for the viability of Jacobs-Vandegeer's position is
his return to the point of departure: in a metaphysical theology, sanctifying
grace is an entitative habit, residing in the essence of the soul. This presents
a problem for Lonergan scholars engaged in efforts at transposition because
the dynamic state of being in love unrestrictedly, which Lonergan had
described as only notionally different from sanctifying grace,4 seems in
fact not entitative but accidental. Noting this, Jacobs-Vandegeer identified
the entitative element of human being as central form, and tuming to
consciousness its€lf, he suggested that the unity of central form is manifested
by the unity of consciousness ("the unity of consciousness rrueals the
concrete/ intelligible form of the whole person").5 Thus, the enlargement
of the unified whole, consciousness, that is the dynamic state of being in
love with God is the conscious manifestation of the entitative change that is
understood in a metaphysical theology as sanctifying grace.6

Two areas requiring development present themselves. First, iust what
occurs in this elevation of central form and consequent enlargement of
horizon is not fully explanatorily specified. A deeper appropriation of
Jacobs-Vandegeer's solution requires a fuller articulation of the meaning of
'elevation' or 'enlargement.' Second, the notion of the elevation of central
form pertains to all the Ievels of consciousness, and a significant element in
the discussion has been the possible relevance ofa fifth level of consciousness.
If the whole subject is elevated in vttue of th€ elevation of central form, a
fuller grasp of the number of levels in consciousness is required. We turn
first to the explanatory clarification of 'elevation.'

3 Bernard f.F. Lonerga , Method in Thaology (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1990) 343.

4 Lo er9a , Melhod,717.

5 Jacobs-Vandegeer, "Sanctifying Gtace," 71.

6 lbid.,72,l will rcfer to Jacobs.Vandegeer's position simply as "elevation of central
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II. 'ELEVATToN' rN Corcnet CoNrtousmss

Although there are indications in Jacobs-Vandegeer's article of a more

concrete meaning for 'elevation' in consciousness, the detailed explanatory

specification of the term was not his intended focus. Therefore, any

development of his Position requires us to take a moment for such a

specification. Two articles by Lonergan, 'The Natural Desire to See Cod"7

(1949) and "Openness and Religious Experience"8 (1950), Point us toward

the elevation of cognitional activities as the Primary example of elevation in

Lonergan. A third, "Analysis of Faith"'q(1952), offers a detailed account of

the elevation of such cognitional oPeration. From them, we can draw out the

characteristics of elevation in consciousness for Lonergan.

II .1. . Textual Data on Eleaation in Consciousness

'The Natural Desire to See God," suggests that the human intellect

knows "the inteltigible unity of the existing world order...imperfectly by

philosophy, less imPerfectly by theology, but satisfactorily only as a result of

the beatific vision."ro Although Lonergan does not himself make this point

explicit, I suggest that these levels - here termed philosophy, theology, and

the beatific vision - are derived from the three scholastic epistemological

realms known as the light of intellecL the liSht of faith, and the light of

glory. The movement between each of these requires an elevation in the

sense of a move from a lower horizon of knowing to a higher horizon of

knowing. Thus, in "Natural Desire," we see elevation understood in terms

of categories ofknowing - natural, suPernatural, and beatific - and therefore

it is to knowing, and specifically to the horizons of knowing constituted by

the light of inteU€ct, the light of faith, and the light of glory that we ought to

attend in order to grasp Lonergan's notion of elevation in consciousness. In

this sense, we have an initial clue.

In the article, "Openness and Religious Experience," Lonergan directly

addressed the grace of elevation (gratia elnans) and healing grace (gratia

7 Bernard J.F. Lonergan, "The Natural Desile to S€e God," in CWL 4 E1-91.

8 Bernard J.F. t nergan, "Openness and Reli8ious ExPerience," in CWL 4 18t187

9 Bernard |.F. Lonergar; "Analysis of Faith," kails. Michael Shields, MruoD: Iowfial ol
Lofleryan Studies 2012002) 125 - 1g

10 Lonergan, "Natual Desire," 85.
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sanans), neither ol which had been dealt with directly in the "Natural Desire,,
article. In "Openness," he identified grafia sanans and gratia eleoans withjn
a framework govemed by three distinct kinds of 'openness': openness as
fact openness as achievement, and openness as gift. Openness as fact is the
primordial desire to know, the radical foundation of the human capacity
to know. As achievement, openness is the concret€ horizon to which the
human being is achrally open within the context and limitations of all the
biases and errors that are mixed into the concrete knower. Finally, openness
as gift is the op€nness given to us by God that brings our concrete horizon
of achievement into Iine with the ultimate horizon of openness as fact.ll
Insofar as such a gift compensates for the biases and errors of our actual
performative horizon and brings us into conformity with the authentic, fully
yetfinitely unrestricted openness Lonergan identified as the fact ofopenness,
it is gratia sanans.lnsofar as the gift elevates subiectivity to a horizon beyond
the possibilities of any finite consciousness and thereby completely matches
the horizon of the unrestricted pure desire,ltis gratia eleoans.t2

These two articles together suggest that elevation can be understood
through a closer look at the dynamics of the light of faith in relation to
the Iight of intellect, especially inasmuch as that relation is constituted by
gratit ebaanl With that in mind, \ re turn our attention to Lonergan,s work,
"Analysis of Faith," which gives a very focused account of the impact of
elevation on concrete cognitional operations.

According to Lonergan's analysis in this text, th€re are two parts to the
psychological faith process: first, the acts remotely preceding faith, especially
the judgments by which one affirms a logical syllogism concluding that we
ought to believe divine revelation; and second, the acts proximate to faith,
including (1) the reflective act of understanding that affirms the sufficiency
of the evidence for the performance of the succeeding proximate acts; (2)

the act that affirms that belief in the mysteries of faith is a good; (3) the
act affirming that the mysteries ought to be believed; (4) the willing of the
supernatural end to which one is destined; (5) the willing of the means to that
end; and (5) the actual assent of faith.13 In this series step (1), the reflective act
that affirms the sufficiency of the evidence for the following acts, is "pivotal"
because it brings together what preceded it, and it anticipates and grounds

11

12

13

Lonergan, "Openness," 186 - 187

Ibid., 187.

Lonergan, "Analysis," 126 - 7.
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what follows.la

What interests us here is the structure of the particular reflective act

that is step (1). Lonergan makes it clear that intellectual light pertains to

iudgment (as opposed to understanding) insofar as it is what makes possible

the questioning, affirmation, and willing that constitute judgment.l5 The

achievement of truth that occurs in judgment vari€s with the intellectual

Iight by which that judgment occurs: "[h]umans arrive at truth in accordance

with their nature through the natural light of the human mind, angels

through the natural light of angelic minds, and God through the natural

light of the divine mind."r6 Whether or not a given obiect is suPernahrral to

a particular knower is not determined by the object itself, but by the light by

which that object is attained; the Brasp of the sulficiency of the evidence for

an affirmation that is supematural to human intellect is not supernatural for

a divine knower because God's grasP of that obiect is through "the natural

light of the divine mind."l7 What distinguishes suPernatural from natural

truth, in other words, is not its truth, because any judgment reaches truth

by its nature as a judgment. What distinguishes supematural from natural

truth is in fact the light by which that truth is grasped; thus, the formal

object of the iudgment of faith as a judgment is truth, but the formal object

of the affirmation of faith as a iudgment in the light of laith is supernatural

truth because it can only be grasped in a light beyond the proportion of any

created intellect.rs

Because the mysteries of faith are beyond the proportion of the natural

lightofcreated intellect, there is a threefold distinction: the lightproportionate

to the mysteries of faith is natural to God, is attained in the light of glory by

those in heaven, and is attained in the light of faith by the faithtul in this

Iife, because the light of faith enables knowing by God's li8ht and God's

knowledge.le Further, because the acts of the faith process that are Proximate
to the assent of faith itsell are acts beyond the proportion of a finite intellect

14 tbid.,128 -9.
15 Ibid.,136.

16 lbid.
17 lbid.
1E lbid., 138. And a8ain, "that truth is supematural which (1) is naturally unknowable

by any 6nite mind, and (2) is attained throu8h a proportionate lighf'O36) and "...truth i5

nahtal or supematunl, not acconding to what is known, but accordin8 to the light by which
it is known" (147).

19 tbid.., 132, 136 - 7.
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and they have a formal object beyond the proportion of a finite intellect,
grutia eleoans is required for their performance.ro Likewise, depending on the
individual limitations, biases, and failures of attentiveness, intelligence, and
reasonableness of individual knowers, gratia sol,nrs is required in order to
heal those failures for those acts more remote to the assent of faith.2l

The attentive reader of these works will see that',Natural Desire,, and
"Openness" are simpler statements of the principle Lonergan more fully
elaborated in his "Analysis." In "Natural Desire," th€re is a statement about
the enlargements of horizon involved in the moves from natural knowledge,
to knowledge in faith, to beatific knowledge; in "Openness,,, gatii eleoans
lifts the intellect beyond its created proportion, while g7at,a sanans heals
finite failures in performance. What "Analysis', adds to both is the clear
emphasis on judgment. Again, because elevating grace and the light of faith
have to do with the affirmation of faith, they have to do with judgment:
"elevating grace is given to enable one to see the rmsonableness of faith as
acquired; fot this reasonableress by which a person adheres to and reli€s
upon God's knowledge is above nature.... God,s grace [enlightens] one,s
intellect to g,"asp ,he sufficiency of the euidence."22

IL2. The Explanatory Specifcatioh ol 'Eleaation'

Several attributes of elevation can be drawn from this material. In the
cognitional context of all three of these examples, unelevated and elevated
judgments both reach kutlu but there is a formal distinction between
the truth reached by these two types of judgment. What Lonergan offers
here, in fact, is an explanatory account of elevation: it is the addition of
absolutely supernatural formal objects for a judgment in human intentional
consciousness. There appears to be no reason why this definition could
not be extended to all the levels of consciousness, such that at each of the
levels ofboth knowing and deliberating, an elevated subject has two formal
objects - the natural,/proportionate and the supernatural/disproportionate.
Thus, in terms of cognition, the elevation of central form and the consequent
horizon known as the light of faith elevate iudgment by allowing the subiect
to know with God's own knowledge. Likewise, on the level of decision, the

20

21.

22

Ibid.,141.

rbid.,142,145.

Ibid., 1,16, emphasis mine
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elevation of central form and the consequent horizon of evaluation elevate

decision by allowing the subiect to evaluate with God's own values.23

Further, the relation between unelevated and elevated objects must be

specified, and it can be understood as one of obediential Potency. Doran's
previous work with the scale of values, though obviously not mindful of my
developments here, addressed the question of the relation between what I
am calling the elevated and unelevated objects of the Ievel of deliberation.'?a

Drawing on an idea of Daniel Monsour's, he suggests that we understand

the relation of the first through fourth levels of the scale of values to the

fifth level of the scale of values as one of obediential potency. Such a notion

should obtain in the levels of consciousness other than the fourth, as well,
such that the relation between the natural and suPernatural objects of any

level of consciousness is one of obediential potency.

Finally, this analysis in terms of formal objects is highly metaphysical,

and we wish to emphasize the conscious-intentional side of the issue. Thus,

we must ask what the conscious experience of elevation would be. My
suggestion is that we identify it as an act, the content of which is not fully
accounted for by the act itself. Thus, we can say that the transposition into

the terms of conscious intentionality of what is meant by "a supernatural

object of human knowint" is whatever is intended by an act of knowing
that does not itself account for the knowledge it attains - the knowledge is

received at least partially as gift. Likewise, the transposition into the terms

of conscious intentionality of what is meant by "a supernatural obrect of

human deliberation" is whatever is intended by an act of deliberation that
does not itself account for the value it grasps - again, the value is received

at least partially as gift.

III. Fvr Toml Lwrls?

One element of the ongoing discussion about the transposition of sanctifying
grace into the terms of a methodical theology was the possible relevance

of a fifth level in Lonergan's cognitional-intentional anthropology. Given
that Jacobs-Vandegeer's solution pertains to the whole subject, and that the

23 This would mean that one's evaluation is made fully in line with the normative scale
of values (see Robert M, Dotan, What is Systetnatic Theology? (Toronto: University of Toronto,
2005) ln -1n).

24 rbid.,51.

149
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question of a fifth level has been an important element in the discussion on
sanctifying grace, any development of that solution must address not only
elevation, but also the question of a fifth level.

L1. Prertious Discussion on the Fifth Leael

In 1993, Doran took the position that the fifth Ievel was the key to the
transposition of sanctifying grace into a methodical theology. In subsequent
Iiterature, he has not focused as much on the fifth level itselt but in
principle he has until recently maintained that the fifth Ievel was the key
to the transposition, despite the fact that the fifth level's status as a'level,
need not be emphasized in order to effect the principle components of the
transposition.'li

Michael Vertin, on the other hand, offered a fundamental distinction
between two meanings for the term 'level' in Lonergan. What he called the
"stricf' sense of the term is derived from the combination of "ordinary data
and the three transcendental notions": data of consciousness and sense,

together with the three transcendental notions of the intelligible, the true,
and the good, yield four - and only four - levels.26 Insofar as this is our sense

of the term 'level,' Vertin denied that there could be a fifth level. However,
he also suggested that Lonergan had a "wide" sense of the term 'level,' by
which he meant a "place occupied by some element in an intelligible pattern
whose basic elements are (a) ordinary data, (b) the transcendental notbns, and
(c) what [Vertin called] the agapic datum, namely, religious experience, the
feeling of unrestricted being in love, the fundamental datum of religious
consciousness."2T Within this understanding of 'level,' Vertin held that it
was possible to affirm five levels, insofar as the fifth level incorporates that
agapic dahrm.

Patrick Byrne, for his part, emphasized the underlying self-presence of
the subject, as distinguished (butnot separated) from the subject's operations.
He then granted the possibility of a fifth level insofar as the subject as subject

25 In addition to the aforementioned "Consciousness and Grace" (n.l above), see Robert
M. Doran, "Revisiting 'Consciousness and G race,"' MEr HaD: ]oufial of Loneryan Sludies 73 (7995)

151 - 150 and idem., Wlat Is Syslenatic Theology,112 - 776. Perconal communication with Fr.
Doran has revealed that he now believes that Jacobs-Vandegeer's solution is the better option.

26 Michael Vertin, "l,onergan on Consciousness: Is There a FiIth LeveT?" , METHoD: lownal
of Laneryon St dies 72 (194) 1-37, ar21-22.

27 tbi.d..,21.
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can perform operations out of a self-presence characterized as the state of

being in love unrestrictedly.x
On the other hand, Tad Dunne, the final particiPant in the original mid-

1990s conversation, essentially agreed with Vertin that Lonergan did not

intend to affirm a distinct fifth level of consciousness. However, as with
Vertin, there was for Dunne a sense in which one could speak of a fifth level.

He noted that Lonergan affirmed something beyond the fourth level of

human consciousness,2e and he distinguished between levels one through

four, which have questions as operators, and this fifth level, the operator of

which is not a question. Instead, for Dunne this fifth Ievel "constitutes the

subiect as a term of an interpersonal r€lation, which the four lower levels do

not,"3o and indeed, Lonergan "seems to recognize that our families, friends

and communities exercise an enticement on consciousness that performs an

operator function similar to the draw of God's own self-communication in

Word and Spirit."sr

Jacobs-Vandegeer, finally, noted that because sanctifying grace is an

entitative habit, "a coherent explanation of sanctifying grace in a methodical

theology...will not identify the 'dynamic state' itself with a particular level

in any sense of the word."3z Thus, for him fifth Ievel references in Lonergan

most likely pertain to actual grace, and a full account of such achral grace

would require a more developed notion of human cooperation.

lll.2. New Data on the Fifth LmeI

Clearly there is significant lack of agreement regarding the fifth level.

Yet, the recent discovery in the Lonergan archives of two more records of
question-and-answer sessions, from the Lonergan Workshops of 1977 and

1980, has offered up further data on the fifth-1evel question that may begin

to clarify the answer.33

28 Patrick H, Bfhe, "Consciousness: Levels, Sublations, and the Subiect as Subject,"
METHzD: Iourrul ol lovryan St ies 73 (1995) 137 - 150, at 141.

29 Tad Dunne, "Bein9i^Love," MErdoD: lout ul ol loErga Studies 13 \1*5) 161 - 176,

at 164.

30 rbid.

31 rbid.,155.

32 Jacobs-Vandegeer, "Sanctifying Crace," 75.

33 Many thanks to Robert M. Doran for the opportunity to make us€ of this rnaterial merc
days after he noticed it in the archives..
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IIL2,1. The 1977 Lonergan Workshop

In the question session from Tuesday, June 20, 7977, the following
question and reply can be found:34

Question: Would your post-Insight reflection on the objective
referent of fourth-level religious experience be the same as the theistic
argument of Chapler 19 of Insight? If not, what form would it take?

Answer: .. . it has an objective reference because love is to another,
of another, so there's an objective reference to the experience once it is
identifiedaslove....

Again, the - "the objective referent of fourth-level religious
experi€nce"35 - I conceive it more and more explicitly since about 1972

as a fifth level. This gift of God's love . . . is as much a sublation of all
that goes before as any of the others are sublations of what went before
them . . . .

Now, the experience of falling in love, how is it - ifs a different
experience, as being in love with God is something different from any
of these other things because we haven't had being in love on those
levels - we have it on a separate level. How does one tie together the
objective referent of being in love with the teleology of questioning on
the level of intellect or the level of reason - rationality - on the level
of deliberation? I think the connecting link we find by going to th€
unconscious.

There are, in consciousness, horizontal finalities. The finality of
attention: we wake up, see the world about us . . . Iearn to live in it. On
the level of inquiry we head for all that is intelligible. On the level of
reflection, to all truth and reality. On the level of deliberation, to all that
is good.

Now, the unconscious is related to all of these finalities with a

vertical finality. How do the insights happen? They happen because

the appropriate image comes into consciousness. And whether you
call it the censor or whatever you please, what releases that image?

34 I have eliminated elements of Lonergan's long answer that are less impo ant for our
examination.

35 His tone indicates that he is quoting the questionet and he stresses fordft'when he
does so,
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Well, ifs released from the unconscious - it was a Potential image that

has become an actual image, and it's iust the image that gives you
the insight that you were looking for. Again, it Ieads to truth. Why?

By recalling memories that confirm or oPPose the judgment you're
thinking of making. Or again, by envisaging possibilities, imagining
possibilities, that would run counter to the iudgment, or on the other

hand, favor it. To the Process of deliberation, by memories and images

that remind us of our uneasy conscience, or warn us of the perils of our
proposed course of action . . . .

And finally, i(s related to being in love, for being in love is the

consummation of unconscious desire . . . .

God's gift of his Iove is the rsape that sublates e/os . . . .36

Here, we note several Points. First, it is clear that for Lonergan, love is

a conscious experience, and it is not in the abstract; it is about the concrete

'other' who is the object. Love is constituted as the relation between the

conscious subject performing the operation of love and the other whom
that operation intends. To fully explicate this, we would have to present an

extended foray into Lonergan's understanding of contingent predication,

but in order that we might Provide some understanding here, let us turn to

Doran's use of this notion in his original 1993 article. As he Put it,

the reception of the love of another person for us changes us in such a

way as to enable us to perform oPerations and experience states which
previously were not within our capacity . . . [andl the love of another

person for us is somehow constitutive of us . . . and not in the manner

of a formal cause, but in the manner of inviting us into a relation to the

one who loves us, who would thus be one term of the relationship.3T

For our purposes, we can say that the fifth level is constituted insofar as

the subject operating is also operated on; it is a union of obiect and intending
operator.3s

36 Benard Lonergan Atchfue: Resources ih Lonergan Studies,htlpt / / www.bemardlonergan.
com, files 28880DTE070 (typewritten notes) and 28880ATE070 (audio).

37 Doran, "Consciousness and Grace," 75; see alto 62 - 63.

38 On a related point, though cast in different language, see Robetl M, Doran, Thalogy
Lnd the Aabctics ol Hislory (Toronto: UniveEity of Toronto, 1990) 163 - 169, where he discusses

"[t]he actuation by the object of an openness to the objecg' and he rclates this to material from
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Second, thequ€stioneris addressing whatis termed',fourth-level religious
experience," but Lonergan wants to emphasize that calling it ',fourthlevel,,
is inadequate. Instead, he clearly maintains that religious experience is fifth-
level as ouer-againsf fourth-level.3, The proper understanding of the fifth level
as a distinct level, was best explained in Lonergan's typewritten notes where
'love' was explained in language that Lonergan did not get use in his oral
remarks: there, he wrote that "love is subjectivity linked to others.,,

Third, Lonergan explicitly affirms that the relation between this fifth
level oflove and the fourth level ofdeliberation parallels the relation between
higher and lower levels in the already-accepted levels of consciousness.
There is no reason, then, to suppose that the relation between the fifth and
fourth Ievels is significantly different from the relation between the fourth
and third, the third and second, or the second and first.

Fourth and finally, Lonergan explains the relation between the vertical
desire toward being in love and actual (fulfilled) being in love as agape

sublating eros. In other words, self-oriented desire is sublated by self-giving
desire; one's desire becomes constituted by the benefit of the other rather
than by the benefit of the self.

The Workshop materials from Wednesday, June 18, 1980, contain the
following exchange:

Question: There seems to be a case for recognizing the fourth level of
consciousness as, in fact, two levels, corresponding to the ,,what-to-

do?" and "is-it-to-be-done?" questions. Could you please explain why
you do not, in fact, separate such levels as a fourth and a fifth?
Answer: Well,l suppose for the past ten years, I've been tending to call
it a distinction, but I haven't written about it yet . . . as far as I know. I
may have alluded to it. But, I do think that experience; understanding;
judgments of fact, probability, and possibility are three levels. Moral
judgments are a fourth. And this complete self-transcendence of falling

Hans Urs von Balthasat, Seejng the Forrn,The Glory of the Lod: ATheological A6thetics vol.7, tra s.

Erasmo Leiva-Merikakis, ed. Joseph P. Fessio and John Riches (San Francisco: Ignatius, 1982)
120 - 121.

39 Lonergan's tone in the audio rnakes this very clear

III .2 .2 . The 1980 Lonergan Workshop
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in Iove on the domestic level, the civil level, and the religious level,

are a fifth level. Ils the achievement of self-transcendence . . . you no

Ionger count, or are thinking only of yourself. And my illustration of
people who begin to forget about themselves, is when I was doing

ministry at Dalkeith . . . . And at one house that I was to 8o to, the

Iady of the house, her daughter wasn't there, but I was to see her

daughter and explain to her daughter that she was out of that house

and would never see her mother again if she married the Protestant

she was intending to marry. And I was to Put this point across clearly.

So I saw the daughter, said what I could. Everything I could say to

hera . . . . She only thought of what he'd do. . . . . It was comPlete self-

transcendence. They were already two in one flesh - at least Potentially.
And, she wasn't thinking of herself at a1l, she was thinking of - of him

. . . . Anyway, i(s an example of what is meant by self-transcendence -
it's self-forgetting....al

Here Lonergan insists that he has moved in the direction ofdistinguishing
a fourth and fifth level for ten years (since about 1970). Moreovet one cannot

miss Lonergan's clear insistence that he considers there to be five levels: (1)

experience; (2) understanding; (3) iudgments of fact, probability, possibility;
(4) moral judgments; and (5) falling in love. Finally, this fifth level is
subdivided into (or at least encomPasses) domestic, civil, and religious loves,

and it is characterized as the level of self-transcendence, self-forgetting, the

Ievel at which the subject is no longer thinking of him- or herself.

lll.3. Lonergan's Dnelopment of a Fifth Leoel: A Hypothesis

It appears, then, that we can posit a development in Lonergan's thought

between 1970 and at least 1982, for which there are several signposts, some

of which have been indicated previously in this discussion. Establishing

something ofa starting point, in the 1970 article 'The Response oftheJesuitas

Priest and Apostle in the Modern World," Lonergan identified the presence

of the gift of Cod's love as located at "the topmost level" of consciousness -

40 The recording is less than optimal he!e, but the point still comes across.

41 Bemard lnfiergafi Archioe: Resources i Laflergafi Sludies,hltp. / /www.be![ardlonergan
com, files 28660DTE080 (typewritten notes) and 28860ATE080 (audio).
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here identified as the fourth.a2 Then, in "Philosophy of God, and Theology,,
(1972), Lonergan suggested that the dynamic state ofbeing in love with God
is a "transvaluation of values" that "you can say [is] on the fifth level.,,a3

Next in the 1977 archival materials, Lonergan stated that he thought of love
and subjectivity-as-linked-to-others "quite explicitly now as fifth level.,,a
Then, in "Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon" (7977 /8),he alhrmed
that "beyond the moral operator that promotes us from judgments of fact
to judgments of value...there is a further realm of interpersonal relations
and total commitment...."ar Finally, i.n the 1980 archival material, he stated
that he had "long moved in" the direction of distinguishing a fifth level, one
that appeared to be derived by positing the sublation of deliberation by self-
forgetting love.

Admittedly, the clean stream ofdevelopment suggested here encounters
an apparent difficulty in material from the question sessions at the 1982
Lonergan Workshop.s There, Lonergan appeared to reaffirm only four
levels, especially when he stated that "if you have religious consciousness
as well as moral, it takes over the moral; it's a perfection added to the moral,
with a broader horizon. So we're back to four."a7 Yet, it would be odd for
Lonergan to have moved toward affirming five levels for ten years, only to
suddenly deny the fifth level in 1982. How then is one to understand this
statement of Lonergan's?

I think the key is the context provid€d by the question to which this
statement was an answer, which read, in part: "Since the levels of functional
specialization are correlated with the levels of intentional consciousness,
would this not imply the addition of two further, 'fifth-level' functional

42 Bernard J.F. Lonergan, "The Response of the Jesuit as Priest and Apostle in the
Modem World," pages 165 - 188 il A Second Collection: Papers by Bemttd l.F. lanogan, 5.1,,

ed. Wiuiam F.J. Ryan and Bernard J. Tyrrell (Toronto: University of Toronto,1974) 173. (l a
indebted to John Volk, a doctoral student in the MU Theology Department, for pointing out to
me this instance.)

43 Bemard J.F. Lonergan, "Philosophy of God, and Th€ology," pages 159 - 220 in CWL
77193.

44 Bemard Loneryan Atchioe: Rzsources in l,one\a11 Stud.ies,htpt / /www.benardlonergan.
com, file 28880DTE070.

45 Bernard J.F. Lonelga[, "Philosophy and the Religious Phenome\on," METH1D: louiul
ol lnnergan Studies "12 /J94) 121 - 147.

46 This material was previously cited in Ve(in, "Lonelgan on Consciousness," 16 - 21.

47 Befiard Lofierga Archive: Resources i Lofietgafi Sludies,http: / /www.bemardlonergan.
com, files 3M00DTE080 (tj4)ewdtten notes) and 30400AT8080 (audio).
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specialties?"a8 Lonergan's answet then, was with regard to functional
specialties in the methodical performance of theology, and it is in that sense

that we must take his answer.a' I think the best way to understand him
here is to acknowledge that in the doing of theology, religious,/revealed

values take the place of immanently-generated values, and it is in that sense

that Lonergan meant that the religious takes over the moral level. This

interpretation of Lonergan's 1982 comments fits best with the Previous ten

years of Lonergan's develoPment on this question as it can be understood

fiom our current data.5o

Given these data, however, it is ironic that in relation to the discussion

about sanctifying grace as itdeveloPed from Doran's initial article up through

Jacobs-Vandegeer's contribution, Lonergan's possible affirmation of a fifth

level may be less important than initially supposed. His primary affirmation

in relation to the fifth level is that it is a fifth level of love, not (Proximatel,

at least) a fifth level of reliSious experience. That is, Lonergan seems to be

indicating that this Ievel is constituted by love and that the level constituted

by love is the level of consciousness at which religious exPerience is had, not

that the fifth level is constituted by religious experience. Moreover, given

that his primary examples of love are the love of community, of spouse, and

of God,tr only one of which is intrinsically supematural or disProPortionate

love, a fifth level of Iove need not be Posited as the level, or even the ProPer
effect, of sanctifying grace in consciousness. In other words, one can discuss

the fifth level without the Proximate intention of dealing with the issue of

sanctifying grace.

On the other hand, because Jacobs-Vandegeer's solution hyPothesizes

that sanctifying grace be transPosed as the elevation of central form

manifested in the enrichment of consciousness and his solution therefore

pertains to th€ whole structure of intentional consciousness, it will not do to

simply affirm a fifth Ievel "of love" and leave it at that. A full appropriation

48 tbid.

49 Byrne made a similar poinl "Consciousness," 144 - 145, n 33

50 The same basic reply could be made to Dunne's citation of lrnerSan's 19E1 comments

in Bemand J.F. Lonetgan, Caifig Abo t Meaning: Patterns in the Lile ol Beflad lafier$ofi, ed.
Pienot Lambert, Charlotte Tansey, Cathleen M. Going (Montreal Thomas More Institute, 1982)

19 (Dunne, "Being in Love," 163). Despite the position I am taking herc on the existence of a
fifth level, I would also maintain that there is a smse in which one can speak of only fou! levels
(see below n. 58). fugarding this question with respect to the functional specialties thems€lves,
see Doran, l{luf Is S3/stenttit Th?ology,116 - 117.

57 Lo\etga\, Method, 105.
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III.4. Dmeloping the Fifih Lmel: Operation, Question, Object

The fifth-level operation was in a sense specified by Lonergan himself in
the 1980 archival material. There, he characterized the fifth level as ,,falling

in love," a description immediately followed in the typewritten notes with
the parenthetical notation, "(complete self-transcendence).,' Although
each cognitional operation - experiencing, understanding, judging, and
deliberating - is an example of self-transcendence, Lonergan specifically
identifies the operation of the fifth level as complete self-transcendence,
and it is this completeness that distinguishes it from the self-transcendence
of the previous four levels. This complete self-transcendence, which he
also identified there as "self-forgetting" and "no longer thinking only of
oneself," I would identify as the giving of one's whole self or ,self-gift., In
this context love is the self-possessed handing over of one,s central form to
the determination of another.

With respect to the fifth-level question, it can be identified as ,,What

would youhaveme do?"5,and it is present throughout all three ofLonergan,s
examples of love. In the love of community, one asks what the community
would have one do in order to be an authentic member of the community.
In terms of the love between spouses, one seeks to give oneself to one,s
spouse by asking the same question. Finally, in one's relationship to God,
one asks what God would have one do in order to know, for example, one,s
vocation or the proper thmlogical-ethical position to take on a given issue.
If the operation is the complete handing over of one's central form to an
othet the question s€eks to specify the content of that handing over; in other
words, it seeks to know what one is to do in order to make one's whole being
subservient to that other.is

52 I am indebted to Matthew Peters, a doctoral student in the MU Philosophy
Department, and Anne M. Carpenter, a doctoral student in the MU Theology Department, fo!
this formulation of the question.

53 Though I have incorporated the notion of central form where he did not explicitly do
so, this position on loving is flot foreign to Lonergan's own wr:itings. See, for example, Mstfiod,
33: "So, mutual love is the inteltwining of two lives. It translorms an'l' and 'thou' into a 'we'

of Jacobs-Vandegeer's thesis requires a fuller account of the structure of the
fifth level, requiring the identification of a fifth-level operation, a fifth-level
question, and a fifth-level obiect, so that the structure of the entire elevated
subject might be acknowledged.
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CoNcLUsroN

Doran was right to pursue the transPosition of the metaPhysical element,

sanctifying grace, into the categories of an intentionality analysis, and

his initial suggestions have served as an imPetus to clarify both that

transposition and the existence and/or structure of the fifth level. He has

since modified and developed his position, and he has been supportive of

both Jacobs-Vandegeer in his h)?othesis on the elevation of central form

and my suggestions on the exPlanatory specification of elevation and the

clarification of the fifth level.

Vertin, for his part, was certainly on the right track when he affirmed

that "the root of the difference between ordinary Iiving and religious living
is religious experience, the feeling ofbeing in love unrestrictedly, what I am

so intimate, so 5ecure, so pelrnanent, that each attends, imagines, thinks, plans, feels, speaks,

acts in concem for both."

54 I would suggest that this - love received as gift - is illuminative of Lonergan's
repeated references to Romans 5:5.

Recall that elevation as we defined it above does not directly affect the

question or the operation at any of the levels. Rathet the change comes in

the specification of a supernatual formal object at each of the Ievels, and

this formal distinction is operative at the level of love just as it is oPerative

at the other levels. Moreover, it is cl€ar that for Lonergan the fifth level is

constituted by love, and again, "love is subjectivity linked to others." Love

is thus concerned with other subiects, not as obiects, but as subiects; it is
precisely and of its nature interPersonal. Its object is persons as persons, and

as elevated, the object of the fifth level of love remains interPersonal, but

it becomes an absolutely suPernatural Personal object - namely, the divine

persons of the Trinity.
Thus, elevation in this fifth Ievel functions just as itdoes in the other levels.

The elevation of central form and the consequent horizon of loving elevate

loving by allon'ing the subject to love with God's own love; the nahrral and

supemah-rral obiects of loving are in a relationship of obediential potency;

and finally, the transposition into the terms of conscious intentionality of

what is meant by "a supernatural obiect of human lovhg" is whatever is

intended by an act of loving that does not of itself account for the love it
embodies - the love that is that act is received as gift.3
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labeling 'the agapic datum,' Iwhich] appears within the horizon of conscious
intentionality as an intrinsic enrichment of the transcendental notions in their
conscious dimension."55Furthermore,when he affirmed that "[b]y virtueof the
agapic datum, the transcendental notions...become notions of holiness" and
that one's operations become, under the influence of the agapic datum, "not
ordinary operations but religious ones, operations radically both motivated
and oriented and normed by the feeling of unrestricted being in love,,,s6
Vertin was wihessing to the distinction between the elevated and unelevated
formal objects of the operations. Indeed, if one were to replace the notion
of the agapic datum with the notion of an enriched unity of consciousness,
many of his statements would be largely in accord with the position I have
presented in this paper Moreover, his distinction between the ,,stricf and
the "wide" senses of'level' grasps a fundamental fact about the levels of
consciousness: whereas the "zeroth"57 level of the psyche could be said to be
non-intentional, and the four levels of experiencing, understanding, judging,
and deciding are properly intentional, the fifth level as we have characterized
it here would more accurately be termed trans-intentional. Its intention is
not, strictly speaking, immanently generated but is open to alterity and is
received from another in answer to the question, "What would you have
me do?" Thus, V€rtin's distinction between the'stricf and the'wide'leveLs
pertains to their t)?e of intentionality - proper intentionality on the one
hand, and either non- or trans-intentionality on the other.58

As Jacobs-Vandegeer noted,ie Byrne had grasped the fundamental point:
that the solution to this problem Iay in considering the subject as subiect. He
appears to have come very close to Jacobs-Vandegeer's solution, as well as
my developments of that solution, at many points. What was needed was
the distinction between the fifth level per se and the elevation of central form
that Jacobs-Vandegeer developed. The latter's insight into the adequate
transposition of sanctifying grace coupled with my development herein of
the specifics of elevation and the fifth Ievel generate a position that appears
to be well h line with B)'rne's initial thoughts on the matter.

55 Vertin, "Lonergan on Conriousness," 24.

56 rbid.,24 - 25.

57 Byme, "Consciousness," 131, n.3.

58 Atain, a similar point applies to Lonergan's comments in C, ang About Meaning *at
wele teferenced by Dunne (see above, n. 50).

59 Jacobs-Vandegeer, "Sanctifying Crace," 6E.
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There is also a great deal of agreement, thouBh more qualified, between

our position and that developed by Dunne. Although he denied a fifth level

of consciousness, he indeed affirmed Lonergan's recognition of a level beyond

the fourth level of conscious intentionaliry Yet he suggested that the oPerator

is not a question, but that instead this fifth level "constitutes the subiect as a

term of an interpersonal relation."@ I think his essential concern here accords

with what we have said above about contingent external predication, but to

clarify this we would suggest that, rather than denying the existence of a
fifthJevel question, the better solution would be to affirm lhe co-presence of

the question with its answer. It is only in encounter with the beloved - in the

attainment of the object - that one is able to ask, "What would you have me

do?" Conversely, it is only in the asking of the question that one is able to see

the other as the one for whom one wishes to act.

The basic and initial supposition herein was that Jacobs-Vandegeer

was right to identify sanctifying grace as an elevation of central form that

is manifested as an enlargement of the unity of consciousness. This article

complements and develops his position by suggesting an explanatory

account of elevation in consciousness as well as by specifying the existence,

operation, question, and object of the fiJth level. In relation to the ongoing

discussion concerning sanctifying grace and the fifth level, it is clear that

each of the original contributors had valuable insights, but I would suggest

that the position initially attained by jacobs-Vandegeer and more fuJ.1y

developed herein offers a standPoint from which to more fruitfully move

forward on these issues.

That position i offer here in a summary fashion in hopes that it will both

serve as a focal point for critical examination of my proposals and offer a

point of departure for fuhrre development:

Sanctifying grace is to be transposed into the terms of a theology derived

from the categories of interiority by identifying it with theelevation ofcentral
form manifested in consciousness as an intrinsic enrichment of the unity of
consciousness. Such elevation is constituted by the addition of an absolutely

supernatural formal object for each operation of consciousness, which in
terms of conscious experience is to be identified as an act attaining an obiect

which cannot fully be accounted for in terms of that act. The consciousness

of the human subject of these operations is constituted by five levels, the

50 Dunne, '3eing in Love," 764.
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topmost of which is the level of Ioving self-gift, the consummation of
unconscious desire, which is to be understood as a self-possessed handing
over of one's central form to the determination of another in which is
effected the co-presence of the operator and the person who is the object of
the operation.
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LIVING IN THE ARTISTRY OF GOD:

BERNARD LONERGAN'S INTERPRETATION OF

THOMIST VOLITIONAL THEORY

Christia an I ac ob s-Vande geer

Austr alian C atholic Un ioer sitY

F Hrs ExpERrENcEs interpreting the works of St. Thomas Aquinas,

Bemard Lonergan, in the final pages of his Insight: A Study of Human

llnderstanding, wrote the foU.owing:

After spending several years reaching up to the mind of Aquinas,

I came to a twofold conclusion. On the one hand, that reaching had

changed me profoundly. On the other hand, that change was the

essential benefit. For not only did it make me capable of grasping what,

in the light of my conclusions, the ?retera really were,but also it oPened

challenging vistas on what the ,102,4 could be.l

This article focuses on the aetera- It unfolds what Lonergan determined

"the oeteru really were" in the Thomist theory of human willing, and

explains how Aquinas' volitional theory fits into the broad sweep of

Thomist thought on providence and grace. Lonergan's works offer an

incisive and compelling assemblage of some of the Pertinent textual data

on these topics. He recognized distinct, often subtle, evolutionary moments

in Aquinas' understanding of human willing, and was able to consider

the import of maturing individual insights in relation to the systematic

achi€vement of Thomist thought. In the first section, I outline the schema

of volitional activity that Lonergan retrieved from Aquinas' texts, and I
emphasize the importance of three of its aspects for its theoretical account

1 Bemard J.F. Lo ergalr., Ifisighl: A Study of Hufiin Unde$ta diltg, Collected Works of
Bemard Lonergan (hereaftet CWL 3), ed. Frederick E. Clowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto:

Univelsity of Toronto, 1997) 759.

@ 2011 Christiaan Jacobs-Vandegeer
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of the psychological data on decision-making: namely, (1) the relation
between intellect and will in the deliberative process, (2) the distinct causes
of diverse operations in the will, (3) and its conclusion on the nature of
human freedom. The Thomist theory of human willing identifies a series
of functionally interrelated operations in a unilied pattern of deliberation
and choice. The first section of this article clarifies the theory,s essential
elements ir the framework of a faculty psychology. In subsequent sections,
I discuss Lonergan's interpretations of the Thomist theories of providence
and universal instrumentality, and highlight how the explanation of human
willing relates internally to these general theories. In the final section, I
discuss how, in Lonergan's analysis, Aquinas applied instrumental theory
and his theory of the will to the doctrine of grace to explain how human
persons choose their connatural and supematural ends. Emphasizing the
interconnections among the theories of will, providence, instrumentaliry
and the theology of grace, I argue that Lonergan situates Aquinas, volitional
theory as a constitutive part in a comprehensive view of how human living
unfolds in the universal context of divinely orchestrated world order

This study also offers a measure of what a methodical transposition
of Aquinas' theory of human willing would need to consider in relation
to Aquinas' theological systematics. Lonergan held the Thomist view
of human willing in his Latin works and incorporated it into his early
theological contributions. If a methodical theology - a theology grounded
in the conscious-intentional operations and states of the existential subject -
should respond faithfully to the Leo nine ad,age (r:etera noais augere et perficere,
to augment and perfect the old with the new), rvhich Lonergan cited as
instructive in developing his methodical project, then it needs to determine
the relation (i.e., "genetic, complementary or dialectical," in Lonergan,s
terminologv) of Thomist volitional theorv to the categories of interiorly
differentiated consciousness. Again, though my article focuses entirely on
Lonergan's insights into what "the oetera really were" in Aquinas's theory
of the will, it opens, or at least anticipates, "challenging L,isfas on what the
nova could be." In the concluding section, I remark briefly on what this
study may imply for methodical transpositions of Thomist volitional theory.

THE MATURE THEoRY

In Gratia Operans, Lonergan retrieved from the Thomistic corpus a

significantly complex, coherent theory of the human wi1l. Charting various
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and oftentimes subtle changes in the texts, Lonergan argued that Aquinas

developed and refined his thought over time on many key points of the

theory gradually overcoming the errors and oversights of other thinkers

before finally articulating a view of human willing that adequately grounds

a systematic exposition of the doctrine of grace. Of the errors of which

Aquinas rid himself, perhaps the most imPortant (i.e., in view of his

theological achievement) lies in the Aristotelian understanding of the causal

relation between the intellect and the will.'!

Aristotle taught that the human will spontaneously desires whatever

object the intellect proposes to it under the notion of the good. Depicting the

will as a purely passive potency, Aristotle argued that the intellect - not the

will itself - determines the act of willing.r Lonergan suggested that Aquinas

never strictly held to the Aristotelian view.a Though Aquinas did not spell

out the precise relation of intellect and will for the greater Part of his career,

he emphasized the fundamental thesis that "the free agent is the cause of its

own determination."t His tendency to emPhasize human self-determination

may explain why he discussed the will and free choice in seParate questions,

even after he had explicitly reiected the idea of his teacher, Albert the Creat,

who contended that free choice constitutes a third Potency distinct from the

other two faculties.6

After returning to France from Italy in 1269, Aquinas walked into the

healy controversy over the Parisian Averroists' assertion that the act of

willing remains strictly determin€d.7 He worked out the relation between

intellect and u/ill in the context of this debate.8 As a Christian thinker,

Aquinas needed to explain how to reconcile the freedom of the will with the

causal dependence on God that all created activity shares. The Iiberty of the

will negates neither its relation to intellect nor the governance of the divine
artisan in human decisions. Aquinas met these exigencies by articulating

2 Bemard J.F. Lonerga\ Grace onil Freeclom: Watioe Grace in the TholtSht ol Sl. Thonas
Aqtitus, AllL 7, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Dolan (Toronto: University of Toionto,
2000) 95.

3lbid.gs;I IIl De dnimr, lect, 15, 5830.

4 l,onelgan, CWL 1 96,319 n,73.
5 lbid.318.

6 Ibid.
7 Ibid. 319. Lonelgan cited Odon Lottin, "Liberta humaine et motion divi\e," Recheich$

de tuologie oflcienne et madituale 7 (1935) 5249,15G73.

8 Lonergan, CWL 1,97.
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...in the De mr2lo a distinction is drawn between the two lines of
causation that converge in effecting the act of choice in the will: there
is the line of causation quoad specificationefi actus; there is another Iine
quoad exercitium acfus. Thus we have t\ /o first causes: the obrect that
is apprehended by the intellect as the end, and the agent that moves
the will to this end. The consequent process is that the will moves
the intellect to take counsel on means to the end, and then the object
apprehended as means, together with the will of the end, moves the
will to a choice of the means.lo

9 For examples beyond the texts already cited in this section's exposition of Lonergan's
interpretation, see his (currently unpublished) essays: "De ente supematurali," (1945) ["On
the Supematural Order," trans. Michael G. Shields (unpublished manuscript, 2001)l; "De
Scientia atque voluntate Dei" (1950) ["God's Knowledge and Will," trans. Michael G. Shields
(unpublished manusc pt, 2000)1. If methodical theologies should preserve insithts ftom
Lotrergan's eallywork, then the factthat Lonergan incorporated this view of willing in his own
systematic efforts in the early years of his scholarly career only underscorcs the significance of
his iflteryretation of Thomist volitional theory for the methodical challenge of its kansposition
into the categories of interiority.

10 Lonergan, CWL 1 102.

the theory of human willing that one finds quite maturely expressed in
the De malo and Prima secundae. The schema that Lonergan recognized in
those texts appears in some form throughout all of his own early theological
works on \ /hatever topic of discussion requires a view of human willing.e

In his reading of Aquinas' mature position, Lonergan argued that
Aquinas made a series of distinctions among functionally diverse mental
activities in the analysis of deliberation and choice. Firstly, Aquinas
identified two different operations in the will: one regarding the end, and
the other the means. Secondly, he distinguished between the exercise of the
act and the specification of its obiect. On the relation between the faculties,
he explained that the will depends on the intellect for the specification of the
object it desires (i.e., the end); the intellect apprehends and proposes to the
will the good that specifies the goal of its inclination. On the other hand, the
exelcise of lhe act of willing the end depends on the efficient action of Cod.
In turn, the act of willing the end moves the intellect to counsel on means
to attaining the end. Once the intellect rates possible means according to
their relative merit, it specifies the act of willing that chooses among the
altematives it presents. Finally, the will moves itself to the act of willing the
means. Lonergan explained:
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Reiecting the Aristotelian view of the will as a purely passive faculry
Aquinas eliminated the position that isolates the intellect as the first mover.

Instead, he asserted two fust movers: the intellect for the specification of
the act, and God for its exercise. "Both are required for the emergence of an

act of choice; on the other hand, the lack of either will explain the absence

of the subsequent process of taking counsel and choosing."1l Aquinas thus

explained the will in terms of its passive and active acts. It passively receives

the act of willing the end, but actively moves itseU to a choice of the means.

The basic idea of the will moving itself to act remains consistent with
the analysis of efficient causality that corresponds to Aquinas' notion that

second act constitutes active potency.l2 In order for an agent actually to act

(actu agere), it must already exist in act itself. Though the will requires the

efficient action of God to bring it to act with respect to its end, it needs no

more than the presentation of suitable means for it to move itself to an act

of choice. The same second act in the will at once constitutes the received

perfection of the will (i.e., the willing of the end) and possesses the causal

efficacy for the production of the act of choice.l3 Analogously, the same

second act at once constitutes the received perfection of the possible intellect
(i.e., intelligere) and possesses the causal efficacy for the Production of the

inner word that spontaneously proceeds.

The analysis includes different kinds of functionaU.y interrelated

operations in the context of a unified pattern of human willing.t{ On this

point, Frederick E. Crowe draws a parallel between Aquinas' analysis of
the will and Lonergan's analysis of human knowing, which he described

as a "dynamic structure...not some single operation or activity but...a
whole whose parts are cognitional activities."r5 On the relations among the

tl tbrct,

12 J. Michael Stebbins, The Dhrine Iniliatioe: Grace, World-Order, afid Huian Freedom in the

Ea y Wnings of Benard la ergall (Torcnto. University of Toronto,195\ 246. For Lonergans
interpretations of the relevant Thomi5t ideas ol actio, potefitio octil'a, and efficient causality in
general, see Bernard J.F. Lonergan, Vnbum: word afld lde, in Aquhus, CWL 2, ed. Frederick E.

Clowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1997) Ch. 3. Lonergan used the
term "second acf' to refer to esse (for substantial being) or operation (for accidental being); see

also "On the Supematural Order," 36.

13 Lanerya ,CWL214547.
14 On fteedom and necessity in the will, Aquinas wlote, "The end is the rcason for

willing means, and so the will is dissimilarly related to each" (De mrlo q. 5, a. 1, ad 8m).

15 Belnald J. F. Lonergan, "Cognitional Structure," r Collection,2.d ed., rev and exp,
CWL 4, ed. Flederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: Univelsity of Toronto, 1988) 207.
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parts, Lonergan said: "the parts of a structure are related to one another,
not by similariry but functionally. . . there is no reason to expect the several
cognitional activities to resemble one another. ..each...must be examined in
and for itself and...in its functional relations to other cognitional activities."16

Crowe suggests, in a commentary on these remarks, that "in a similar
way. ..willing is a dynamic structure, the parts are related to one another
functionally, and there is no reason to expect the several activities of will to
resemble one another - for example to attribute freedom and necessity in the
same way to every actliq."17

Crowe's comments outline the shape of his respons€ to a more recent
installment in a debate with a long history over the liberty of the will and
the interpretation of Aquinas.rs By emphasizing the functional interactions
of diverse operations/ Crowe highlights the theoretical underpinnings of
the definition of freedom that Lonergan recognized in the later De malo and
Prima secundae periods. In the complex process of human willing, Aquinas
opposed freedom to necessity in one and the same act, but complemented
the one with the other in the integral process of the whole pattern. In
other words, freedom and necessity are qualities of different kinds of acts.

Though the act of willing the end arises spontaneously, it remains a passive
act produced in the will by the efficient action of an extemal mover; it is
not free; "in later Thomist doctrine...such passivity [is] incompatible with
freedom."le On the other hand, the will moves itself to a choice of the means;
it is free and not necessitated. Though the operations differ in kind, the
entire process forms an integral whole where the latter presupposes the
former. Since Lonergan stated quite plainly that "there is no question of

15 Ibid.207-8.

17 Frederick E. Crowe, 'Thomas AquiMs and the Will: A Note on Interpretation "
METHoD: Ioufial of Lonergan Studies I 0990) 729-34, at133.

18 Crowe published his article above in respons€ to an article by Terry J. Tekippe. The
latter a rSues that Lonel8all incorrectly interpreted the late! Aquinas as haying changed his view
on the nature of fteedom. Against Loner8an's position, Tekippe claims that Thomas always
held the yiew of freedom as non-co€rcion, a fteedom that rcmains compatible with necessity.
From this perspective, Tekippe considers the act of willint the end as both necessitated and frce.
See Terry J. Tekippe, "LonerSan's Analysis of Erro!: An Experiment," Cregoianum 77 (1990)

353-74r lrfietgan afid Thomas on the Will: An Essay in Interyretation (lAr]tr\am: University Press of
America,1993). For Lonergan's discussion on this point, see Grace and Freedo ,377-78,9r96,y
n. 33. For a more extensive rejoinder to Tekippe's argument, see J. Michael Stebbins, '1dhat Did
t nergan Really Say about Aquinas'Theory of the Will?" MErBoDi lowflal ol Lonergan Sludies
12 (1994) 281-305.

19 Bernard J.F. Lonergan, "On Cod and Secondary Causes," in CWL 4 53-65, at 63.
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A distinction is drawn between the specification and the exercise of

the free act; the former is caused by the rppeliDile ldesirable thing], the

latter by the internal mover of the wi1l. This intemal mover is God with
regard to the will of the end, the will itself with regard to the will of the

means.z

DrytNr PnovrorNcr lNn Unrluxsal INsTRLIMENTALTTY

When Aquinas articulated his theory of divine providence in lhe Contra

gentiles, he combined Christian doctrine with the Aristotelian idea of

ter€strial contingence to achieve a theoretical explanation of how God

foresees, plans, and brings about each and every created event.23

In his refutation of determinism, Aristotle appealed to "the fortuitous
combinations and interferences of causes" that he label ed. the per accidens.Ta On

these grounds, he undercut the fundamental assumptions of the determinist

by showing that iI an obstruction or interference occurs, an effect may not
necessarily follow from a given cause. He also referred lo lhe per accidens

to argue that an effect may not have a cause pel se. For examPle, no causal

20 Lonergan, CWL 1 354.

21 Stebbins, "lvhat Did LoneBan Really Say About Aquinas' Theory of the Will?" 286.

22 l,oneBa& CWL 1 370, 96, "On God and Secondary Causes," 63.

23 Lonergan !€fe.ted to Book 3 of the Srnila contra $efitiles.

24 LonelgarL CWL 1 79.

freedom in the realm of ends,"2o it seems reasonable to affirm, by way of a

definition, that "if freedom means anything at all, it means freedom fiom
necessity (that is, freedom of choice). Such freedom pertains only to acts of
willing means."21

Aquinas took this analysis of the will and the parallel theorem of
universal instrumentality and applied them to the dockine of grace. He

achieved a comprehensive and systematic exposition of the doctrine. In the

sections that follow,I discuss importantparts ofhis theological systematics in
view of highlighting the following aspects of the theory of the will Presented
above: (1) the relation between intellect and will in human decisions, (2) the

distinct causes of diverse operations in the will, and (3) the nature of human

freedom. For a recap, Lonergan sketched the Positions of the later Aqui.nas

on these three points in the following paragraph.
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relationship exists between the tattered condition and the whiteness of my
copy of Grace and Freedom. Though my copy of the book truly is tattered and
truly is white, one would search in vain for a causal relationship between the
two predicates. Aristotl€ attributed this kind of unnecessary combination of
effects to the per accidens, which, he argued, reduces to the indeterminacy or
multi-potentiality of prime matter (the principle of individuation).4 Since
prime matter possesses intelligibility on an extrinsic basis only (i.e., in form),
and itself remains indeterminate, Aristotle considered the obiective absence
of htelligibility fot the p* accidens as absolute. The per accidens does not
count among the objects of science because it does not admit explanation.26

Aristotle's consideration of tenestrial contingence as lacking determinate
causality may seem on the surface as an outright contradiction to the
Christian belief in the cerfitude of divine providence for all created events.
In facL Scohrs dismissed Aristotle as "a benighted pagan" on this point.,
Aquinas, however, took the opposite track of salvaging as much of Aristotle
as Christian teaching possibly could allow. In the Cortlrz gentiles, he achieved
the high€r synthesis that acknowledges the lack of a natural cause for the
per accidens, but attributes each and every coincidence, coniunction, and
combination of contingent causes and effects to the plan of the divine artisan.
Aquinas did not deny the idea of terrestrial contingence. Rather, he affirmed
the transcendence of God and the causal certitude of providential design.28

Aquinas stated: Deus omnia applicat, Cod applies all aBents to their
activities. His assertion arose out of his understanding of God as an
intellectual agent.2e Since all agents act according to the mode of their
substance, it follows that in God, the pure act in whom principle of action
and substance remain identical, divine knowing, willing, and being are
one. Hence, Aquinas stated that "God therefore moves all things to their
proper ends through his intellect."ro He then drew out the implication. If
contingent events belong to lhe per accidens in the created order, still they
ultimately r€late to God as "the causa per se of every coincidence...every

25 lbid.80.
25 Ibid. 375 n. 146.

27 Ibid.80.

28 rbid.81-82.

29 rbid.280-87.

30 "Deus igihrr per suum intellectum omnia movet ad proprios fines" (Aquinas, De
substafltiis seryrutis, c.14, 129). S€e Lonergan, CWL 1 82.
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conjunction of causes, every combination of effects."3l For all of its random

and chance occurrences, the concrete universe Perfectly reflects the mind of

the divine artisan.

Though later theologians explained the certitude of providence for all

created events in terms of the special divine intervention in each created

act, Aquinas explained the certainty of each act in terms of the Providential
design of the whole.32 He asserted that God applies all agents to their
activities because he understood God in terms of an Aristotelian first mover

and an intellectual agent. The cause of all motion causes each particular
motion "inasmuch as his mind plans and his will intends. .the dynamic

pattern of the universe."33 Aquinas claimed not only that all motion in the

universe conforms to the divine plan, but also that - having adoPted the

Aristotelian cosmic hierarchy - "this plan calls for a hierarchic universe in
which the lowest things are moved by the middlemost and the middlemost

by the highest."! On this point, Lonergan noted that at all times Aquinas

affirmed a mediated execution of divine providence. His emphasis on

mediation consistently implies his correlative teaching on universal

instrumentaliry
Aquinas defined an instrument as a lower cause moved by a higher

cause in order to produce an effect "within th€ cateSory ProPortionate
to the higher."3t In the cosmic hierarchy, all causes are moved excePt the

highest; therefore, all causes, save the hiShest, are instruments. However,

a lower cause requires some ParticiPation in the productive caPacity of the

higher cause in order to produce effects proPortionate to the higher. Since

each and every effect occurs in the category of being - and the only cause

proportionate to the production of existence is the one in whom essence and

esse are identical - each and every created action implies some participation

of the universal principle of beinS proper to Cod alone. But what is this
participation of the universal principle of being that actual activity in the

created order requires and that Aquinas labeled. oirtus artis, intentio, esse

incofipletum [power of art, intention, incomplete beingl?36

31 Lonerga& CWL 1286.

32 tbtd.79.

33 rbid.286.

34 rbid.76.

35 Ibid. 83; Aquinas, De oeitate, q,27, aa,4 a^d 7

36 Lonergan, CWL 1 89E4, 292.
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Aquinas argued that all created agents have impressed upon them some
participation in the design of the divine artisan. He called that productive
capacity received by lower causes from the universal principle of being
"fate," and. explained that fate stands as the created counterpart to the
providential design that God intellectually intends.3T The key to the theory
of universal instrumentality Iies in the fact that Aquinas viewed God as an
intellectual agent, and he grasped what his view implies: actual created
activity postulates some participation in the divinely ordained order of the
concrete universe. All created action, all motion, reduces to the plan God
has for the cosmos. Lonergan explained:

...this divine plan has a twofold existence; primarily it exists in th€ mind
of God, and there it is termed providence; secondarily it exists in the
created universe and there it is termed fate. The parallel seems manifest:
if providence is the art of the divine artisan, then fate is the rirtus afiis i^
his tools...What then is fate? It is the order of secondary causes; it is their
disposition, arrangement, seriation; it is not a qualiry and much less is it
a substance; it is in the category of relation. Together such relations give
a single fate for the universe; taken singly, they give the many fates of
Virgil's line, Te tua fata trahunt [your fates draw you]'.38

Regarding the inskumental power (uilf s instrumentalis) that agents
require for actual action to occur, Aquinas defined it as the order of
contingent events - the necessary and sufficient conditions that enable
particular secondary causes to produce their effects at specific moments in
time. For example, when (former) Maple Leafs forward, Mats Sundin, has

a breakaway chance at a shot on goal, there are an incredible number of
causes and conditions presupposed by the actual ocofrence of the shot.
Not only does Mats need a puck to shoot and ice to skate on, but he also
has to meet the puck in the appropriate place at the appropriate time to
get behind the defense. Although Mats shoots the puck, he has no control
over the vast \ reb of conditions that his activity presupposes and that Cod
alone is proportionate to fulfilling. Since God accounts for the endless
range of relations that make possible any given instance of created efficient
causaliry each and €very finite cause requires some instrumental power or

Ibid. 85, 293.

Ibid. 85-86. See Aquinas, SI1, q. 115,a.2,ad3m

37

3E
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participation in the productive capacity of the first cause.3e The instrumental

power, then, is fate, "and fate is simPly the dynamic Pattern of such relations

- the pattern through which the design ofthe divine artisan unfolds in natural

and human history." For Aquinas, the infinite movements of the cosmos of

which we are an integral and incredibly significant Part take place under

the direction of "a transcendental artisan planning history: 'Deus igitur Per
suum intellectum omnia movet ad Proprios fines."'o

Tsr hstnuurr.rmlrrY oF THE wlLL

The highest instruments in the hierarchy of the universe Play a sPecial role

in the execution of divine providence. As intellectual agents, angels and

humans occupy a distinguished place in the unfolding of the divine PIan. In

the Contru gentiles, Aquinas "even argued that there would be no execution

whatever of divine providence unless God controlled the ftee choices of

men and of angels through whom the rest of creation [is] administered."al

in light of the overwhelming influence human actors have on one anothet

numerous species of animals and plants, as well as the quality of the air,

water and soil, it seems difficult to underestimate the significance of human

actions for the fate of the earth.

Aquinas asserted that free choice always occurs under the governance of

divine will. In fact, Lonergan pointed out that, with his theory of providence,

Aquinas argued that "there is no end of room for God to work on the free

choice without violating it, to govern above its self-governance, to set the

stage and guide the reactions and give each character its personal role in the

drama of life."o How did Aquinas explain the governance of God in human

history? He spelled out how "free choice has determinants over which it
exercises no control."s

The human mind cannot dictate the concrete contexts in which it forms

an integral part. The intellect and will oPerate in external situations they have

no command over, situations authored under divine providence. Aquinas

39 Stebbins, ft, Dittue Initirtive,250-51.

40 Lonergan, CwL 1 86. "God therefore moves all things to their proper ends through
his intellect."

41 lbid..7G77.See Aqtrinas, S rnma cohtru lefitiles,3, c,90

42 Lonergan, CWL1117. See also Stebbins, The Dioine InitiatiLE,245,

43 Lonergan, CWL 1117.
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also argued that God controls the antecedents of mood and temperament
which belong to the sensitive part of the soul, but influence the inclination
of the will. For example, it makes sense that spending my childhood around
horse farms in Kentucky eventually led to adult decisions for employment
in horseracing rather than ice hockey. Though the decision to work at the
racetrack belonged to me, the concrete circumstances that presented the
possibility in the first place lay entirely outside the scope of my freedom.
Similarly, growing up in a family that $eeted the first Saturday in May (the
day of the Kentucky Derby) with celebratory devotion - tears for ,My Old
Kentucky Home" and cheers for the favorites - it also makes sense that the
possibility of working with thoroughbreds seemed quite appealing. Through
these basic channels - external situations and psychic determinants - God
indirectlv controls free choice.

On a more direct level, God controls the activity of the will by causing
its acts of willing ends. In fact, Aquinas argued that without this direct
movement from God, the will cannot operate at all. He wrote: ,,God moves
the human will, as universal mover, to the universal object of the will, which
is the good. And without this universal motion man cannot will anything.,,a
Briefly delaying discussion of the universal obiect of willing, I turn to the
argument that Aquinas advanced for the primacy of divine operation in
volitional activiry

He argued that if the will cannot move itself to choose unless it receives
some inteUectual specification of means, it follows that a prior act of willing
an end must move the intellect to deliberate on possible courses of action.
But if the will moves itself to that prior act of willing an end, it must also
need some antecedent deliberation of reason. The necessity of positing an
even prior act of willing a more general end for that deliberation results
in an infinite regress. Aquinas concluded that the act of willing an end
necessitates an external mover of the will.a5 Notice that the validity of this
argument presupposes the distinction between the exercise ofthe act and the

44 Aquinas, SI I -2, q. 9, a. 6, ad 3m; Lonergan, CWL 1 380.

45 Lonergan, CWL 1 379. See Aquinas, ST 7-2 9.9, a.4; De nalo q.6, a.1,,,Ard since
the will has not always willed to deliberate, something els€ needs to move the will to wiII to
deliberate. And if the will indeed moves itself to deliberate, it is also necessary that deliberation
precede the movement of the will, and that an act of the will plecede the deliberation. And
since thele cannot be an infinite regression, we need to hold that regarding the fust movement
ofthe will, somethi[g extehal. atwhose instigation the will would begin to will, moves thewill
of anyone not always actually willing."
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46 Lo etga ,CWLT379 n.167.

47 Lonergan conkasb sf 1, q. 82, a.4, ad.3m. with ST 1-2 q.9, a.4; De malo q.6, a.7

48 The followin8 example is paraphrased from the one Aquinas Sives in SI 1-2, q. 9, a.

4,c.

49 ',]\4an must, oI necessity, desire all, whatsoeve! he desires, for the last end . because

whatever man desires, he desires it under the asPect of the good, And if he desiles it, not as

his perfect good, which i6 the last end, he must, of necessity, desire it as tending to the Pelfect
good..,." (Aquinas, 57 1-2, or. 1, a, 6,..).

50 "One need not always be thinking of the last end, whenever one desires or does

something: but the virtue of the filst intention, which was in respect of the last end, remains

ill every desire directed to any object whatever, even though one's thoughts be not actually
directed to the last end" (Aquinas, SI1-2, q. 1, a. 6, ad 3m).

51 Lonergan, CWL 1103.

specification of its object.46In the absence of that distinctio& the ultimate act

of willing an end could refer to an intellectual aPPrehension as its sole cause.

If , in the Prima pals, Aquinas spoke of intellect and will in that manner, still
the interval between then and later works includes a notable development

of his theory of the will.aT

He gave a helpful illustration in the Prima secundae.ae When a man wills
his own health as an end, his willing of that end moves him to take counsel

on means to its attainment. He may decide that taking a medicine prescribed

by a doctor will enable him to achieve the healthy livlng that he desires. But

since he did not always will his own health, something must have moved

him to the act of willing that end. If one argues that the will moves itself,

then one must posit a prior deliberation and an even prior act of willing a

more general end. Hence, the argument concludes with two oPtions: either

the infinite regress or the external mover of the will.
As for its obiect, the will intends each and every lesser end for the sake of

its ultimate end, that is, the good in general.ae Even in cases when the intellect

does not explicitly advert to it the good in general engages the natural

inclination of the will.5o In fact, the will can will something only because it
wills the good as such. Thus, with regard to its end, the will desires nothing

other than the good or what particiPates in the good. Since the good in

Beneral extends to all being, the ultimate desire of the will is harmoniously

ordered to all of realiry Now the agent ProPortionate to causing the act of

willing a universal end must itself constitute a universal cause. "[B]ecause

God creates the soul, he alone can oPerate within the will; again, because

the will tends to the bonum uniz;ersale [universal good], this tendency cannot

be the effect of any particular cause but only of the universal cause, God."tl
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In creating the will, God gives it a natural inclination or orientation to
the good; in operating on it directly, "God is the principal efficient cause
of every actual instance of willing."52 No instrument mediates between the
divine operation and the act of willing the end. The external moyer causes

the act immediately, immediatione airtutis et suppositi (by the immediary of
power and contact),53 and moves or "inclines the will as he himself wishes."5a
On this point, Aquinas quoted the proverb, "The heart of the king is in the
hand of God; he turns it whithersoever he will" (Proverbs 21:1).55 God
implements divine providence by governing the world through the natural
and volitional actions of all created beings; though again, God exercises a

special control over rational and free agents in mediating providence to the
rest of creation. Though each and every natural and ftee act presupposes an
act of willing the good in general, God sometimes moves the human will
to a more determinate end, for example, when God transforms the heart of
stone into a heart of flesh (Ezekiel 11: 19-20).56

In the next section, I will develop what may already appear quite
clearly, namely, that Aquinas' theology of grace structurally complements
his mature theory of human willing. For now, however, I want to emphasize
the point that in its natural activity the will acts as an instrument of divine
causaliry God makes possible all human acts of willing. God initiates them,
determines when they occur, governs them intemally and externally. The
act of willing the end itself, the psychic determinants that affect volitional
activiry and the external situations that contextualize the operations of
the intellect and will, that make available the obiects of choice, and that
determine the background for a unique role in the drama of Iife - all internal
and external factors originate in the mind of God.

To put it briefly...there is nothing in the intellect moving the will to
the specification of its act, nothing in the sentient part of man inclining

52 Stebbins, fie Dioine Initiatioe,247.

53 "God is the external mover who itflEdiatione oiiutis el s ppositi aauses all acts of
willing an end, whether natural or supernat,lj.al, q aad efircitium acf s" (Lonergan, ,,On God
and Secondary Causes," 63). See also CWL 1 299-314, where Loneryan explains the theory of
cooperation in detail.

54 Lonergan, "On the Supernatural Order," 114.

55 Ibid. The Proverbs rcfercnce is cited ftotntie Sunna contfi gentiles,3, c.88.
55 In the context of his refutation of Pelagianism, Augustine refeffed to this line from

Ezekiel in explicating his distinction between divine operation and divine cooperation. See
Lonergary CWL 1201,58.
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him to choose this or that, nothing in the will itself either by way of a

first act as a disposition or a habit, or by way of a second act as an act of
willing the end or willing the means, that God himself immediately or

mediately has not brought about.oT

Aquinas taught that God causes the will's act of choice more than the

will itself.58 "Lile every finite agent, the will is an instrumental caus€ that

participates efficaciously in the execution of the divine artisan's plan."5e

Tsr Nrro ron HreLrNG GRACE IN THE wlLL

Where the previous section focused on the metaPhysical necessity of divine
operation in the will and the exercise of its act, this section deals more with
the specificatiofl ot lhe act in the context of a psychological analysis. Though it
proceeds under the them€ ofoperative grace and addresses the develoPment

of Thomist thought on the toPic, this section remains principally directed to

clarifying the integxal theory of the human will in Thomist theology.

In the climate of early Scholasticism, Philip the Chancellor's distinction

between the natural and supernatural orders consumed the speculative

theological discussion on the necessity of 8race.@ Exclusive focus on what

Lonergan called the "theorem of the supernatural" - Philip's distinction

between two entitatively disproportionate orders (i.e., the natural and the

supernatural) - created the practically undetected problem of obscuring

in theological reflection the need for healing grace. Aquinas solved this

difficulty by explaining that need in terms of a Psychological analysis he

recovered from Augustine. Using a fuller examination of the human will
and the nah.ual limitations of its liberty, Aquinas managed "to restore

th€ notion of gratia sanans [healing grace] to its rightful position in the

speculative elaboration of the doctrine of grace."61 Again, this section

addresses a significant moment in the development of Thomist theology,

but its main point of interest remains the insights into the nature of human
willing that Bround Aquinas' theological achievement.

57 Lonergan, "On the Supematural Ordet" 114

58 Loneryan, CWL 1 9&104, 30&14, 434-38.

59 Stebbins, Trre Di.,ifle Initiatioe,2{8.

50 Lonelgan, CWL 1185.

61 Slebbiis, The Dioine Initiatbe, 90,
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Before discussing human liberty's natural limitations, the explanation
of which helped Aquinas solve the speculative problem noted above, it will
help to clarify further the nature of free choice itself. In his interpretation
of Aquinas, Lonergan identified four essential presuppositions in each and
every act of human freedom. Though Aquinas emphasized each particular
point at different times in the development of his own thought, Lonergan
maintained that all four elements together constitute the necessary
presuppositions of free choice. He wrote:

A free act has four presuppositions: (A) a field of action in which more
than one course of action is objectively possible; (B) an intellect that
is able to u/ork out more than one course of action; (C) a will that is
not automatically determined by the first course of action that occurs
to the intellecb and, since this condition is only a condition, securing
indeterminacy without telling what in fact does determine, (D) a will
that moves itself.62

How do these presuppositions fit together in the developed theory of
human freedom? Their coherence presupposes an understanding of human
nature in relation to the integral patterns of the cosmos. The concrete
universe admits the objective possibility of different courses of action. In this
universe, the intellectcan apprehend thatrange ofpossibility, but knowledge
of some one possibility does not automatically determine the will. The will
moves itself to an act of choice in the integral context of world order. All four
pr€suppositions mentioned above are necessary for attributing freedom to
the human will.63 Though it passively receives the act of willing the end, the
will moves itself - in the presence of these four presuppositions - to an act
of willing means. In the latter act, the will is free.6a

The acute form of the problem of grace and freedom - namely, how to

52 Lonergan, CWL 196.

63 lbid. 97-98. See also Stebbins, Tla Dioine lnitinti.'e,87.
54 Note that since the will moves itself to the act of willing the means, the achral act

of willing means is the contin8ent effect of the act that moves (i.e., the willing of the end),
which is the free act. Though the effect, of courge, is not ftee, Aquinas attributes fteedom to
the act that produces it. Lo[eBan wiote: "a free choice is not the contingent eflect but the
caus€ of a contingent effect; Ireedom lies in tl\e dorninium sui dctus ldominion ove! his actl; the
dominium does not Iie in the act that is dominated but in the act which dominates; but the act
which dominates is not the will of the means (which is effected) but the will of the end (which
is necessary in itselt but free as a cause of something else)" (Lonergan, CWL 1 346, 321 n.21).
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reconcile human freedom y/ith the absolute need for grace - did not occur to

Aquinas until he had recognized the error of his early view on the necessity

of grace. In the commentary on lhe Sentences, he explained the need for
grace strictly in terms of the disproportion betw€en human nahrre and

its supernatural end. Following Albert the Great, he focused his attention

on the absolute gratuity of the divine gift in relation to the natural order.55

His interest in the explanatory Potential of the theorem of the suPernatural

eclipsed the complementary insight of theAugustinian position on the moral

impotence of the shner. Aquinas, therefore, argued that the fact of freedom

ensures the capacity to avoid sin. In the absence of grace, free human actors

can, if they so choose, avoid each instance of sini and since they can avoid

each, they can avoid all.6In the early period, he interpreted Peter Lombard's

non posse non peccale [not able not to sin] merely in terms of the sinner's need

for forgiveness of past sins.67 He considered the necessity of Srace strictly in
terms of its elevatin g functlorl (Statia eleaans) .

Lonergan recogni zed, in the Deaeritafe a shift in Thomist thinking where

Aquinas cited the Augustinian refutation of a Pelagian claim, namely, that

human beings need grace for the forgiveness ofpast sinsbutnot for avoiding

them in the future.d The text indicates that Aquinas realized the mistake

inherent in his former view. Subsequently, he reclaimed th€ Augustinian

insight into the moraL imPotence of the sinner. This retrieval, however,

implies the challenge of reconciling human freedom with the absolute

necessity of grace for doing good. In other words, Aquinas had to explain

why persons possessing the ability to choose right or wrong nevertheless

remain in absolute need of grace to choose the good.6e

Already inthe commentary on the Serlrences, Aquinas had established the

need of habits for right action. He explained that, given the indeterminacy of
human potentialiry humans do wrong for the most Part even in sPite of their
natural desire for the good. In the hierarchy of rational beings, humans rank

at the Iowest point ofperfection, complementing the pure deficienry of prime
matter as its spiritual counterpart. Though nah-rrally oriented to the true

and the good, human beings possess an indeterminary, which points them

55 LonerSan, CWL 150.

55 Lonergan, CWL 1 3574; Aqvilr.as, Supet II Sententiarun, d, 28, q, 1 , a, 2

57 Lonergan, CWL 150.

68 lbid, 51; Aquinas, De oeilate, g. 24, a.12, ob,22,

69 Lonefgan, CwL 1340-50.
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in all directions and statistically commits them to act against their natural
inclination ir most instances.rc The ontological solution to this persistent
existential failure Iies in a greater actuation of potency, the determination
of an indeterminate potentiality, ot in other words, the grace that makes
human desire for the good efficacious. Since God is fully proportionate to
truth and goodness, God may increase the proportion of human beings
by infusing habits that spontaneously give rise to good action and enable
human persons to choose their connatural and supernatural ends. However,
this analysis explains no more than why the sinner has difficulty avoiding
sin and how grace takes away the difficulty.7l

Grace, in the Sentences, shifts the statistical odds in favor of the
converted sinner doing the good.The De aeritafe, on the other hand, asserts
that human beings cannot avoid future sins without grace. Without divine
assistance, the human person simply cannot choose or act for the good;
right action remains nothing short of impossible. Again, the problem lies
in the reconciliation of the absolute necessity of grace with the liberty of the
will. Aquinas solved the problem through an analysis of the limitations of
human liberty. He explained that operative grace respects human freedom
by operating beyond its limits.

Aquinas identified three natural limitations on the exercise of free
choice. First, inspired by Augustine, he recognized the law of psychological
continuity. In his extensive explication, Lonergan argued that Aquinas
never considered the activity of free will along the lines of an indifferently
ticking clock bouncing back to perfect equilibrium after each tick and tock.z
Aquinas explicitly asserted in lhe De malo that a change in the will occurs
accidentally according to its condition as a changeable nahrre.73 In other
words, a change in the will requires a proportionate cause, and change may
result from an intrinsic cause or an extrinsic cause. The former include
changes in knowledge, passions or habits; the latter denotes "God operating

70 Ibid.351.
7r lbid.355.

72 rbid. 355,55.

73 Ibid. 355-56; Aquinas, De malo, q. 75, a.5. Lonergan pointed out that Aquinas
explicitly articulated the principle of psychological continuity only in the De rrrio. Though it is
certainly presupposed at key parts of the D? reritafe, as we will see below, Lonergan conFctured
that "perhaps the use of the idea of liberty as non-coercion in the De ra,.ilata and its rejection
in the De mdlo have something to do with [the] clear and explicit statement on psychological
continuity" in the latter text (Lonergan, CWL 1356 n.73).
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in the will."7a Either way, Aquinas insisted that a change of free will does not

consist in the fact that someone can choose various things. Rather it consists

in this: "that someon€ does not will the very same thing at the same time

which earlier he did wi1l, or that he wills what earlier he did not will."73

AJter advancing a mistaken view in the Sentences - namely, that the

sinner can avoid mortal sin without the help of divine grace - Aquinas

formulated an interesting paradox that nicely corrects his Previous error.

In the De aeritate, he claimed that the "sinner can avoid any mortal sin but

cannot avoid all mortal sins."76 He exPlained the meaning of this statement

through "an extremely subtle psychological analysis" that combines three

points related to the nature of habits and dispositions in the will. Firstly,

Aquinas stated that since a habit constitutes a state of willingness with

respect to an end, its presence in the wi.ll means that free acts can occur

\ /ithout expliciL rational deliberation' Secondly, he argued that in order for

sinners to avoid repeatedly sinninS, they must argue themselves out of acting

in accordance with the disordered habits that sPontaneously orient them to

the transitory goods they have made their ends. Explicit deliberation must

occur if the sinner wants to stoP sinning. Thirdly, Aquinas reasoned that the

pressure of ckcumstance, the inevitable ways in which the mind becomes

preoccupied with a multitude of things, leads unavoidably to future sins

committed freely on the basis of disordered orientations in the will. Though

the sinner can avoid any particular mortal sin if only he Puts his mind to it,

"he cannot always put his mind to it, and, when he does not, he sins. From

this necessity of falling again and again into sin, the sinner is liberated only

by the infusion of divine charity into the soul."'
Inthe De aeritate, Aquinas not only corrected the error of the Sentences,he

also began a remarkable integration of the theor€m of the supernatural with

the Augustinian tradition of healing grace.78 He significantly transformed

his approach to human freedom in the psychological analysis of habits.

Previously, the theory of the habit stated merely a fact: the sinner acts

wrongly in the maiority and needs habits to act rightly. Now it enunciates a

delicate and complicated Iaw according to an incisive rational psychology.

74 Lonergan, CWL 1357.

75 Aq)i^as, De trulo, q,'15, a.5.

75 Lonergan, CWL 1359.

n bid. 0.

78 Ibid. 361. Lonergan identified the key Passage as De oeitate, q.24, a 12
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In the transitiory Aquinas moved from considering human freedom in terms
of degrees of perfection - that is, in terms of choosing our connatural and
supernatural good - to emphasizing the law of psychological continuiry
which places a natural limitation on the exercise of the liberty of the will.

Inspired by Augustine's reference to the will of the sinner as "a crooked
leg that cannot but Iimp along," Aquinas argued that "the crooked will can
avoid any sin but cannot avoid all."7' He showed how the solution to the
whole problem of grace and freedom boils down to "at root, a limitation of
human liberty."s Lonergan wrote:

ln the Prima secundae, Aquinas restored the Augustinian notion of
healing grace to the speculative elaboration of the doctrine. "The whole of
1-2, q. 109, presupposes that fallen nature has a twofold need of grace; man
need.s a sanatio as well as an eleoatio."32 Through his fuller examination of
human willing, Aquinas achieved an integrated explanation of the need for
operative grace; Iiberating the mind from the effects of sin and enabling it
to Iove God with perfect charity, grace heals and elevates the human soul.

Besides the law of psychological continuity, Aquinas recognized two
other natural Iimitations on the exercise of choice that help specify further
the absolute necessity of operative grace. He identified the second limitation
in lhe Contru gentiles where he discussed the need for additional graces after
justification.s3 Human persons need continual assistance from God to avoid
relapsing into sin, because a person simply cannot decide once and for all
about the entfuety of his or her life. An exercise of freedom can occur only
with respect to a single choice. The grace of perseverance secures life on the

79 Lonergan, CWL 1361.

80 Ibid.363.

81 Ibid.

82 Ibid.354.

83 Aq!i^as, Sufifia cafllro gentiles, 3, c. 155. Loner8an cited this passage strictly for its
reference to the second limitation on human liberty. He noted that its conception of actual gtace
along the lines ofexternal providence does not affect his particular use of the passage.

Mmnoo: Journal ol Lonetgan Studies

. ..grace is compatible with liberty because of itself liberty is Iimited
and grace enables it to transcend that limitation. [Aquinas] does not
presuppose an unlimited liberty which grace confines to the good; he
presupposes the limited liberty of psychological continuiry and makes
grace an escape from the servitude of sin.8r
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supernatural order subsequent to justification. If the human person decides

effectively about each act in the succession of free acts that span the duration

of his or her life, still God accounts for the series as a whole. Lonergan

explained:

Now, the constanry of perseverance and the form or Pattem of a

development pertain not to single free acts but to a series. It follows
that the first mover of the will must be the cause both of the fact of

perseverance and of the relation (ordo) that each act in the series bears

to the attainment of the final goal.&

God creatively outlines the lives of the saints with the Patterns of Sraces

by which the predestined are led unto eternal life.83 The grace ofperseverance

accounts for the succession of free acts as a whole and, from the PersPective
of the whole, infallibly attains its effect as an irstrument in the hands of the

transcendent artisan. The second limitation on human liberty - the fact that

freedom occurs in single acts but not with resPect to the series as a series

- corresponds to the pattern of graces by which the first mover of the will,
transcending the limitation, causes the series itself.86

Aquinas identified the third limitation on the exercise of choice in "the

fact that freedom regards not the end but the means," and this Iimitation in

particular significantly clarifies his theory of the will.87 As discussed above,

the will does not select its end. It does not move itself to the good in Seneral
or to some more determinate end. In the Thomist theology of grace, this

limitation on human Iiberty explains why the conversion of the will utterly

depends on the divine initiative. Conversion to a suPernatural end simply

presupposes the efficacious intention of God.88 "For God to infuse grace

into the soul, he does not require any disposition other than that which he

himself causes."8e

84 Lonergan, CWL 1367.

85 lbid. 381. Lonelgan noted that the Pattem corresPonding to Persevelance includes
internal and external lubitual and actual giaces

85 Lonelgary CWL 1 382.

87 Ibid.358.

88 Lonergan noted that Aquinas spoke of an imperfect conversion that occuE Prior to

iustification and may take place by successive stages; and he spoke of a perfect conversion that
happeN in the instant of justification (Loflelgan, CWL 1365); s€e also Aquinas, SI l-2, q. 112, a. 2.

89 Aquinas, ST 1-2, q. 113, a. 7 c.; Lonergan, CWL 1 366.
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By applying the theory of the will and the theorem of universal
instrumentality to the doctrine of grace, Aquinas explained that in any
instance of divinely inspired action God eff€cts the willing of the end.
ln the Prima secundae, he articulated the synthesis of instrumental and
psychological theory most clearly in considering the case of conversion:

In that effect, therefore, in which our mind is moved but not (actively)
moving, and God alone is the movet the operation is attributed to
Cod: and this is accordingly called operative grace. But in that effect in
which our mind is both moved and (actively) moving, the operation is
attributed not to God alone but also to the soul: and this is accordingly
called cooperative grace.s

In the event of conversion, Cod operates directly on the radical
orientation of the will. Subsequently, given the act of willing a supernah,rral
end, the will may then freely cooperate with the divine initiative in the
choice, election, or willing of the means.el Most significantly, the two effects
are produced by the same grace.e2 Aquinas considered a single grace as
operative and cooperative according to the diversity of its effects, namely,
the conversion of the will and the choices that consequently follow As the
mover of the will, God can liberate the will from its disordered patterns and
vice, and enable it to act in accord with its natural and supernatural ends. In
a statement that nicely reflects the thesis of this article, Lonergan noted that
these "two effects of the one grace, mens mota et non morens [mind moved
and not movingJ a d, mens mota et fiou,en s [mind moved and movingJ, stand
in splendid harmony with the theories of providence, instrumentality, and
the nature of the wil'I."e3

The psychological account of human willing allowed Aquinas to
establish the compatibility of grace and freedom. Though Albert the Great

90 Aquinas, 51 1-2, q. 111, a. 2; Lonergan, CWL 1 129-30.

9l Drawing from Augustine, Aquinas always distinguished - whether speaking of
habitual or actual Srace - between divine operation and divine cooperation. On operative
grace, he cited lhe fa o'rs, quarn Deus in nobis sine no s opefiful [which Cod oFlates in us
without usl; on cooperatiye grace, qui creaDil te sine te, non iustifcabil te sire ta [the one who
created you without you, will not iustify you without youl (Aquinas, 5I1-2, q. 55, a. 4, ad 5m;
Lonergan, CWL 1 53).

92 Aquinas, SI 1-2, q, 777, a, 2, ad. 4m.

93 Lonergan, CWL 1131-32.
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and the early Scholastics did not fully reconcile the Iib€rty of the will and its

inability to choose the good without divine assistance, Aquinas eventually

solved the speculative problem. His solution brought together the theory of
creaturely instrumentality and the analysis of the will. In the metaphysical

context of the cosmic hierarchy - in which God controls the activities of all

created beings - human freedom is not absolute. The nature of the will itself
limits the sphere of its efficary. "lt cannot select its ends, it cannot escaPe

the restrictions of psychological continuity, it cannot ever choose the good

once and for alL."e{ However, "there is no end of room for God to work on

the free choice without violating it."e3 OPerating beyond the will's limits,

grace causes the will to desire its supematural end, changes its sPontaneous

inclinations and secures its Perseverance - all without intervening on the

proper domain of human freedom. In light of this intetrated framework,

Lonergan articulated the necessity of operative grace accordingly:

...corresponding to the triPle limitation of human freedom -
psychological continuiry freedom with resPect to the means, freedom

with respect to each single act but not the series of acts - there exists

in man the need of operative grace to effect his conversion from sin, to

direct him to God as a special end, to maintain him in the suPernatural

life on the level of the Holy SPiriys wisdom and love.e6

On the grounds of the cosmic hierarchy and his theory of providence,

Aquinas explained the instrumental nature of all human action. He

established the universal truth that "God is always operative and then

cooperative."eT His explanations of the structure of the will and the limitations

of human freedom complement this truth in the context of a theoretical and

psychological account of the necessity of operative grace, the conversion of

the sinner, and the advancement of the justified in the spirih.ral life.

CoNcLUsroN

The Thomist theories of providence and universal instrumentality form the

94 Stebbins, The Di?,ne Initialtue,Eg

95 LoneBan, CWL 1117.

96 lbid.382-E3.

97 tbi.d.432,
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general context for Aquinas' mature theory of human willing. If all created
beings depend on this concrete world order for the fulfilling conditions that
their activities presuppose, still this world order itself depends absolutely
on God. The notion of universal inskumentality simply specifies the causal
series that originates in the mind of God, extends to the whole universe of
being, and makes possible the actual occurrence of any given instance of
created action. That God envisages and executes this master plan means
that each act in the endless series of movements that occur in this universe
fits perfectly and infallibly into the cosmic symphony that efficaciously
proceeds from its Creator. That we participate in this providential design
means that though we act freely our freedom presupposes the initiative and
cooperation of a transcendent artisan.

What does this study imply for methodical transpositions of Thomist
volitional theory? Though a sufficient answer to this question would requie
a much Ionger treatment than what I can provide here, I think this study
offers two significant points for immediate consideration: Firstly, it does not
seem possible to transpose the central elements ofAquinas, theory of human
willing - (1) the relations between the intellect and wiU, (2) the distinct
causes of diverse operations in the will, (3) the nature of human freedom
- independently of the general theory of creaturely instrumentality. These
theories are internally related. Secondly, Aquinas applied both instrumental
theory and his analysis of volitional activity to his speculative elaboration
of the doctrine of grace. If a methodical theology should transpose Aquinas,
(and the early Lonergan's) theoretical theology of grace, then it should also
account for the same psychological data in the unified pattern of human
willing that Aquinas accounted for in the metaphysical categories of his
theory.

Lonergan offered an interpretation of Aquinas' volitional theory that
clarifies the essential elements of the faculty psychology while underscoring
its critical context. By incisively articulating the aetera on human willing,
Lonergan not only illuminated Aquinas' comprehensive view of how God,s
governance shapes human living in this concrete universe, he also opened
challenging vistas for methodical theologies that seek to explore, critically
and systematically, what the noua could be.
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THE HYPOTHESIS OF A NON-ACCIDENTAL
HUMAN PARTICIPATION

IN THE DIVINE ACTIVE SPIRATION

Philip McShane

ft-lr. HyrorHEsrs, es considered here, may be likened to the early hypo-

I thesis of the existence of the neutrino in physics: it is the undeveloped

I hypothesis of a reality required to meet empirical needs.r The

hypothesis may be nicely Iocated in the context of Aquinas' systematics,

as sublated by Lonergan, by considering it as a hyPothesis within the

developing sequence that would begin "In the 27th place" in Lonergan's

consideration of God.'?The locating is nice numerically, in that one can then

envisage another continuation3 ol Insisht after chapter 19 which would
correspond to Aquinas 27th Question in the fust Part of the Summt Theologica .

But it is nice in a much larger sense which can only be hinted at here. It is
God as re-conceived of by the theological community living in the general

categories of Lonergan that we are - normatively - dealint with and in.{ It is

the Cod that is conceived ofby Lonergan and Print-Pointed to in chaPter 19

1 A context herc, as we shall see, is chaPter 19 of lrsisit which deals with God in a

soenufic manner. Ca touer 19 bings this out by a Parallel with the science of the neutlino
Roughly, one can consider s€ction 8 of the lflsi8hl chaPter to be the initial cloudly h)?othesis
and verificahon of God [or the neutrino] and section 9 the Senesis of a decent hyPothesis with
verification following in section 10. Here we are concerned about a hfPothesis regarding
sanctifying grace, mentioned once, neutrino-trace-like, in "Finaliry Love, Marriage," CWL 4

2-3, (The essay is leferred to below as FLM.) I end the essay with a feeble and relatively nominal
hypothesis: the sequence of fulle! hypotheses, comPonents of a future Senetic systematics, is a

matte! fo! later Senerations of theologians.

2 "In the twenty sixth place, God is personal" (CWL 3 691) ends the pseudodeduction
of chapter 19.

3 One could consider this as a possible takeoff Point for the missing second volume,
I sighl afid Failh,r entioned below in note 55.

4 "Dealing with": getting a prccise heuristic meaning for this is the undellying challenge

of this essay, for we are dealing with the messy beginning of the future oI a functional theology,

to be dominad by a genetic systematics of the 8eo-histo cal eflorts of humanity to 8et its
minding in order. More on this as we move alonS: see, e.8. notes 11 and 27.

O 2011 Philip McShane
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of lnsight and in his two volumes on the Trinity, up to that point in Volume
12, where Lonergan introduces the minimal hypothesis.i

Furthet the consideration here is focused on the participation as

nonaccidental as opposed to accidental in the usual metaphysical sense that
is sublated by Lonergan's meaning of conjugate, and indeed by the particular
meaning of conjugate that he gives that participation when it is placed in a
clearheaded5 effective thinking of "the ecstasy and the intimacy that results
from the communication of the absolute and unbounded Iove that is God
himself"T that is to be attained in the adventure of intussuscepting section
5 of chapter 20 of Insight. I am considering, then, the clear-headed context,
suggested by Lonergan, of the absolutely supernatural solution to the
problem of historys Finally that consideration fits in with my holding to the
minimal character of the assumption in that, if one considers the question
"What is that participation?" with the usual back-up of analogies of nature,
then one grasps that the question is one regarding coniugates. Conjugates,

5 Lonergan, CWL 12 470-73. It is as well to bear in mind, have as mind-set the analogy
with science. The neut no hypothesis emerged in a context, and this context is a tricky reality
to specify. It is helpful here to brood over Lonergan's comment on conceptualization: ,,the

conceptualization of understanding is, when fullydeveloped, a system, and one must advert to
the implications of systematic knowledge .... ifone is to grasp the precise nafure of the concept:
the concept emerges from understanding, not an isolated atom detached from a context, but
precisely as part of a context, Ioaded with the relations that belong to it ir,l virfue of a source
which is equally the source of other concepts" (CWL 2 238). The context of anv concept of
sanctifying grace is, in a mature functional theology, to be dominated openly by the genetic
systematics mentioned in note 4.

6 There is a massively important point to be noted here rega-rding focus. Thesis 5 of
Lone!8an's The Tiune God: Docttires shows how mystery can and should be focused so that
natural analogues be clearheadedly developed. The attitude he draws attention to dominates
the present effort, whether I am reflecting about functional collabolation or about prayer The
hymn question, "lvhat a Friend we have in Jesus?" benefits from the distinction, but also the
more subtle issues of the practicalityoffunctional collaboration. So, e,g, Karl Rahnet responding
to the versiofl of chaptet 5 ol Melhod p,ublished in the Gregorianum in 1969, is light on: ,,De
theologische Methodologie Lonergan's scheint mir so generish zu s€iD dass sie eigentlich auf
Fde Wissenschaft passf l"I-onergan's theological methodology seems to me to be so genenc
that it actually suits every science."l, Karl Rahnet "Kritische Bemerkungen zu B.J.FLonergan,s
Aufsatz: 'Functional Specialties in Theology"', Ctegorianum 510971), 537. Global culture is at
pres€nt a ferment of the need for the omnidisciplinary collaboration that was Lonergan,s great
final achievement. There is no mystery about its need in theology. Karl Rahne! objects to the
lack of theological focus in Lonergan's functional methodology; but he does so in a non-focused
way that is undermined by Lonergan's Thesis 5.

7 CWL3741.
8 "The problem of general history which is the real catch" (Lofieryatu, CINL tO 236) -lhe

solution to the problem, posed by Lonergan in that work, was published a decade after those
lechrres were given (see note 6 above) with Iittle fanfare or follow-up.
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as conceived, are what are given unity, identity, wholeness, by central form.

A central form's meaning is given simply by that necessary and sufficient

uniry identity, wholeness.e The further What? Pushes the thinking to an

investigation of coniugates. The key issue here, then, is the tentativelylo

verified unity and identity in the human subject of the absolute suPematural.

But are we dealingrl here with a someway-added central form to the

human subject? I would note that, in envisaging an absolute supernatural

and its embedding in this aggreformic finitude we are in the thinnest air

of Gauging Whqt's Real.l2 A serious grip on the "detailed metaPhysics of
proportionate being"l3 "reveals that the thmlogian is under no necessity of

reducing to the metaphysical elements, which suIfice for an account of this

world, such supernatural realities as the incarnation, the indwelling of the

Holy Spirit, and the beatific vision."la

What then of the absolutely supernatural realities? They must be

9 See CWL 3 270-75,362,461. t would invited you to add to that the consideratior
of beauty, and - in relation to sanctitying 8!ace - the beauty of holiness. It is usetul to think
of Lonergan's thre€some, unity-identity-vr'hole as contained in the first two of Aquinas'
wholeness-harmony-radiance.

10 Think of the initial efforts to conceive of the neutrino with the helP of the lelevant
suggestive data of the time. The ramble here is towards an existential Pause over the comPlex

of data that is the I who loves Jesus, whatever your Prcsent age, and the single writing of the

I of Lonergan as he produced "Finality, Love, Mariage" at the age of 38. The fuller conEol of
the ramble, shifting the ramble into the beginnings of the mesh oI Senetic systematics with the

universal viewpoint (see the next note), would be the develoFd s€cond canon of hermeneutics
(cwl 3 609-10).

1l Recall notes 4 and 5. The 6isis in Lonergan studies is the absence of a Standard Model

such as is assumed in the more elementary science oI physics (indee d, the name, Standard Model

comes from physics), See note 27 below.

12 By this refelence, I am bringing into the Prese[t context the work of Richard Healey,

Gauging What\ R?iL The CoficePtltnl Founilatiotls of Contenryrary Gauge Thmries, Oxlord
University Press, 2007. I would note that Physics is the most elementary of sciences, so, morc
advanced than higher sciences, yet still struggling and muddled. Lonergan aPPeals briefly to it
for clues on method at the be8inning of Method ifi Theology bltthe does not develoP the aPPeal

as it needs to be developed in the search oI this millennium lor integral omnidisciPlinary
functional collaboration. This becomes very evident when it comes to seeling for a coherc[t
contempolary eschatology, which requires a fulsome grip on "The Conclete lntelliSibility
of Space and Time"(CWL 3 194-95). On a parallel need regalding incomPleteness theorems,

see note 25 trlow Rehlrn to the first topic, oI Sauging the real with the helP of Physics, it is
important to intussuscept that Lonergan embraced fis help from Physics in his life: it was

a core piece ol his WellanschouunS. To that topic chaPter 10 of Pierrot Lambert and Philip
Mc,ha e, Beiu Loneryan: His Lile and Leading ldeas, AialP\b)jshin8, 2010, is devoted. The

biography will be teferred to below as LonetSan.

73 Insight, T!)6.

14 lbid.
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conceived in a multiplicity of obscuring tensions. These realities are suited
to any other type of finitude, not only the types that Thomas envisages
at the beginning of the Third Partls: not, then, tuned tightly into the
aggreformic reality of the Iayered aggreformic being that grounds a three-
layered developmental potential in humans.r6 The fourth "added"l7 level
of being is added within an open "obediential"l3 potential of being and of
consciousness that, in an intimate mystery-meshed mannerre, escapes all
definitions of consciousness that emerge from empirical investigations:
more about that below.a So, its study involves a clear recognition of
discontinuity in the study of finite spirit.,'That clear recognition requires,
for one, an acknowledgment of the immaturity of our present scientific grip
on th€ immaturity of Thomas' grip on "natural resultance"2 in the dlmamics
of finitude. Further, that clear recognition must reach to a full recognition,

'15 I am thinking here of the flights of Thomas' Qrestio 3, and indeed particularly of
Article 6 regarding two divine persons in one hurun nah.ue. We ale here ,.dealing with,, (that
phrase againl) flights of minding that would have the filst and s€cond persons of the trinity
gracing each of us pilgrimwise and in a genetic escfiaroh. I make mention of the latter on and ofI
here and elsewhere, though nothing serious has b€en done about that zone of being in reaent
centuries. I give a brief indication of the need and problem in Field Noctunes CafiTouer 776.

16 S€e CWL 3 752-3,541-3.

17 " A.d.ds to man's biological, psychic, and intellectual levels" (CWL 3 762, boftom of
page) . Adds is a very tricky word, intimately related to the problem mentioned in the next note.

1E "Obediential potency is mentioned in FLM twice (20,36) as well as in the editor,s
note g (261). I pass over the topic, but recall the comment on yerrlnr 149: ,,one may ask if this
neglect of natural potency has not some bearing on unsatisfactory conceptions of obediential
potency''. Iris in the quotation refels to debates around nahxal potency as receptive, but there
is also the context of the previous few pages on Thomas' incomplete development of ,,nahtral

resultance" (see note 22 below).

19 Recall the comment on mystery-focus above, note 6. Existentially, this focus can be
carried over into action, even the action of prayer Think of the Ignatian adage: ,,do everything
as if it depended entirely on you, knowing that all depends on God". The address of prayer, to
which we tum later in the essay, can be redeemed from psychic fuzziness by such an operative
balance,

20 The below refers especially to some foot[otes below. It is useful to give two short lists,
one with focus on the ontic and the other with focus on the phyletic. One 6ight consider note
87 as the linking note, as well as note 9, on the beautiful. So, ontically focused are notes 10, 18,
32, 35 and 36; the phyletic focus is found in notes 1, 5, 5, 43,48, 73. But of course beio& has also
a curious self-referential meaning that lelates to the note E7 on incorporationi the raioto ofone,s
neuromolecnlar dynamics. That below is a zone of cosmic dynamics that, especially in darke!
personal and historical times, needs the Iocus mentioned in note 6 above.

21 This is a very complex area of aggrefotmic reality in its own right. See lfisigrlt 541-543.
See also my Sarre Ecorromics and Fusionism, Axial Publishing, 2010, chapter 8, on the long climb
ahead of us in following the question, "What is spirit?"

22 On this impoltant gap, see Verbufi,7M-8.
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within eschatological science, of the permanent immaturity of our Brip on
the "natural resultance" of the invitation that is the absolutely supernatural

invitation internalts to the molecules of the present "order's dynamicjoy
and zeal."2a Finally, however, I would note the core of the perspective on

incompleteness - and on theorems of incompleteness6 - is nevertheless

given in the incomplete science of Aquinas, who had no doubt from his

lirnited science, that the comprehension of the divine reality is permanently

beyond the finite mind of the Incarnate Word.26

Comint to glips with the science of the previous paragraph would poise

us to envisage the modest grip on "our neutrino" of which we are at Present
capable. The development of our grip, as Robert Doran regularly suggests,

is a massive enterprise that I would associate with a quite new second part

of the Secunda Pars of the Summa Theologica, and so a new sublation of the

genetic systematics that is to emerte as Part of the Standard Model of a new

theology.'1T

I wish only to make two further points here about the long-term

enterprise. There is, related to both, the issue of the sublation of Thomas

notion of convenience into the ftrllest meanint of contextualized hy?othesis.

23 A provocative us€ ol the word intefial.There are deep issues hele related both to the
meaning of oHiential (see note 18 above and note 89 below) and to the reality of secondary

determinations of quantified lealities (see CWL 3 ch. 15). But an interestifl8 start is to muse over
such questions as "vvhat is a molecule of oxygen? Might it fly? Might it flow in the blood of
Jesus? Might it thus flow now?" On the finality ofoxygen, see FLM,23.

24 c1l,,lL3722t frnal words of page.

25 There are theorems of incompleteness withi[ contemporary logic of course, but
here the issue is the set of such theorems as they apply to eschatological reality. MiSht there
be, for instance - I recall Thomas' magnificent suggestion that you cannot exclude an infinite
number oI ancestors ( Sufitfla Ia Pa:^s, q.46, a.2, ad 7m) - an incomPleteness in an endlessness

of humanitl/s emergence and invitation to eschatological ciromincession? I would note that
all such theorems of incompleteness would constitute a fulle! position that is given in the brief
pedagogy ol lnsight's "positioning" (CWL 3 413), which is lacking in more evident theolems,
such as theorems of intentionality and of infinity

26 S n1fia Theologi.d, III, q.10, "De Scientia Beata Animae Christi".

27 A compendious comment on the Senehc systematics may helP. First, think of the slice

of the organism that is the topic of the ItEiSr, 489 (see below, note 42). One is invited at the end of
that page to move to the dynamics ofthe organism. This gives a first SlimPse of the theological
systematics. But the genetic dynamics is of local theologies, and of overlaPPinS, mergifl8, etc

contexts. So orte needs to image it as h.rnnelin8 forward from the Slobe Seohistorically - imagine
flies eyes! Finall, the GS is heavily dePendent on revercinS counterPositions thematized in
the component of the Standard Model identified as oPeratins towards "cumulative results"
(i4efftod, 4) of the universal viewpoint. Regularly I symbolize the integral PersPective of the

Standald Model of any age by UV + GS + FS. lt is, normatively, the mindset of all functional

collaborators.
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That full meaning carries us into the full science of the Theory of God that is
the Second Person in that Person's wholesome reality of an integral grasp,
embrace,zs of the present finitude. The larger point regards the coherent
convenience that is to be the new terminal systematics-slice of the genetic
systematics required for functional collaboration. The lesser, first, point has
to do with the question of the non-accidental nature of the reality faithfully
known to Thomas as sanctifying grace.

The convenience of that grace being something non-accidental is the
issue, but the concrete context of coming scientifically to grips with that issue
is the central focus of my pointing here. We cannot afford to skip the climb
of Insight with its various bridges,e into and forward in metaphysics. The
effort to do elementary metaphysics only enters the stage at the beginning
of the final section, section 7, of chapter fifteen of the book lnsight.3a That
effort needs the context added in chapter 16, on distinctions and relations,
with its discomforting demand of an existential shift rare in our times:
the comeabout3l to a Poisitions2 in being. It further needs the sublation of
the poisitioned persons into the remote world of the fusion "into a single
explanation"33 - an echo of the Theory of God that is the central Person of
finitude - of the full story of stumbling perspectives.3a

28 I would draw attention to the massively discomfoting norm presented by Lonergan:
"Theoretical understanding, then, seeks to solve problems, to erect syntheses, to embrace the
universe in a single view." (CWL 3 442).

29 The key bridge of Irsr8lii is the one identified by Lonergan at the beginning of chapter
5. See, on the Website, Bridgepoise 5, "2010 Moves towards 2020 Collaboration of Lonergan
Students". A relevant context is my "Features of Generalized Empirical Method: A Bridge too
F ?" , Creatiuit'y and Meiftod, edited by M. Lamb, Marquette University Press, 1984.

30 A reach to "prepare our ltatement of the integral heu stic shucture that we have
named metaphysics." (CWL 3 484)

31 It is as well to cite the shocking existential passage, since it is relevant to the prayer-
patterns of the Tower People in the future. "So it comes about that the extroverted subject
visualizing extensions and experiencing duration gives place to the subject orientated to the
objective of the unrestricted desire to know and affirming beings differcntiated by certain
conjuSates potencies, forms, and acts grounding certain laws and frequencies" (CWL 3 537).

32 The task indicated in the previous note blossoms into a molecularization that
constitutes a poise, a walk in bein& the walk of a "character" (see below, notes 50 and 80). Some
hints about this are in Cafitower 9, "Positioi,Poisition, Protopossession". My Website book, Ihs
Redress ol Paise, is an aid to the climb.

33 CWL 3 610, Iine 9. See note 10 above: it involves an incamation of the second canon
of hermeneutics,

34 The push for the fuII story is the task of Fusionism, which seerns to me now to be a
better title than Lonerganism for the movement of following Lonergan pointers. See part Two
of my Safie Ecafiamics afld Fusiollisrn, AxialPtblishing, 2010.
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Within that large climb of the future there are to be many personal and

communal climbs, quite beyond present fantasy. But here I must restrict

my hints, my fantasy, regarding these climbs to a single illustration of the

challenge to climb towards a sublation of Lonergan's effort ofthe early 1940s

expressed densely, tentatively and modestly, in his essay, "Finality, Love,

Marriage".
I sense now that I should preface talk of that sublation by explicitly

adding two context that need self-digestion. There is the "shrdy of the

organism" asked for by Lonergan as a beginning of serious self-digestion.33

And thele is the seemingly simPler context of prayer- poise.s

First, then, you have to take a Position3T regarding the challenge of a

beginning of your study of the organism, "study of the organism begins

..."38 whether that study is the study of a flower, or a panda, or the Person of

Jesus, or the quasi-organism that is the mystical body, a study Pursued here,

pilgrimwise or in the eschatological genetic dynamic of sweet surprise.

The study of the organism that is you, always in the presence of the

fullest personal context,3e needs to drive head-to-toe molecularly inward

in the dance of such passages oI Insight as that ParagraPh "Study of the

organism begins ...."4 I do not wish to enter here into the comPlexity of the

35 The serious selfdigestion is exPress€d rather blundy on page 755 of InsiS[t: the famous

"breathless and late" paragtaph. One illuskation may helP here. What i5 consciousness? The

question is a rnassive empirical challenge of this millerudum, moving uP ftom the irritability
of plants through higher levels of self-presence in Plant and animal to the shades of human

consciousness, where different consciousness€s of inquiry Fdgment, Planning and decision
wil be specified by investigating the chemical Patterns of hetelarchies of brain neurodynamics

35 I have an elementary considelation of foundational Prayet in Prehufious ,8,
Pmye!-pattems lelevant to the mediations to be effected by the eiShth sPecialty are Primarily
kataphatic pattems. They are to be contextualized (see note 5 above) by the Positioning and

poisitioning mentioned in notes 31-35. The contextualization is a matter of Praying in the mode

of the strategy of generatized empirical method Pointed to ifl note 43 below. One exPects, then,

the I of the statinB "I love you, Jesus", to reach some contemPorary plane of self_luminosity.

37 The "taking of a Position" is a necessity for everyone, but the advancing of communal

position is formally and per s? the task of the dialectic communiry a task calefully named on

Method in Theolow, page 50. That task is to become a refined business of subde edditions:

it will, in the main, have little to say to the various counterPositions of the Past and Present.
Dealing with these is to be a challenge of the eiShth sPecialty

38 CWL 3 489.

39 Again I lecall the inspiring comment ftom yelbufi quoted in note 5. I would turther
note the sophistication of context that is reached by contexts being held in a genetic sequence:

recall note 27 above.

40 I had intended accumulating a strategic list of such passages that would lift the

community forwatd towards "dealing with" (lecall note 4 above) the future task of enriching
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dance, and the deceptive nature of the writing in Insight,4t but I would note
that I concretely illustrate the difficulty of the dance in a commentary on
that paragraph which runs through 41 essays called Field Nocturnes.a Those
essays range beyond the plant that is Lonergan's topic there, and so they
invite a like dancing round other paragraphs of lnsight, some mentioned
in the notes here, a dancing that would generate an expansion of the work
IrsiShf into a detailed pedagogy for later generations.

Secondly,l turn briefly to the issue of prayer. The seeds ofthe community
of the Tower of Able need to blossom into Little Flow€rs of a new kataphatic
non-mystical selfluminous{3 personal prayer that I wish especially to
associate with the drive ofth€ mind-set, minding-set, underpinning the print
of FLM: we get on to that drive in the notes to the third Iast paragraph of this
essay. But already I can pose the challenge that asks us to ferment forward
in th€ two contexts named: the challenge of prayerfully intussuscepting
the brief prayer: "Jesus, I Iove you".q Obviously, there are variants of this
that must occtlr to you: translations into your own languages that would
change the twist of my suggestions below - a relevant feature in that not
only the word order changes, but some words seem to slip away, as "I" does

the hypothesis regarding sanctifying gtace, but that listing would involve complexifications
due to needs of different individuals. I do leave you with a decent illustlation of the pursuit in
the commentary mentioned in note 42 below.

41 Lonergan viewed Insi'grtt as an introductory text, much as Aquinas viewed his Stlnrlfla.
But for decades I have found it useful to view it as a graduate text, comparing it to a graduate
text in physics that I was fortunate to use in the yeaIs iust before'1957, when I conftonted
Insi8[/. The text is Georgloos, Theoretical Phwi.s, Blackie and Son, London and Glasgol^r. s€cond
edition, 1951. That text is of the same length as Jrsigftt, and one finds in it e.g. 20 or so pages on
each topic that is treated in books and exercises of the undergiaduate years. The difficulty with
Irsiglt is that the next generation has to write those undergraduate texts. Think of the dense
brilliant treatment ofcanons of hermeneutics crying out for comprehension and expansion.

42 The series is a Website se es, eventually melging with Cantowels 141 at numbe!
42, to go on, as Field Nocturnes Carlo.uel to the due number 117. (My original notion was to
parallel Ezra Pound's 117 Cantos with a million-word series). References below will be to FN,
Carlozoels, and FNC.

43 See note 38 above. The issue is the clear-headed pursuit of thinking and living in
the existential context of the description of generalized empirical method that Lonergan gives
i^ A Thitd Collecfiun at the top of page 141: "Ceneralized empirical method operates on a
combination of both the data of sense and the data of consciousness: it do€s not treat of objects
without taking into account the corresponding operatiorc of the subrect; it does not keat of the
subFct's operations without taking into account the corresponding obFcts.,,

tl4 Obvious, I am reskicting us here to the special categories of Christianiry And perhaps
I should note that the meani[gs of the words in the prayer arc to have the poisitional and
contextual remoteness suggested above in various note. So,Jesus disappears asJackand Jill do
(See note 58 below).
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in my native gaelic, "Gradhim Thu, a Iosa."a5 And there are variants that

are cherished in different tradition: I think of Catherine of Siena's "Sweet

Jesus, Jesus Love". Having recourse to such translations and variations

is important to our global efforts here but it is certainly vital to your vital

involvement in the search for the meaning of your I of faith.

One can pray the four words with a stressing of any of the four

words, but the stressing that is of central interest to our problem of non-

conjugate participation is the stress that is exPressed here by bold-facing

and enlarging: Jesus, I love You."6 The statement, best made aloud in

mysterious confidence,aT even in the Ioudness of the toucha ofsign language,

is conscious in the range of ways and Ievels noted heuristically in the first

point. In so far as the heuristics becomes a habituated achievement, a Post-

Proustian presence to self, then you become the character required for life

in The Tower, caring for the Planes of plain meaning.ae Further, some level

1,95

45 The word "1" does not have a Gaelic equivalent. For examPle, T4im means "I am" as

"Gladhim" means "I love". I have to hand the Anglicized JaPanese oI the Passage mentioned

in the next notei "
45 One can IiIt the Prayet into various personal situations, to contexts similar to Peter's

i^ ]ohfl 21t 1*17 .

47 One may bring into focus here all the PointeE made in other notes (see the short list

of "onhC notes in note 20 above), and add the question of the manne! in which the "not my

words but His" is mediately given in consciousness.

48 I am thinkin8 of touch as focused on both by Helen, in her leaP to the tmth about

signs, and Merleau-Ponty, in his failed leaP, through an analysis of-touchinS, to reach the

Iuiminous post-Hegelian objectivity we refercnce below in note 57. Both shuggles are relevant

to luminous kataphatic Player' See FN 28, "A Touching of Touch: Cetting on your NerveJ';

FN 32, "seeing i;Deceivin8", FN 35, "Helen's Halting Hand", FN 36,'D€sire and Dstance''

Desire aid Distqnce: Intmdttctiorl to the Phalorfieflolory ol Perception (StanJord University Press,

20Ot), hans by Paul B.Milan) i5 Renaud Barbams' magnificent but unsuccessful effort to lift
phenomenology to a luminous Position. His Previous book, The leil8 ol the Phenomenofi:
'Merleau-Ponty'i 

kgacy, t ans Ted Toadvine and Leonard lawlor (lndian University Press,

2004), was directly concemed with Merleau-Ponrys final effort, a bookrnentioned by name in

anticipation by Lonergan in 1957 (note 23, P, 278 of CWL 18). Merleau-Ponq/s book aPPeaEd

t" f.ekn in t'qfe lz-oisibte el I inoisibte, Piris: Gallimard, 1964), and in English as Thr Visible

and th. lnois;bte, translated by AtPhonso Lhgis (Evanston Northwestem, 1968) An elementary

introduction to the Ploblem of Helen and the Ploblem of touchinS-objectivity are available, in

chapters 1 and 5, reipectively, of Mcshane, A Bn4 History ol To gue' Ftu'n Bii 84'18 to Coloured

Moles (Axial Publishin8), 1998.

49 The concluding section,3.5, ot bck in the BeiflSsfalk (Axial Publishing, 2007) gives a

glimpse of this problem tf care. The following chapter 4 places ttat challenge.in the conte'(t of

i key analogy oi science: ,The Calculus of Variation" (Hussell's thesis of 1882) as rnodel oI the

ne* futrctio'nal tt 
"ological 

calculus. [t Sives a further PelsPective on the issue of The Standard

Model (see notes 4,5,11 and 12 above).
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of that habituation is required for statecraft,{ for statement craft, for a state
meant, if one is living within the science: othenrrise one is talking quite
beyond one's competence. Such biased beyond-talk is to be strategically
excluded by the dynamics of functional collaboration: that is to be one of the
Bell-curve statistical glories of Lonergan's invention of that Tower of Able.31

Within that full context one attends to the claim of the statement, 'Jesus,
I love You." The statement is made in the absolutely supernatural present
order. The focal issue of interest and concern now is, What do I mean by I?52

Backed by the pointers given, we can move to intussuscept our
intussusception of FLM. The intussusception is, of course, limited or
problematic for the committed celibate, but the handling such limitations I
must leave to the individual reader. But I think that it is helpfuI to note that
there is a broader treatment needed of the subiect that could be given the
title "Finality, Love, Sex" that would give a new context for non-matrimonial
love or self-love.5l

I suggest a final helping shift of focus that gives you the possibility of
seeing the book Insight \n a fresh manner: a paralleling of the statement "I

50 "Since our purpose is to speak about matters to do with charactet we must firct
inquire of what character is a branch. To speak concisely, it would seem to be a branch of
nothin8 else that statecraff' (The beginning ot Aistotle's Mayu Moralia).

51 See Lonerg.rr 163.

52 The next five words in the text here are "backed by these two pointers.,, But the
backing needed to "go on" (I mention thus, discomfortingly, that same houbling point of the
mid-paragraph of Method ifl Theolow,287: "one can go on": can one?) is the pemonal meeting
of the question of the Existential Gap (see Lonergan, Phmommology ord Logic, the index under
E.xrsteafial) in present theology A fond parallel of mine might nudge. One can ,,go on,, from
and through Bruckner's eighth sfmphony if one has ingested the five notes (doh -, me, fah, so,
souowl) as they emerge, a quiet bridge, and dominate that symphony. Butwhat cherishing and
self-cherishing is called for to so ingest? And what of the self-tasting of those underyinning,
pining, five notes in the symphony of each our life: be attentive, intelligent, reasonable,
invettive, responsible?

53 The question bubbled upin FN 23,'AlereHea/', notesT-10, and is compactly raised
in FN 28, "A Touching ofTouch: Getting on your Nerves", note 23, where I pos€d the question:
'1vhat, then, is se.ry to meafl in the third stage of meaning? The question bubbles out of the
concluding chapter of Kristeva, much as the question, 'What, then, is oriectilahl to mean in the
third stage of meaning?' The new meanings both rcquire a global collaborative structure to
make probable their public emergence." The rcference is to Julia Kristeva, Coielts, translated by
Jane Marie Todd (Columbia University Press, New York, 2004). I note Kristeva,s frontispiece
quotation from The Visible and the Invisible (see note 49 above) centering on ,,that innate
anonymity of Myself that we call flesh .... Flesh is... an element oI Being,,. I am indebted here to
the doctorate work of Chdstine Jamieson, who kindly made available to me her doctoral thesis
from 5t. Paul's University, Oftawa, The Signif@nce of the Body ifi Ethical Discourse: Iulio Kisteaa,s
Corltibution. The qtestion bubbles up now in so far as one seriously grapples with the.final
problemJaden pages of FLM.
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love you Jesus" or some equivalent such as "I am your lover, Iesus" with
statements that bring us into the problem of chapter 11 ol lnsight,like "I am

a knower." The paralleling of "I love you Jesus" with such a statement as "I
know the typewritel'a could well nudge us towards envisaging the drive
of the missing second volume, lnsight and Faith, that Lonergan wrote of in
1952:ss but we won't go there in this context.

Instead, think now of reading the book Insight in order to make both it
and the Bible disappear through the emergence- as a non-given - ofa proper

conception of self-attentive method and of its content. I am suggesting, then,

through paralleling some such two short statements, a paralleling with
chapter 11 ol lnsight, or indeed with the whole book Insight, not iust the

book journeyed but the book as habitually journeyed, at least re-iourneyed

with sufficienf6 success and perhaps recycled in spiraling climbs till the

book comfortably disappears, a seen Played in your head,sT and you meet

Bernard asJack might sophisticatedly meetJill.5s Then one might 6nd oneself

enjoying the deep parallel between the space-time bridge of Ins,'8ht and the

bridge, Jesus, of Catherine of Siena's Dialogue, the Dialog e considered not as

an expression of mystical conviction, but simPly of orthodox Christian Faith

withh the mode of theoretic embrace.5'q

I speak of the emergence of a non-given, and I would have you hold

that focus in order to consider the objection of Charles Hefling to the

transposition into contemPorary theology, as a central entity, of sanctifying

54 See IrsE t chapter 13, the second page

55 In a letter to Eric O/Connot rcPloduced in Pierrot Lambert and PhiliP Mcshang
Bemord Lonogan. His Lile and liadhg ldeas (Axial Publishing, 2010) 156.

56 The existential difficulty hele for many is to hold to the minimum that Lonergan

invites when he introduces the definition of beinS in chapte! 12 of Irsi8ftf, and so be confronted,

or infronted, with a Frsonal decision by the Printed Position of Page 413. See the next note

57 I think here of Lonel8an's talk of that leaP of his in oul first conversation together,

Easter 1961, He paced the floor of the little room in Lower Leeson Steet, Dublin, wherc we were,

talking of having to Bo ask somebody, I have often wondeled what that somebody rePlied to

the post-Hegelian insaniry On that insanity, see Malk Morelli, "Lonergan's Debt to Hegel and

the Appropriation of Critical Realism," Mea ing and History in Slstefiolic Theology. Essays ifi
Hanor ol RoM M. Dorarl, S./., edited by John Dadosky, Marquette Univelsity Press, 2009, 40'
422.

58 See Lonergan, "Cognitional Structure," CWL 4 215.

59 There is a tricky set oI questions here rcgarding exPlessions, like that of Catherine's

D?io8??, dictated in a fervent rush, yet Powerfully orthodox in what one miSht call ordinary
theology, The mystic draws on contemPorary and Proximate haditions when alticulatinS with
some fush for coherence: otherwise we are left with metaPhor, as with St tSnatius' talk oI the

Trinity as three bells.
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grace. I must ask you to avail yourself of his text if you are to puzzle this
out personally rather than be perhaps mislead by my selective citing.@
The issue comes up neatly in a passage of Lonergan quoted by Hefling.
Lonergan has been giving a sketch of the metaphysical account of soul as a

source of neglect of the subject, and then remarks. "The study of the subject
is quite different, for it is the study of oneself inasmuch as one in conscious.
It prescinds from the soul. Its essence, its potencies, its habits, for none of
these is given in consciousness"6l This fits in with Hefling's earlier claim of
"a need for derivation from an analysis of conscious intentionality" of A, B,
... in a "methodological theology" if A, B, ... are to have a "warrant of their
validity."6'z

I have no interest in venturing into the odd meanings of "methodological
theology": rather I wish you to indulge in generalized empirical method as

described discomfortingly in A Third Collection.$ I add here two quotations
from Lonergan thathelp that venture. First, thereis the comment ofLonergan
a little further down the page quoted by Hefling: "Subject and soul, then, are
two quite different topics. To know one does not exclude the other in any
way.

But it very easily happens that the study of the soul leaves one with
the feeling that one has no need to study the subject and, to that extent,
leads to a neglect of the subiect."a Secondly there is the precise general
methodological claim that comes, conveniently, at the end of the previous
essay in A Second Collection, itself a context for our reachings: ,,Just as
reflection on the operations of the scientist brings to light the real foundation
of the science, so too reflection on the ongoing process of conversion may
bring to Iight the real foundation of a renewed theology."65

60 "Quaestio Disputata On the (Economic) Trinity: an Argument in Conversation with
Robert Doran," IhroloSical Studies 68 (2007). yarious other people have entered the dispute in
the years before and since, but best stick here with Hefling's clear presentation cited b;low as
Hefling.

6l Lonergan, ''The Stbject," A Second Colleclion, edited by W. Ryan and B. Tyrrell, Darton,
Longman and Todd, 1974, 73. The second sentence is quoted by Hefling at the bottom of 650,
and the last seven words are repeated early in the next page as back-up to his point.

62 Heii^g,(A7.
63 The description is given in note 45 above.
64 As in note 61 above.

65 "Theolofy in its New Context," ,4 Se.orrd Collection,6T. One may think of the comment
as pointing to a new Quaestio Pifia of a Sumlfla, o! pointing to the two volumes envisaged by
Lonergan in 1952 (see note 55 above).
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The second claim points us to core Iight on what we are doing when we

lift the statement "I love you, Jesus" into the context in which we are invited
to muse over the statement "I am a knowel' or "I know the tyPewriter, and

ifs not me."6 Both statements are conscious statements of fact.67 "1" occurs

in both statements. What happens to the meaning of I if you battle through

Insi8l,, chapter 11 with that new statement about the I of love?

Your question is, is I given in consciousness in either case? And iI it is
not, how is I's "derived from an analysis of intentional consciousness"?6

The derivation relating to unity, identity, whole, of the first statement, "l
am a knower", whether of self or the typewriter or of Jack or JiIl is the

tricky enterprise of chapter 11, of lnsight.6' The I of "I love Jesus" as a uniry
identity, whole, is in the ballpark defined by the second quotation above.

But neither I is given in consciousness: certainly not, if you take gizer in the

meaning given it by Lonergan in chapter '13 of InsiSht.Ta Chapter 11 helps us

to make sense of the I of nature. How are we to make sense, convenient or

hypothetical sense,7l of the I of an absolute supernature, with God and I in
a shockingz friendship?

The task of getting to grips with this is yours, especially if you

have aspirations towards being a serious member of the new global

omnidisciplinary science of theology. It is a big reach in our times, but later

times are to support it through the spiralling and mediations of the Tower

of Able.
On, then, abruptly, tothereach for the reach ofFLM within these contexts:

66 Recall notes 58 and 59 above. There is the massive Post-He8elian shift of context for
the content of InsiShl chapters 12 and 13. So, too, Jesus sliPs out of siSht and into mind.

67 Here I slide past issues of the facticity of Faith-statements. See note 65 above and the
text there.

68 Hefling,547.

59 I have already commented on the hicky Psychic weaving involved in lifting forward
from chapter 1l to the position of Page 489 of chaPter 14. The deePer climb is to Eenuinely cross

the bridges oflrsiSrt chapter 5 and chapte! 8.

70 g|'lL 3 447- 407. See FN 21, "Observing Brains", section 4: "The Given"

7'l Both the human I and the I of God (quite shange: see CWL 12 397) "Do the divine
persons say to one another 'l' and 'You'), moving forwand in Eenetic dynamic in both searches.

It is useful to think of the question, what is a circle?, to which there is an elementarily lePly in
chapter one of lr6i8rt. But what of Descartes' efforts, and Fouder's, and the related funchons

oI complex analysis?

72 Recall note 5 above. The shock becomes focused, The manner in whiclL nonetheless,

the mystery becomes Blobally resonant (s€e Ins8ftt, chaPter 1Z section 1 for a fulther statement

of the problem) is an issue of the minding and aesthetic mediation of molecular rcsonances.
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but not here. I could put brief effective words here, simply reminding an
audience of a shared ethos,z were I assured that the contexts mentioned
above were shared contexts of the audience and the prior task a memory in
its boned-in solution. But the sad reality is that the Standard Model that is to
dominate the cycle of functional collaboration in a millennium, generating,
with Bell-curve loveliness, "cumulative and progressive results"Ta is only at
present a faint hope. Then my pointing is more an encouragement to read
seriously and with fantasy a few passages or even single words that may
help in sensing the dynamics ofa shift to a new heuristic ofsanctifying grace.
The few passages, indeed, lead to a freshening of sections of l/rsigft, touched
on in notes above, written a decade later in clear compendious obscurity.

But prior to such detailing,T5 left after all to you of these next years, I
would like to emphasize what I call mood: the sharing of the 1930s mood of
Lonergan that he carried into this work, a bent toward fullness that focused
him on the restoration ofall things inChrist, thattied him to economic studies
and led him into grappling with both ancient history and modern physics.
It was a mood that led him to express at length to his superior a deep Ionely
frustration, summed up in the concluding words of his letter: "what on earth
is to be done? I have done all that can be done in spare time...."76 It was the
mood of an existential call, a call involving a Hopkinsesque self+aste that he

wrote of later.'And the pull was the pull of the "d1,namic joy and zeal"76 of
history of the molecules of "the world of sense, its finality, its yearning for
God."'In our chats in the 1970s Lonergan remarked once, with a glint in his
€ye, that "when I wrote that essay IFLMI I had emergent probability'', but
might we not say rather that emergent probability had him, that he was the

73 Obviously, the entire effort here is a call to the audience, but it is a call to the present
audience to care for the fuhlre audience in pointing them to the bridges that were too far
(see note 30 above) in this last half-century of Lonergan studies. Therc is here a centml crisis,
to be faced openly. The ethos is "an aesthetic apprehension of the group's origin and story
operative whenever the group debates, judges, evaluates, decides and acts - and especiallv in
a crisis."(Lonergan, CWL 10 230)

74 Method in Theolory, 4.

75 The detailing was to be much fuller, but now is a matter of a few illustrative footnotes
inviting the sofi of effort regarding FLM that Lonergan talks of in the first pages of the Epilogue
of Verburn.

76 Lonergan,154.

77 A Third Collectioll, 132.

78 CWL3722
79 C\|,tL3 745.
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"character''e he wrote of in the final chapter of Method in Thmlogy?

But why do I invite this mood of reflection? The issue is "the Srandeur
of God"81 in th€ extreme reach of Their absolutely supematural embrace of
the feeblest of spirit-finitudes.82 A bone-marrowing limit-grace is the "final
frontier"33 vibrant in the matemal embrace constihrted8a by the so-tamely

named secondary esse of the Incarnate Word. That participation in divine
paternity/maternity is a shocking divine-dream-up leap into 13.7 billion
years of genuinely anticipatory cosmic groanings: what further leaps in
being is in Their Minding, meeting in a limit-fashion the exigence86 in the

bones of us gorillas in the mist?

The Word's adventure is towards a two-way 'incorporation'87 that is to

blossom into an endlessly incomplete circumincession of Them in molecular

dance with us and within us. The dance begins in a will-surging mind-

80 Melhod ifiTheoloy,356. Add the comment of note 52 above.

8l Line one of Hopkins' "Cod's Crandeu!."

82 Lonergan once spoke to Val Rice, outside the context of the Rice interviews, (see

Lonergan, 110-12) of man being the most improbable of cleatures.

63 The final chapter of the Website book, Ile Redress ol Poise, "Gtace: The Final Frontiet",
homes in on the secondary esse of Jesus. [n recent months its radiance as matemal embrace

becomes a plausible enrichment - it relates to concrete secondary determinations - to the view
of its full finitude.

84 A host of problerLs lurk he!e, reganding the rr.ea i^g ol cofistilution (See e.g. Lonergan,
CWL 12 the index under Constitulion). My vse above may seem loose in that context, but it is

Frmissible in one's thinking of the exbernal term. "This created substantial act is related to
the person of the Son of God. For the same act both Perfects the obediential Potency of the
human essence so that it is actually assumed by the Son of Cod and constitutes the extemal
term whereby this contingent fact is true, namely, that the Son of Cod has actually assumed this
human nahrre" (Lonerga& CWL 7115).

85 Romal1s 8: 19.

86 The entire focus of this essay is, of course, on the exiSence ir each of us, and the
Existential Cap we face as a Sroup in coming to Srips with it as an obedient natural resultance

in this finitude. See the index to Prraofiefiology afid lngic onboth ExiSence a d Exisfential Gap.

E7 Here you have a key detailed invitation to the ingestion of the text FLM (one has to
not only follow the elementary desctiptive norr s of Method in Thzolo8y, chaPte! 7, sections 1-6,

but to lift oneself into the remote realms of the second canon of hermeneutics). The detailed
presence in ones€lf thus constihrted is the context for asking the question that is at the heart
of this paper: What h1'pothetical embeddedness of the divine in finitude meels the demands
of the data of my s€ns€s and conriousnesses? The embeddedness is an "incorPoration in the

body of Chrisy'(FLIvI, 33; see Ephesiafis 5i 30'31). S€e also the sir occurences on FLM, PP. 46-47

of "incorporation / incorporate". Is therc not ground fo! personally suspecting that "the ascent

of the soul to God is ... a personal function of the objective common movement in that body of
Chrigt which takes ovet transforms, and elevates every asPect of human life", that it shares the

friendly shocking lift towards a harmony with the 8laces of the Incarnate Word (see Lonergan,

The lncamnle Woi,Theses 72 A.
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bending cosmic call38 that backfires6e into a core lift of central form, a lift way
too sublime and subtle to be viewed aggreformically in this life, or to be
comprehended in the next.{ We call that lift "sanctifying grace"el: but whal
is it? OR who is it? That quest is to be the sacred heart and immaculate heart
of both our pilgrim prayer and our everlasting delight.,,

88 What is this cosmic call, this quest? The 6nal paragraph of lr.k i n the Beingstalk, chapter
2 (Axial Publicatiofls, 200D seeks to reach towards a symbolic lift towards the formation of
characters of the questr "'All we know is somehow with us... it lurks behind the scenes'(CWL3
303). Skin-within are molecules ofcos-mic-all cauled, calling. The rill of her mouth can become
the thrill, the trill, of a life-time, the word made fresh. Might we inspire and expire with the
lungs of history? But the hole story is you and I, with and within global humanity, upsettling
Lone's Sweel Mystery into a new mouthing, an anastomotic spiral way of birthing b€tter the buds
of Mother."(Ard- again, slorrein, to provide a mouth. 'Using the device of anastomosis, Joyce
attempts, in the last chapter of his last work, tobridge all the great ontological chasms,', Margot
Norris, 'The Last Chapter of Finnegans Wake: Stephen Finds His Mother,' Iafies loyce Quarte y
(25) 1987-8,11.',"

89 Behind, within, the metaphor there is a massive complex development of the
perspective on trinitarian pres€nce in history slmbolized by the "Iine" in the Metagram, W3
(See Lonergan, '161). There is a shift from the phylogenetic to the ontogenetic, and the shift is in
the context of the fuller heurishc of "natural resultance" mentio[ed above in note 22. Popularly
put, there is the call of the passive spiration fo! the presence of the companionship of the active
spiration, but a companionship in the human soul that is a slim participation, especially in that
the second Person is a yearning abs€nce. The everlasting genetically-struchrred adoption that
is a participation in ailiario is a pilgrim hope within a pledge of endless spiraling molecular
ctcumincession.

90 To put the matter startlingly, there is Paul's exaggeration. about seeing Cod face to
face, in I Carinthions 13: 12. St. Thomas was quite clear that, even for the mind of the lncainate
Word, the comprehension of God was an impossibility. Add to this the fact that if one does
not comprehend Infinite Understanding, then one is infinitely remote fiom understanding
that understanding. Of course, here we need analogies, e.g., from the mathematics of infinites;
one can have a grip on a countable infinity yet be at an infi te remove ftom a grip on the
continuum. Etci into other transfinite zones.

91 I recall, in this final note, the point rnade in note 1i sanctifying grace is mentioned
once in FLM, our neutrino-nudge: pethaps I have shared a little of the reed of layered genetic
and dialectic contexts in pushing forward the seatch for the meaning of such grace? And might
I not end with a pointing towards the eight different contexts that groan in the beginning of this
millennium for emergence as functionally distinct and dobally focused?

92 A fuller perspective on the present issue is given in my forthcoming book, Method ir!
Theolory 101, Ad 901,1,: The Rodd lo Religious Realiry (Axial Publishin& 2012) where the I becomes
strangely lumitous in the eye, and the missing treatise on the Mystical (Insight, 763-4) is
identified as a generic sequence of such theses pointed to by the word Conpaisofl on Method
in Theology , 250.
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THE NOTION OF A LONERGAN ENTERPRISE1
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f N 1980, Fn-eoenrcr Crowe publishedThe lanergan Enterprise, a shorlbook

I that comprised a set of three Iectures he had presented in various places

Ithe p.evio,rs year. His central contention was that, among Bemard

Lonergan's many achievements, one of the most outstanding was his

elaboration of a powerful new method for achieving and implementing

knowledge. Aristotle developed deductive logic as a basic instrument

of mind, an otganon, for use in the theoretical, practical, and productive

sciences. Dismissing Aristotle, Francis Bacon set forth a scheme of

experiment and induction as a noTJum organum for pursuing knowledge of

nature.'z Moving beyond both Aristotle and Bacon, Lonergan proposed a set

of eight interelated functional specialties as the basic method of philosophy,

theology, and human science, a method that may be viewed as an orgaflufi

noaissimum.t

In his three-part study, Crowe recounted the long Process that

culminated in Lonergan's articulation of the eight functional specialties,

1 Frededck Crowe, The lnfieryan Efiteryrise (Cambridge, MA: Cowley, 1980)

2 For Crowe's brief presentation of Anstotle and Bacon, see lhe I onersofi Efilerprise, T -14 '
(He makes clear, T-10, that the view of deductive logic as an o,84fi0, was merely imPlicit in

Aristotle's own writings, becoming exPlicit only Iater in the writings of his followers )

3 The lrneTSan Efiteryrise, 1M1; the rcference to Lonergan's method as an o/84t!m

nouissir llrn ocots on 34.

Whereas the objects of philosophy, theology, and human science are at least Partly
eafii gful, the obiect of natural or Positive science as such 1s jusl inlelligible *e, e8,

BernarJ Lonergary Melhod in Theology (Lo^don: Dartofl, Longman & Todd, 1972), 219 For an

arSument staring with that observation and con.luding that the basic method of natural or
po"sitive xience i! a reductive ca5e of eiShtfold functional specialization, see Michael Vertin,
;'Acceptance and Actualization: The Two Phases of My Human Lii^8," METHOD: Io mal of

l,onergan Studies 21 (2003), 67-86, at 8,86.

@ 2011 Michael Vertin
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sketched the preconditions of their employment by others, and highlighted
some contemporary tasks that require such employment. Like Lonergan,
the discipline in which he illustrated functional specialization at work was
primarily theology. And it is the use of functional specialization, whether in
theology or elsewhere, that is what he meant by "the Lonergan enterprise.,,{

Today, some thirty years after the publication of Crowe's book, the time
seems opportune for a new reflection on the endeavor to which its title
refers, a reflection both broader and more detailed than the one required by
Crowe's original pllrpose. Although such a reflection could be organized
in various ways/ one approach would begin by reviewing and expansively
interpreting Lonergan's own writings, delineating the properties that
they anticipate a Lonergan enterprise would possess. Then it would turn
from heuristic notion to historical fact, asking about the extent to which
the enterprise as thus conceived is actually instantiated.t More amply, the
notional and historical stages of this reflection could each be subdivided
into two parts, with the four resulting parts respectively addressing four
main questions: From the standpoint of Lonergan's writings, (1) what is a
communal entetpise in general, and (2) what features would distinguish the
enterprise of a Lonergan community in particular?6 From the standpoint of
actual history, (3) what is the current status of the enterprise of the Lonergan
community that has in fact emerged, and (4) what measures could enhance
that enterprise's f;ture?

In April of 2010, at the 25th Annual Fallon Memorial Lonergan
Symposium, Loyola Marymourt University, Los Angeles, I presented a

paper entitled 'The Lonergan Enterprise: What Is Its Future?" It aimed to
sketch answers to all four of the preceding questions, though the answers
to the Iast two in particular were expressly just preliminary The present
paper is a revised version of the earlier paper's first half. Hence it is limited
to addressing the first two of the preceding questions. Its ultimate goal is

4 The Lonergall Enlerprise, e.g., 6,28, 37,39, 62,76.
5 If one concludes (as I do) that the core elements in the notion of a Lonergan enteiprise

that emelges ftom Lonergan's writings are ,rormrliue heuislic extrctations rather than absrraclioe
efipiical generalizaliotls, then one [eats that notion not as an empirical h]?othesis to be tested
against the reality of whatever Lonergan enterprise has appeared in history but rather as a
criterion for assessing the authenticity of the Iatter

6 Ifl this paper I prescind ftom considerations of divine and (at Ieast hypothetical)
angelic communities. Moreovet as will be<ome apparent, I refrain flom applying the Iab€l
"communiq/' to a group of interacting infra-human individuals. Consequently, throughout the
paper the word "cornmuniq/' means 'tuman community.,,
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simply to elucidate the features of a Lonergan enterprise that arguably are

projected as characteristic by Lonergan's own writings. Such an elucidation

would then be available for use as a criterionT by anyone wishing in tum to
address the last two questions in mor€ than rust preliminary fashion.s

1. ANY CoMMTJNAL Evrrruzusr

The first of our two main tasks in this paper is to sketch the Lonerganian

nof,on of a commun 4l ent€rprise in general. Obviously, however, a communal

enterprise would be an endeavor, venture, undertaking, project of a human

community as such.e Hence the crucial issue under our first main heading

is the character, the nature, the intelligibility, of a human community. Let us

address this issue by comparing the htelligibility of a human community
with four methodically-prior varieties ofintelligibility: that oftranscendental

being, of proportionate being, of an individual material being, and of an

individual human being.

1 .1 . The lntelligibility ol hanscendental Beingla

The intrinsic intell iglblJlity ol trunscendental beingis absolute , unconditioned,

indEendent. This contention is a conclusion of phenomenological and

metaphysical analysis,ll and the argument supporting it can be summarized

briefly as follows.
First, the integral objective of my desire to know is the entirety of what

can be asked about. It is what I know incrementally insofar as I get correct

answers to questions, and it is what I would know completely if I were to get

correct answers to every question that could be asked.

7 See note 5 above.

8 An adequate discussion of the current stafus and plospective future of the Lonergan
communi!y's enterprise would require a good deal of quantitative research, sagacious
assessments both of achievements and stlengths and of failures and lulnerabilities, and sober
estimates of future possibilities and the resources to realize them. It skikes me that such an
undertaking would be an excellent dissertation Prcject for an interested doctoral shrdent.

9 Recall note 6 above.

10 See, e.9., Belnard Loner8an, CWL 3 372-88, 557s0.

11 To put this in another way, the contention i5 a develoPment of positional answers
to the first (and s€cond) and third oI Lonergan's "three basic questions." On these see, e.8.,

Bernald Lonergan, 1 S econd Collection (Pl\iladelPhia: Westminster, 1974), 37 ,86,2U, and Method
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Second, the entirety ofwhat can be asked about is identically the entirety
of what is intrinsically knowable, knowable in itselt'. For my very act of
asking a question anticipates that what I ask about is, at Ieast in itselt able to
be known. (The extent to which it is also extrinsically knowable, knowable
by me, is a furlher issue.) And what holds for a single question holds as well
for the entirety of possible questions.

Therefore, the integral objective of my desire to know is identically the
entirety of what is intrinsically knowable.

Third, what is intrinsically knowable is identically what is intrinsically
intelligible. For to be intrinsically knowable is to be intrinsically graspable
by intelligence; and to be intrinsically graspable by intelligence is to be
intrinsically intelligible.

Therefore, the integral objective of my desire to know is identically the
entir€ty of what is intrinsically intelligible.

Fourth, the most fundamental characterization of transcendental being
- the totality of what is, of what exists, of what is real - is that it is the
integral objective of my desire to krow. For transcendental being can be
given countless additional characterizations; but for me to contend that some
other charactedzation is operationally more accurate or more basic would
be to entangle myself in performative oversights or even contradictions
(though grasping those defects explicitly might require a considerable
amount of self-study).

Therefore, transcendental being is identically the entirety of what is
intrinsically intelligible.

Fifth, the entirety of what is intrinsically intelligible is absolute,
unconditioned, independent. For tobe relative to, conditioned by, dependent
upon something else is to have an external intrinsically intelligible relation to
it. But the entirety ofwhat is intrinsically intelligible includes all intrinsically
intelligible relations, such that none is external to it.

Theref ore, transcendental being is absolute, unconditioned, independent.
Sixth, iI transcendental being is absolute, unconditioned, independent,

then the intrinsic intelligibility of transcendental being is absolute,
unconditioned, independent. For when a content is understood in ways
that are just notionally distinct from one anothet what holds for the content
when understood in one way also holds for it when understood in another
way. But the content understood as transcendental being is just nohonally
distinct from the content understood as the intrinsic intelligibility of
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transcendental being. 12

Therefore, the intrinsic intelligibility of transcendental beirg is absolute,

unconditioned, independent.
Terminological excursrs. The careful reader will have noticed that whereas

I began this section by speaking simply of intelligibility,I soon narrowed my
focus lo intrinsic inteuigibiLity. In order to avoid cluttering the remainder

of my text, henceforth I will avoid writing "intrinsically" as a modifier of

"intelligibility" but continue understanding it as operative unless I clearly

indicate otherwise.

1 .2 . The lntelligibility of Proportionate Bein1t3

The intelligibility o f proportionatebeingis airtually absolute, and. emergently

probable in general. Like the central assertions of each remaining section of
Part One, this assertion is established by metaphysical analysis.

The previous section concluded that the inte[igibfity of transcendental

being - the intelligibility of all that is, that exists, that is real - is absolute.

Now, metaphysical analysis brings to light an utterly basic distinction and

relation within transcendental being and a corresPonding distinction and

relation within its intelligibfity. These distinctions and relations can be

brought to light in two stePs.

The first and preliminary step is to make explicit the distinction within
transcendental beint between propo ttionate bei^8, being that is htrinsically
apt for being known through human experiencing, understanding, and

judging, and transcendent being, being that - since it is not experienceable -
exceeds the capabilities of ordinary human cognitional process' Expressed

altematively, this distinction falls betw een materialbeing a\d strictly spiritunl

being.
The second and final step is to recognize that, although all being is

12 The more common label for the intrinsic intelligibility of transcendental bein8 is

"transcendental intelligibility." Like the other so<alled 'kanscendentals' (e 8., Eanscendental

truth, transcendental Soodness), Eanscendental intelli8ibility makes exPlicit some asPect of
hanscendental bein8 in rclahon to a Potential knower and chooser - in this case, its int nsic

aptness for being known. However, since what is made exPlicit is already Present imPlicitly, the
diffelence between the various contents is mercly llotlonal, not !eal. This Point is caPfured in
the Scholastic dictum that the various hanscendentals are "mutually convertible."

I speak here of "the intrinsic intelliSibility of bein8" rathe! than the more familiar
"transcendental intelligibilit/' in order to facilitate comParisons as the PaPer unfolds.

13 See, e.g., CwL 3 657 -708; cf.99795,270-95, 410-552
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absolute, unconditioned, independent, within the kanscendent or strictly
spiritual realm there is a being that is absolute formal.ly, unconditioned
by nature, independent essentially. The remainder of the kanscendent or
strictly spiritual realn an d the entirety of the proportionate or material realm
are absolute not formally but iust virtually, unconditioned not by nature but
merely by "participation" in the naturally unconditioned being, independent
not essentially but only in dependence upon the essentially independent
being. That is to say, the most basic distinction within transcendental being
is between (i) a being that is both its own ground and goal and the radical
ground and ultimate goal of everything else and (ii) everything else. Or,
equivalentl, transcendental being is differentiated most basically into (i)
infinite being and (n) finite being.

The key points of the two preceding paragraphs may be expressed in
a way that differs just notionally, not really, from the first way of putting
them. There is a distinction within the intelligibitity of transcendental
being between the intelligibility that is plopottiona.te to human knowing
and the intelligibility that is transcendent to it. Within the latter realm there
is an intelligibility that is absolute formally, unconditioned by nature,
independent essentially: infinite i^tellrtibility. And the intelligibility of
both the remainder of the transcendent realm and of the totality of the
proportionate realm is absolute only virtually, unconditioned merely by
"participation," independent just dep€ndently: frire intelligibiliryrt

Next, finite being is dependent upon infinite being not only as its
radical ground or efficient cause but also as its ultimate goal or final cause.
That is to say, the intelligible relation of finite to infinite is one not only of
being an effect but also of finality. Now, let us hrm briefly to the finality of
proportionate or material being in particular. Moreover, in accord with our
present purposes, let us limit that consideration to envisaging its ultimate
goal in "this worldly'' terms.

With that restriction, we may say that the intelligibility of proportionate
being is that of a dlmamic process whose orientation is toward an ever
more complete systematizahon of the collectivity of this-worldly events,
whose actual aduances are neither strictly determined nor purely random
but emergently probable, and whose ultimate goal is the maximum possible

14 In traditional terms, besides the material cosmos and God, there is the realm of
angels and separated souls. (And ofcourse certain religious traditions claim to have revelatory
evidence of that intermediate realm.)
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organization of world process.15

1.j. The lntelligibility ol an Indiaidual Material Beingl6

The intelligibility o f an indil,id.ual material belr.g is ttirtually absolute, subject

to generalized emetgent probability, and naturuL This central assertion of the

present section affirms that the intelLigibility of an individual material being

is absolute insofar as that being is, virtual].y absolute insofar as il is finite,
and subject to generalized emergent probabfity insofat asitis ptoportionate.

What then is the import of the further characteristic "natural" in this

context? In briei the answer is that "natural" signfies that the intelligibility
of an individual material being is merely intelligible insofar as that being is

ffinterial. Let ls expand this compact resPonse.

First, insofar as an individual materi albeingis inditsidual, its intelligibility
is that of a concrete unity-identity-whole that is particular, the inteuiSibility
of a concrete thing thal dit'fers at least countably frcm other concrete things.

Second, insofaras anindividual mateialbeinglsmaterial, its intelligibility
is nelely intelligible rather than also intelligently self-constituting, sPiritual.

In more detail, insofar as the individual is simply a concrete physical,

chemical, or botanical uniry its intelligibility is material in the sense that the

individual's self-constituting processes, if any, are nonconscious, those of a

mere object. Alternatively, insofar as the individual is a concrete zoological

unity, its intelligibility is material in the sense that some of the individual's
self-constituting processes are conscious, those of a subject, but conscious in

a way that is just sentient rather than intelligent, those of a merely sentient

subject rather than an intelligent sub)ect, a spiritual subject. But intelligibility
that is material in either the first sense or the second sense is intelligibility
l}..at is naturul.

It remains that no individual material being exists in isolation. Rather,

it always exists in a concrete context of interactions with other individual
material beings. In the limit the context is that of ProPortionate being,

15 The finality of F/opottionat. being is the actualization of Potency that is ,notenal (albeit

not purcly, since it includes the material-sPiritual Potency that is characteristic of sPecifically

human beings). Its intelligibility is what Lonergan conceives and labels as "generalized
emergent probabiliry" By contrast, the finality ot lroflscendent bei\E i\at is .f,ite, iI any, is the

actualization of potency that is Plrely slriflal. Consequently, it would seem that whatever

precis€ly its inteltigibility is, it does not involve Probability (or at least not the Probability
associated with matter).

16 S€e, e.g., CWL3 9r-195,270-95,572-52
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the context whose intelligibility govems every individual material being.
However, as we have noted in the preceding section, the inteUigibility of
proportionate being is that of a dynamic process whose orientation is loward
an ever more complete systematization of the totality of events, whose 4cru4l

adaances are neither strictly determined nor purely random but emergently
probable, and whose ultimare goal is the maximum possible organization of
world process. It follows that the finality of proportionate being tends to
foster ever more intensive and extensive systematic interactions between
individual mat€rial beings, that its actual achievements are emergently
probable, and that its final obiective is that system of interacting individual
material beings which would foster the greatest total interactive strength
consistent with the inclusion of every individual.

17 See, e.9., CWL 3 196-269, 512-52, 678-56, a^d Method in Theolou, ,9

1 .4 . The Intelligibility of an Indiaidual Human BeinglT

The inte[igibitity of an indirsidual human being is airtually absolutc,

subject to gen*alized etneryent prcbability, natural, and intentional. This central
assertion of the present section invokes some notions that are now famiLiar
and introduces one new one. The familiar notions underlie the affirmation
that the intelligibility of an individual human being is absolute insofar as that
being is, virtually absolute insofaras itisfzite, subiect to generalized emergent
probability insofar as it is ptoportionate, and natural inso lar as it rs material . The
new notion is "intentional". Summarily, it means that the intelligibility of an
individual human being is not merely intelligible but also intelligen t because
and insofar as that being is not iust material but also sp;/iflal.

First, an individual human being is ind,eed indiaidual, and to that extent
its intelligibility is that of a concrete unity-identity-whole that is particular,
the intelligibility of a concrete thing that differs at least countably from other
concrete things.

Second, an individual human being is mateial; and to that extent its
intelli$biliry like that of any other material being, is merely intelligible rather
than intelligently self-constituting, spiritual. More amply, an individual
human being possesses some characteristics of concrete physical, chemical,
botanical, and zoological things: for example, atomic composition, chemical
composition, life, and sentient consciousness respectively. Insofar as the list
of characteristics includes the first three groups, the individual human,s
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intelligibility is just material in the sense that its self-constihrting processes

are nonconscious, those of a mere object, Insofar as the list of characteristics

includes the fourth BrouP, the individual human's intelliSibility is iust
material in the sense that its self-constituting Processes are conscious but

merely sentient, those of a simply sentient subiect. But as we have seen in

the previous section, intelligibility that is material in either the first sense or

the second sense is intelligibillty that is naturul.

Third, however, the charact€ristics of an individual human being are not

limited to those it shares with concrete physical, chemical, botanical, and

zoological things. Its culminating characteristics, the ones that distinguish

it as a specifically human thing, are those of intelligent consciousness. Its

intelligibility is partly material in both senses, but its intelligibility is also

partly spiritual in the sense that its self-constituting processes are at most not

iust conscious but also intelligent, those of an intelligent subiect, a spiritual

subject. That is to say, the intelliSibility of an individual human being is not

iust natural: it is also intentional.

The processes that manifest the intentional asPect of an individual
human's intelligibility are her acts of intelligent knowing and choosing.

Suppose, for example, that someone investigates a group ofplants, discovers

that they produce a chemical comPound that Proves to be extremely useful

for treating high blood pressure ir humans, and establishes a business to

grow such plants and Produce the salutary compound in large quantities.

Each individual plant is a merely natural f/ring. Asking questions about the

plants and reaching corect answers are intentionalacrs of the investigator.

The answers in and through which the investigator knows the plants are the

intmtional contents of those acts, namely, her original or augmented botanical

and pharmacological knowledge. The choice on the basis of that knowledge

to establish the business is a further intentional act by the investigator now

become entrepreneur. The resultantgrowth and production facilities are both

natural and intentional: natural i^ l)..at they are comPosed of bricks, mortat
and other material elements; intentional in that they embody something of

the entrepreneur's knowledge and choice.

The preceding account may also be expressed in terminology that

makes explicit the Iived cognitional and decisional basis of the underlying

metaphysical categories, namely, the terminology ol meaning. ln that

terminology, each individual Plant is a nrtural tetm ol cognitiae meaning.

Asking questions about the plants and reaching correct answers are acfs
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of cognitiue meaning. The answers in and through which the investigator
knows the plants are intentional tenfls of cognitioe meaning. The choice on
the basis of those answers to establish the business is an act of effectiae

meaning. The resultant growth and production facilities arebothnatural and
intentional terms ol elfectioe meaning. And the changes in the investigator-
entrepreneur by virtue of her acts of cognitive and effective meaning are
contents of corlstitullue meaning.

1.5. The Intelligibility of a Community of lndiaid.ual Human Beingstg

The intelligibility of a conmunity of indioidual human beings is airtually
absolute, subject to generalized emergent probability, natulal, intentional, and.

shared. Perhaps the reader will not be surpdsed that we begin to unpack the
central assertion of this section by repeating our previous litany and adding
one new item. Thus we affirm that the intelligibility of a community of
individual human beings is absolute insofar as that community ls, virtually
absolute insofar as il is fnite, subiect to generalized emergent probability
insofar as it is proportionate, 

^altral 
insofar as it is maferial, intentional insofar

as it 1s spiritual, and shared insofar it is communal.

We can amplify the notion "communal" by extending a point made
above in section 1.3. Just as an individual material being in general never
€xists in isolation but always in a concrete context of interactions with
others, a context which in the Iimit is that of proportionate being and whose
intelligibility is that of emergent probabiliry so too an individual human
being in particular. In the latter case, however, the emergently probable
finalistic dynamism is oriented not simply toward an ever more complete
systematization of the totality of events in general but more specifically
toward ever more intensive and extensive commonalities between acts of
human meaning, along with the corresponding constitution of ever rnore
intensive and extensive communities of human actors. This specifically
human dimension of world process may be named human history.], And
its ultimate goal is not simply a maximally organized system of individual
interactions in general but more specifically a single maximally developed
community to which every human actor belongs.

Let us conclude Part One by summarizing the finding that is most

18 See, e.t., CWL 3 196-269, 512-52, and Method in Theology, T3-81, 175-234,35548.
19 See, e.9., CWL 3 234 -67,619-56.
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important for our present purposes. The intelligibility of any community

of individual human beings presupposes and iaclades the intelligibilities that

are proper respectively to what is absolute, what is oirtually absolute, what
is etn rgently probable, whal is natural, and what is intentional. But what
cubninates and distinctioely chtructerizes the inte[igibility of any human

community, what transforms a mere group of individuals into a communiry
is the inteligibility of shared meanings, common meaflings, r^ea\ings that are

both similar from one individual to the next and mutually communicated by

all members of the group.
It follows that any communal enterPrise is an endeavor, venture,

undertaking, project of a community characterized in just this way.

2. Tnr LoNrnclN Corralrawnv's Errex.rnrsr: Irs DIsrINculsslNc Frerunes

Part One of our paper spelled out the notion of a communal enterprise in
general that emerges from Lonergan's writings. It would be the endeavor

of a group of individual human beings who have similar and mutually

communicated meanings. Against the background of that finding, our main

task in Part Two is to sketch the Lonerganian notion of the features that

would distinguish the enterPrise of a Lonergan commrtnity in particular.

Before hrrning to that task howevet let us consider a Potential
ambiguity in the very phrase "the Lonergan enterPrise." The phrase could

mean nothing more than the endeavor, venture, Prorect, undertaken by

Bernard Lnnergan himself. lndeed, at least once Crowe appears to use it
in iust this limited sense.2o But the phrase also could mean the endeavor

undertaken by l/re Lonergan communify (a community that Presumably would
include Bernard Lonergan as not the least illustrious of its members). The

remainder of the paper intends the phrase in this broader sense lndeed, it
customarily excludes the ambiguity by employing the Phrase "the Lonergan

community's enterPrise" instead.

2 .1 . An lnitial Lonerganinn Characterizatian

Just as a communal enterPrise in general would be an endeavor of a
community as such, so a Lonergan communirys enterPrise in particular

20 The loleryr EnterPise,z
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would be an endeavor of a Lonergan community as such. But what features
would distinguish a Lonergan community from other human communities?
I propose the following as an initial Lonerganian answer:

A Lonergan community would be (1) a group of individual human
beings, each of whom (2) aspires to intellectual, moral, and religious
conversion, (3) obiectifies her threefold conversional orientation, (4)

employs that objectification as the foundation of all her investigative
and effective proiects, and (5) achieves her common mind and heart
with others in the group at least partly in and through interchanges
with them about Bernard Lonergan's accounts of these matters.

Five brief comments on this characterization are in order. First, condition
1 specifies the rnrrerial element of a Lonergan communiry namely, that it is a
group of human individuals.

Next, conditions 2 through 5 specify four successive asp ects of the formal
element, a common meaning that emerg€s in and through interchanges
between the individuals in the group and transforms that group into a

characteristically "Lonergan" communiry Condition 2 specifies the first
aspect of this common meaning, namely, that on the level of her concrete
living, each individual in the group a spies to futellectual, moral, and religious
conaersion, where lhe latter words have the senses given them in Lonergan,s
writings. An aspiration to such conversion is all that is required, since th€
achieaement oI conversion in any of the three senses is partly a gift (whether
natural, supematural, or both) and thus not wholly within one,s control.

Next, condition 3 specifies a further aspect of the common meaning,
namely, that each individual objectifies or introspectively understands
and judges her conversional orientation. To objectify one,s conversional
orientation is to come to krop it rather than rust erpeliencing it. Moreovet to
speak of a conversional orien lalion leaves open the question of whether one
has achieved conversion or is merely oriented to i! hence putting the matter
this way maintains consistency with the preceding condition.

Next, condition 4 specifies yet another aspect of the common meaning,
namely, that each individual uses the objectification of her conversional
orientation as the foundation of all her investigative and effective projects.
One's t'oundation is the basic stimulus, guide, and criterion of whatever
one does. Notice too that "Lonergan" proiects are by no means lmited to
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inoestigatiue ventures, coSniti"e undertakings, studies. They most certainly

inchtde effectioe ve i)res, executional undertakings, efforts not ,ust to know
the world but to clarge it for the better.

Finally, condition 5 specifies the culminating aspect of the common
meaning that ur'ould characterize a Lonergan communiry It is that the

communal stance regarding threefold conversion, obiectification of that

conversion, and foundational employment of that objectification is a

stance that emerges for each individual at least Partly in and through her

communication with others in the group about Betnard Lonergan's aiews of

these rratters. That is to say, although e0clt successive aspect of a Lonergan

community's formal element is zecessary, only all the asPects taken together

are sufftcient- For one could have a community whose common meaning

was limited to its members' aspiration to threefold conversion, a second

whose common meaning was limited to its members' asPiration to threefold

conversion plus their obrectification of it, and a third whose common

meaning was limited to its members' aspiration to threefold conversion plus

their objectification of it plus their foundational employment of it. But none

of these three communities would qualify as a "Lonergan" community. For

the latter is distinguished by a common meaning that includes not only the

fust three aspects but the fourth as well: some explicit dependence upon

Lonergan's work.
In light of the foregohg initial Lonerganian characterization of a

Lonergan community, we arrive at the following initial Lonerganian

characterization of such a community's entetprisel

A Lonogan cofimunity's entetpise would be the endeavor of
(1) a group of individual human beings, each of whom (2) aspires

to intellectual, moral, and relitious conversion, (3) objectifies her

threefold conversional orientation, (4) employs that obiectification

as the foundation of all her investigative and effective Proiects, and
(5) achieves her common mind and heart with others in the group

at least partly in and through interchanges with them about Bernard

Lonergan's accounts of these matters.

2.2. Toward a Fuller Lonerganian Chaructetization

As seen above in section 1.5, acts of human meaning occur within
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the concrete context of proportionate being and thus are governed by its
emergently probable finalistic dynamism. The specifically human dimension
of this dynamism is oriented toward ever more intensive and extensive
commonalities between acts of human meaning and, correspondingly, ever
more intensive and extensive communities of human actors. The process
itself may be named human history and its ultimate objective may be
envisioned as a single maximally developed community to which every
human actor belongs.

Next, appealing to Lonergan's identification of human history with the
concrete human good,,l we may employ his account of the structure of the
human good2 in order to delineate the character of the ultimate human
community in more detail. That community would be one in which every
member is an intellectually, morally, and religiously converted originating
oalue who is cooperating fully with every other member in the effort of
actualizing the maximum possible integrated and ordered plenitude of
terminal oalues: religious, personal, culturnl, social, and zsital.b

Finally, the preceding refinement allows a fuller statement of part Two,s
central question. Rather than seeking broadly to identify whateael t'eatures
would distinguish a Lonergan community's enterprise from the enterprises
of other human communities, we now can seek more precisely to identify
the distinctiae contributions of aLonergan community,s enterprise to human
history's realizahon of its ultimate goal. That is to say, our cenhal question
now becomes this:Whatwould be the distinctive contributions ofa Lonergan
community's enterprise to human histo4/s maximum actualization of
uniaersal religious conversion? of unioersal intellecfaal and rnoral conversion?
of a unioersal cultule that is truly goo d? of a unio*sal good of order that is truly

21 See, e.9., CWL 3 23447 , 619-56. Also Bemard Lonerg a^, CWL 70 24-25, 32-33, 4Z ,
703,254-57.

22 See, e.9., CWL 3 23447 ,619-30; CIINL 70 2G48; Method in Theology,3Ml, 47 -54,359-61.
Also "Vvhat Are Judgments of Value?" in Bernard Lonelgan, CWL 5 140-56, and ,,The Human
Good," ibid., 332-51.

23 For a rich and informative exploration of the meaning and origins of Lonergan,s
scale of values, see Pakick Byrne, "IiVhich Scale of Value Pleference? Lonergan, Scheler, von
Hildebrand, and Doran," in John Dadosky, ed., Meaning anl History in Slstenoti. Theology:
Essoys ifi Honol ol Raberf M. Doron, S/ (Milwaukee: Marquette University press, 2009), 1949.
AmonS other things, Byrne offers what stdkes me as a very disceming suggestion that vital
values, the lowest member of the value hieralchy as elaborated in Me* od in Theolog!, deserve lo
be differentiated more fully by taking account of the levels of explanatory genera as elaborated
in lflsrghf. 'Then a full scale of values would run something likei physical, chemical, biological,
psychic, social, cultural, personal, and religious" (45).
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good? of a totality ol instances ol the pafiicular Sood in which each instance is

truly good?

In the next three sections I will appeal to the four functions of meaning

in order to outli.ne the comPonents of what I ProPose as a Lonerganian

answer to this refined central question. (For a visual aid to SrasPing what

follows, see Figure 1 at the end of this article.)

2.3. Cogniti2e Merning: Sttuctural

Let us begin by recalling the four functions of meaning.2a Meaning

funclrons cognitiaely insofar as its acts are oriented ultimately to determining

whether or not its terms are real. Meaning functions effectioely insofar as

its acts tenerate terms that are disthct from the meaner as such. Meaning

functions constitutiaely insofar as its acts generate contents that are Part of

the meaner as such, whether the intended terms of the meaner's choices

conceming self or the non-intended byproducts of the meaner's cognitive

or effective or constitutive acts,25 and whether the meaner is an individual
or a community. Meaning functions cofimunicatiaely insofar as it leads two

or more individuals to know and embrace something of the cognitive,

effective, and constitutive meanings of one another. Finally, given acts

and terms of meaning can have more than one function. For example, one

individual's persuasion of another is simultaneously effective, constitutive,

and communicative.
Next, the cognitive, effective, and constitutive functions of meaning all

can be subdistinguished into structural and historical. Meaning functions

24 See, e.g., Method in Theolow, T6-81, 178,306, 3f68.
25 A comparison may be usefil here. Just as one's acts of knowing (i e., erperiencing,

understanding, and judging) are dt'lect insofar as they regard the other and /efedr. insofar as

they legard oneselt so one's acts of choosing arc ellectiae insotat as they regard the other and

conslitutiae insotat as they regard oneself. But besides having intended objects (whether the

other or oneselo, one's acts of knowing and choosing also both constitute oneself and make

oneself prcsent-to-self 
^ol 

as an intefided obie., but mercly as intending subjecl. A9air., lust as

non-objective self-prcsence is not an act but just the conscious dimension of an act of knowing
or choosing, so non-objective self-constitution is not an act but iust the self-ronstitutive

dimension of an act of knowing or choosing Finally, just as non-obiecliue self-Pteser\ce (ie.,

mere consciousness) and ob./eafil,e self-Presence (i.e,. self-knowledge) ought not be confused,

so fiotlabjecfioe self-constitution and o&/eaaiu? self<onstitution (i.e., the result of one's choices

regarding oneselo ought not be confused. (See, e.g., Bernard LonerSan, "Christ as Subject: A
Reply," CWL 4 15184, esp.166n14; Method inTheology,T4-79,35'57; and "Philosophy and the

Religious Phenomenon," in CWL 17 391-408, at 398.)
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structurally insofar as its terms are characterized simply by heuristic, a priori,
metaphysical features, features limited to those implied by the features of
the acts through which the terms are known or chosen. That is to say, the
terms of structural meaning are concrete but determinate iust heuristically.
They are terms whose full, a posteriori, empirical features all are implicit,
unexpressed, unarticulated. By contrast, meaning functions historically
insofar as its terms are characterized not by heuristic, a priori, metaphysical
features but rather byfull, a posteriori, empirical features, features distinctive
of the terms as individual and not merely those implied by the features of the
acts through \ rhich the terms are known or chosen. That is to say, the terms
of historical meaning are concrete and determinate not just heuristically but
to some extent fully. They are terms at least one of whose fr:ll, a posteriori,
empirical features is explicit, expressed, articulated.26

Now, I suggest thal the most distincfloe contribution of a Lonergan com-
munity's enterprise to human histol,/s maximum actualization of terminal
value would lie in the line of cognitioe structural meaning. More exactly,

the contribution would be one of making explicit a series of prescriptive
heuristic fields that originally are just irnplici| articulating a sequence of
regulative horizons that initially are unarticulated. Each of these fields
or horizons has a subjective pole, namely, cognitive structural intending,
and an obrective pole, namely, the cognitive structural intended; and the
structure of the subjective pole entirely governs the structure of the objective
pole.'The first three of these fields or horizons are simply given (the first
two naturally, the third supernaturally), whereas the last tu/o emerge in and
through the employment of the earlier.28 Still more exactly, d€lineated in
summary fashion and beginning with what I take to be methodically the
most basic,'?e the conkibution of a Lonergan community would be one of
objectifying five successive concretely operative but initially unobjectified

26 *e, e.9., Cl,{L 4 415-21,521-33.

27 On the principle of isomorphism, see CWL 3 738,424-25,5cf-577. On the distinction
between a horizon's obiective and subjective poles, see, e.9., 'ltetaphysics as Horizon," CWL {
188-204, esp. 19&204, and "Philosophy and the Religious Phenomeno," 393-94.

28 On the emergence of later holizons in and through the employment of earlier ones,
see Frederick Crowe, '"Iranscendental Deduction: ALonerganian Meaning and Use," in Crowe,
Lonergan ond the Leael of Oirr lifl? (Toronto: University ofToronto Press,2010),58-75.

29 Whether what is fielhodically r ost ba,sic is also exislentially r ost basic is a further
question. See, fo! example, Bernard Lonergan, "Bernard Lonergan Responds," in P Mcshane,
ed., Foundatiofls ol TheoloSy (Notre Damer University of Notre Dame Press, 7972),233-24. Ct.
Method in Theolow,243.
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sets of normative horizonal structures.r
The 6rst set of structures to be obiectified would be the normative

structure ol knowing and the corresponding normative structure of the

known, namely, basic transcendental method in its cognitional asPect. The

second set to be objectified would be the normative structure of choosing

and the corresponding normative structure of the chosen, namely, basic

transcendental method in lts decisional aspect. This set of structures is a

decisional sublation of the first set.31 The third set to be objectified would
be the normative structures of knowing and choosing, and correspondingly

of the known and the chosen, insofar as they are motivated and oriented

by unrestricted being-in-love, namely, enriched transcendental method. This

set of structures is a religious sublation of the first and second sets.32 The

30 Ultimatel, Iar more than five nohative horizonal skuctules can be distinguished.
However, I limit my considelations herc to those that are most Pertinent to my Present
purposes. (See, e.g., Mefhod in Theology,2qc87. Cf. Crowe, "Tlanscendental Deduction," 61-73;

and Vertin, "Acceptance and Actualizatiorr" 74-Z )
31 Two brief remarks are in order. FiBt, hele and throughout this PaPer I aim to fotlow

Lonergan's usual (though not excePtionless) Practice of using the word "cognitional" and its

cognates to designate acts and contents on the first three levels of consoous intentionality,

while usinB "decisional" and its cognates to designate those on the fourth level. While it is true

that the acts culminating in value iudgments are cognitional, Lonergan situates them on the

fourth level because they ale the immediate grounds of responsible decision and thus inte8ral

elements of the decisional process Second, the root of this way of distinguishing "cognitional"

and "decisional" is the distinction between the fust hvo kanscendental nohons (the notions

of inteligibility and reality) and the thild (the notion of value). Moreover, the relationshiP

between the fust two notiofls and the thtd is my basic reason for sPeaking of tranrendental
method in its decisional asPect as a "decisional sublation'of transcendental method in its
cognitional aspect. (*e, e t., Method ifl Th2o1o9y,37,12G21,24143, 316, 340, and "Philosophy

and the Religious Phenomenon " 399400.)

32 Just as the second level of consciousness sublates the first, and the third sublates

the second (and firso, and the fouth sublates the thild (and second and first), so too the

experience of unrestricted beinS_in_love sublates all four levels. However, on my lnterPretahon

ofionergan the latter sublation differs far more tundamentally from the Plevious three than

they differ from one another. For the first three sublations are evenb i^ lhe line of achieoemefi,

incremental attainrnents that at best Fst Partially satisfy my inherent yeaming fo! exhaustive

cognitional and aflective tulfillment. By contrast, u estricted being-in-love k the Primary
evint in the tine of grf. It is the utterly Sratuitous datum, cons.ious though not yet ProPerly
known, that brings incipient exhaustive contentment to my wondering mind and lestless heart.

The distinction between the lines of achievement and Sift is a tlansPosition of the scholastic

theologians' distinction between the lines of naturc and Sracei and it is that t ansPosed

distinction that my contrast between "basiC' and "enriched" kanscendental method aims

to express. (See, e.g., Melhod in Theolory, 107-24, 24743, 282-93i 'Mission and the SPirit," in
Bernird Lonerga+ A ThirdcollectiofiILo don Geoffrey ChaPman, 19851, 23-34; "Questionnaire

on Philosophy: Response," in CWL 17 352{3, esP. 35&53, 378{3; and "Philosophy and the

Religious Phenomeno&" 4OO-408 Cf. Michael Vertirr '1-onelBan's MetaPhysics of Value and

Lorc: Some Proposed Clarifications and lmPlicatto s," LcneTSan Workhop 131797),789-219.)

219
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fourth set to be objectified would be the normative scale oI aaluing and of
the corresponding aalues. This set of structures is a differentiation of the
first, second, and third sets.33 The fifth set to be obiectified would be the
normative structure of the acls of multidisciplinary collaboration and the
corresponding normative structure of the ferzs, namely, the eight functional
specialties. This set of structures is a differentiation of the previous four
sets.3a Finally, in a complementary dimension, the Lonergan community's
exercise of meaning i^ its communicatiae function would be fuuitful both
ad intra and ad extra. Commwication between members of the community
would strength€n their common engagement in the objectificational process
I have just recounted and enhance their common grasp of its results. And
communication with nonmembers would stimulate them to engage in that
objectificational process and promote their grasp of its results, thus tending
effectively to draw them into the communiry

2.4. Effectiae and Constitutioe Meaning: Structural

I suggest that the second most distinctiae contribution of the Lonergan
community's enterprise to human history's maximum actualization of
terminal value would li€ in the line of effectiae and, constitutirse structural
meaning. More precisely, the contribution would be one of choosing to live
in fidelity to the series of prescdptive heuristic fields one has elucidated,
one of deciding to shape one's acts of categorial knowing and choosing in
such a way that they accord with the sequence of regulative hor2ons one
has articulated. Still more precisely, presented summarily and starting with
what I take to be methodically the most basic, the contribution would be one

33 Sublalions are e\rcnts in the unfolding of my lived knowirg and choosing. Objectifying
my Iived knowing and choosing in its mosr gerelal nolmative sEuctuial features yields explicit
(as distinct from lived) transcendental method, including objectifications of the respective
sublations that characterize basic harccendental method in its cognitional and decisional
aspects and enriched transcmdental method. By contrast, dilferefltiations emerge from
obFctifying my lived knowing and choosing in its ya:ious fiore Wrliculal normative structural
feahrres, features that stand within the context of the more general ones. That is to sa, the
differentiations are in effect differentiations of explicit trarLscendental method. (See, e.g., Metiod
in Theology, 281-93.)

34 The proximate ground of the functional specialties as differentiating transcendental
method is the distinction between ,fleaningrl a dr ercly ifitelligible cotnitional and decisional
terms (and the corresporrding acts). See, e.9., Meti od in Theology, 13136,20U203, 219-20, 23f3/.,
293,325, y749,3A-65. Cf. Vertin, "Acceptance and Actualizatio&" 59-n,79- .
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of accepting lhe previously-noted five successive sets of normative horizonal

structures as existen fial, as norms one commits oneself to be guided by.

The fust set of stmctur€s to be accePted would be the normative

structures ol knowing and, lhe known, namely, basic transcendental method

i1 ils cognitiotlal aspect; and the accePtance is intellectual conversion. The

second set to be accepted would be the normative skuctures of choosing and

the chosen, namely, basic transcendental method in its decisional aspect. The

acceptance is zoral conversiorL which sublates intellectual conversion. The

third set to be accepted would be the normative structures of knowing and

choosing, and correlatively of the known and the chosen, insofar as they

are motivated and oriented by unrestricted being-inJove, namely, emiched

transcendental method. The acceptance is religious conversion, which

sublates intellectual and moral conversions. The fourth set to be accePted

would be the normative scale ol aaluing and aalues The acceptance is a

differentiation of intellectual, moral, and religious conversions.3s The fifth
set to be accepted would be the normative structures of the acts and terms

of multidisciplinary collaboration, namely, the eight functional specialties.

The acceptance is a differentiation of the four previous accePtances. Finally,

iust as in the case of objectificatiorg so also in the case of accePtance: the

Lonergan community's exercise of meaning in its cofimunicatioe fur.ctron

would have positive ramifications both within and beyond the community

itself. Communication between members of the community would reinforce

their common commitment to the obiectified normative cognitional and

decisional struchrres. And communication with nonmembers would foster

a similar commitment on their Part, thus further tending effectively to draw

them into the communiry

2.5. Histotkal Meaning: Cognitit:e, Effectiae and Constitutiae

I propose that the ,t i/d most distinctiae contribution of the Lonergan

community's enterprise to human histo4/s maximum actualization of

terminal value would lie in the line ol cognititte, effectiae, a\d constitutioe

meaning that is not simply structural bwt historical. Unfolding within the

35 The location of this claim in my overall account of normative structural meaning may

be viewed as both an endorsement and a develoPment of Byme's contention that the normative

scale of value preferences PlesuPPoses intellecfual, moral, and reliSious conversions Se€

'.}vhich Scale of value Preference?", 41, 47-48.
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cumulative horizon established by objectifying and accepting basic and
enriched transcendental method and its normative structural differentiations
(such as the scale of values and the functional specialties), the contribution
would regard terms of meaning as characterized not simply by heuristic,
a priori, metaphysical features but rather by full, a posteriori, empirical
features. More amply, whereas the acceptance of the structural obiectifications
is radically interior, the expressions of that acceptance are historical; and
the contribution would be one of conceiving and implementing particular
concrete proiects that constitute such expressions.

Still more amply, ary individual or group is free to undertake historical
proiects for the sake of fostering universal religious conversion, universal
intellectual and moral conversion, a uniyersal culture that is truty good,
a universal good of order that is truly good, a totality of instances of the
particular good in which each instance is truly good. What distinguishes a

polential Lonetgania r contribution in this Iine is not that it consists in research,
teaching, or writing about Lonergan's ideas (though it might), nor that it
is an investigative or effective venture that explicitly uses Lonergan,s ideas
(though it could be). Rather, it is any historical project that (a) expresses the
acceptance of basic and enriched transcendental method and its normative
structural differentiations and (b) is influenced by Lonergan's ideas at least
to this extent, namely, that it is pursued in the context of communication
with others about Lonergan's work. The field of such historical projects
is potentially no less than the field of tangible human undertakings. In
principle, therefore, one could be making a Lonerganian contribution to
human history by eating a meal, planting a garden, voting for a candidate
for public office, becoming a candidate for public office, seeing a movie,
making a movie, taking a philosophy course, teaching a philosophy course,
joining a religious group, starting a religious group, or engaging in virtually
any other human activiry

2.5. A Fuller Lnnerganian Characterization

In light of the foregoing five sections of part Two, I now propose the
following fr:ller characterization of a Lonergan community,s enterprise.

A Lonergan community's enterprise would be the endeavor of (1) a
group of individual human beings, each of whom (2) objectifies and
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accepts basic and enriched transcendental method and its normative

structural differentiations (such as the scale of values and the

functional specialties), (3) employs that cumulative objectified and

accepted stmcture as the fundamental stirnulus, guide, and criterion
for particular historical projects by which she aims to Promote
human history's maximum actualization of its ultimate five-element

comPound terminal value, (4) pursues these structural and historical

achievements in common with others in the group, and (5) Poss€sses

that common mind and heart with those others at least partly in and

through exchanges with them about the ideas of Bernard Lonergan.

(For a schematic representation of the relationship of indi.vidual Lonergan

specialists and individual Lonergan commu.nities within the global Lonergan

community's enterPrise of contributing to human history's maximum

actualization of terminal value, see Figure 2 at the end of this article.)

CoNcr-ustoN

This paper has been limited to articulating two successive notions that

arguably emerge from Bernard Lonergan's writings. Each is the notion of a

community's undertakin& its endeavor, its enterPrise: in the first case, the

enterprise ol a human community in general; in the second, the enterPrise

of a Lonergan community in particular. Both notions are normative heuristic

expectations rather than abstractive empirical generalizations. That is to say,

they anticipate the features the respective enterPrises would possess if they

were actually to exist, rather than universalizinB the features that existing

enterprises have been discovered to possess.

These heuristic notions can be exhemely useful for evaluating any

actually existing and nominally 'human' or 'Lonerganian' communal

enterprises that historical investigation may happen to discover' For

the notions would serve as criteria, standards, norms for assessing the

authenticity of such historical enterprises, where the degree ofan enterprise's

authenticity is the degree to which it measures uP to the norms. Concretel,

it seems that making such an assessment would be an imPortant Part of

exploring in detail lhe cuftent status of the "Lonergan" communal enterprise

that has in fact emerged over the Past five decades, and conceiving and

implementing steps that could enhance its future.
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T A Ttuu Sur-lrveN's hr of the Heart: Knowing the Good in the

tn / Euthanasia Debate is anattempt to apply the ethical insights of

Y Y n".r,u.a Lonergan to the euthanasia debate. In the course of
this task Sullivan also seeks to reveal the significant contribution that he

feels Lonergan has made to the curent revitalization of the Natural Law

tradition. The breadth and clarity of his exposition of Lonergan's work is

exemplary Sullivan also provides very detailed research into the lives of Sue

Rodriguez and Dennis Kaye, two Prominent Canadian activists suffering

from Lou Gehrig's disease who held opposing views about the legitimacy of
euthanasia. Like Lonergan, Sullivan rejects the common reluctance of Anglo
American philosophers to draw insight from personal experience. He draws

extensively on his own personal experience as a medical doctor and ably

demonstrates how much can be learned from such examination.

Sullivan does a good job presenting relevant details about the lives of
Rodriguez and Kaye and the positions they Publicly defended. He also

ably connects these discussions to his exposition of the ethical outlook of

Lonergan and his presentation ofhis own thoughtful and measured rejection

of euthanasia. However, his analysis of Lonergan's general understanding
of ethics Ieaves unanswered four questions that are of critical importance

for those seeking to reexamine Natural Law theory today. In the absence

of clarification of these issues many readers might be uncertain about the

adequacy of Lonergan's specific Natural Law perspechve and its ability
to address some of the long-standing criticisms brought against Natural
Law theory that have led to its eclipse among Western intellectuals. These

O 2011 James B. Cerrie
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questions are:

1. Can Lonergan's concept of ethics include moral concern for
animals and other aspects of creation?

2. Can all ethical obligations really be translated into fair legal
mechanisms?

3. Must one ultimately believe in God if one is to accept a natural
law outlook like Lonergan's?

4. By what principle is the "scale of preferences" to be ordered?

1. Lonergan on the Value of Non-human Nature

A great many thoughtful students of ethics today reject the notion that
an ethical theory can make no clear commitments to the value of non-human
entities. However, there is little or no reference in Sullivan's work about
whether Lonergan's ethical outlook can encompass any broader concerns
for non-human beings. His discussion of Lonergan's notions of the "thrust
towards moral self-transcendence" (161) and the "transcendental intending
of value" (162) seem to suggest that a proper grasp of morality must always
involve considering needs beyond one's own, but it is unclear whether this
move only involves including the needs of other human beings in one's
deliberations. When Sullivan talks of the "totality-oriented" (160) nature of
Lonergan's outlook, this seems to point to a view of ethics that must involve
some conception of the necessity for seeking to support the thriving of the
whole of creation. However, the focus of this discussion remains squarely on
the "invariant structure of the human good" (220) and the interpretation of
Aquinas' view "that to know what the end of human action consists in, one
must identify the distinctive 'functions' of human beings" (71).

2. Lonergan on the Transition t'rcn Moral Obligation to Legal Obligation

Many people have the sense that there can be extreme individual
circumstances when taking a life is a just and humane thing to do. However,
as Sullivan points out, the issue of euthanasia is not just about such
hypothetical extreme circumstances. As he puts this poinL it is a "medico-
ethical-legal question" (9). In other words, it is also about the institution of
a public regulatory regime for controlling access to technologies of easy and
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painless death. However, Sullivan's explanation of the fundamental causes

of the public controversy about euthanasia is very different from my own.

Sullivan observes that "a further cuiosity about the state ofthe medical-

ethical question of euthanasia is the disparity between the public's apparent

acceptance of arguments favoring euthanasia and a much more critical view

of the proposed reforms among many bioethicists" (51). My susPicion is

that this discrepancy is due to the fact that ordinary PeoPIe tend to focus

on specific examples of unique individual predicaments where euthanasia

can appear to be ethically justified, whereas professional ethicists tend to

focus on the ethical questions regarding the Public regulation of access.

However, SuLlivan's position is that the public is simply of a fundamentally

different mind than him about ethical theory. As he states: "l shall argue

that the frequently overlooked reasons for different positions on euthanasia

are the varying stances on underlying philosophical issues such as the role

of feelings and evaluations" (10). That differing views on ethical theory

play a role in the public controversy over euthanasia is undoubtedly true.

But if his point is that many people simply disagree that feelings have any

relevance to ethics, I would have to observe from my own exPerience that

this is simply not true. Few of my students are disPassionate Kantians. Many

are Utilitarians or Social Contract thinkers who embrace various forms

of hedonism. Many are still Ioosely attached to the Catholic natural law

tradition and many are simple subjectivists. All such theories make room

for feeling in their ethical considerations. So the issue cannot be that many

people have simply discounted feeling from their ethical considerations.

Could the persistence of the controversy over euthanasia and the ongoing

disparity bet$reen Public attihrdes and those of professional ethicists be

based in some other cause than fundamental disagreements about ethical

theory? The Canadian ph.ilosopher George Grant Presents a Position that

suttests another explanation. Throughout his extensiv€ work in the field

of the Philosophy of Technology, Grant argues that any issue focused on the

use of a specific technology always has a dual task Of making judgments

about appropriate individual instances of the use of that technology, and

of making judgments about any social institutions of conEol (i.e. social

technologies). He recommends, for instance, that PeoPle become more

sensitive to the fact that legal hstitutions are themselves technologies that

require our ethical iudgment and this includes legal institutions created out

of a need to en{orce individual ethical judgments about the legitimate uses
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of technologies. A key point of Grant's analysis of technology, therefore, is
to raise the possibility that there are instances where sound moral principles
for the individual use of technologies might not be able to find perfectly
satisfactory regulatory expression because we have reached ethical and
practical limits to our ability to create. This kind of circumstance might be
relevant to the cas€ of the persistence of th€ euthanasia controversy and the
ongoing disparity between popular and scholarly discussions of this issue.

Myown sense is thateuthanasia mightpresentus with sucha circumstance.
Like Crant I suspect that a great deal ofconcern over euthanasia derives from
an improperly uncritical attitude to the use of technologies including many
modern medical technologies. If such a generally indiscriminate attihrde to
the use of technology could be properly addressed (as is slowly occurring in
most Westem counkies) then much of the impetus for public concern about
the need for active measures for terminating suffering would be dealt with.
This might Ieave a much smaller number of situations in which individuals
achrally legitimately find themselves in circumstances where they could
morally justify taking their own lives. However, even in such a circumstance
any public mechanisms to verify and support such judgments in a systematic
fashion might inevitably harm more people than they are meant to help. I'm
thinking of the obvious potential social impacts such an institution would
have on disabled people and others facing difficult circumstances in life. The
issue of euthanasia might possibly be such a persistent controversy because
we do not acknowledge that we can find ourselves in such an irreconcilable
predicament regarding our moral and legal obligations. In other words, we
too often and too easily assume that all ethical obligations can be translated
into effective and just social institutions, when this might iust not be the
case. Grant's work suggests that such an optimistic attitude might simply
be anoth€r example of the faith in our own technological prowess that
dominates our society.

However, if we accept Sullivan's point that the conflict is essentially
between ethical outlooks that integrate feelings into ethical consideration
and those that do not, then his point r€duces to the observation that the
ongoing controversy is rooted in the obvious fact that people in multicultural
societies do not share a common theoretical ethical outlook. But this
way of conceiving of the roots of controversy can hardly be described as
"overlooked." My proposal for explaining the intransigence of the problem,
drawing on the work of Grant, at least provides a possible way of seeking a
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resolution to the controversy that does not require the complete resolution

to disagreements between disParate ethical theories.

I also wonder if Sullivan's attemPt to resolve the question of the

inconsistency between the popular percePtion that there might be occasions

in which taking one's own life could be justified and the curent legal

situation in the majority jurisdictions that Prevents access to doctor assisted

suicide does not come at a certain price. If we don't acknowledge that we

can find ourselves faced with sihrations where we might have moral rights,

which we also reasonably accePt cannot necessarily be fr:lly supported

Iegally, then we will always be forced to accePt institutionalized legal

solutions that will inevitably transgress imPortant moral norms. Yet Sullivan

seems r.rnaware of any such possibility when he concludes that "If one

concludes that I am morally constrained from inflicting self-harm, there is

no longer an inconsistency between moral and legal limits" (283). Asserting

such a moral principle certainly would justify maintaining the currently
common restrictions on access to doctor assisted suicide, However, does

Sullivan's conclusion also imply an obligation to use every technological

means available to preserve our lives, regardless of the social imPacts of

such technologies and any necessary attendant social means of control of

these technologies? His position seems to imPly that someone who refuses

artificial supports of any kind would be doing something wrong that should

perhaps be restricted by legal restraints.

Like Crant,l would argue that judgments to refuse to use certain medical

technologies are fundamentally different from iudgments about accessing

some legally sanctioned means of euthanasia. A iudgment to refrrse a

medical technology does not require the creation of a novel legal institution

to control a specific kind of technology or technological system, which can

itself end up posing a threat to the well being of others. By overlooking

th.is distinction at the heart of the euthanasia controversy, Sullivan is able to

reach a conclusion that embraces a fundamentaUy technocratic outlook that

implies that people might not have a riSht to refuse to use technologies that

are in any way able to Prevent harms to themselves.

For a philosopher of technology like Grant, it is obvious that all

technologies create new normative exPectations in the wake of their

introduction into a sociery This is just as true of things like automobiles

as it is for social technologies Iike the novel "normative public policies"

(258) that we create to manage and control access to technologies, such
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as processes of doctor assisted suicide. I think the euthanasia issue could
hinge on this characteristic of all technology. When people suggest that
there is no distinction between killlng and letting die they overlook this
ability of technologies (such as systems of doctor assisted suicide and the
legal control mechanisms for controlling access to such systems) to create
new moral expectations and social conditions. Letting myself die might
only involve me making a decision to forgo the use of a certain existing
medical technology or to simply refuse food or water. Such decisions do
not require the creation of novel social institutions to manage and control
access to certain technologies. However, the demand for doctor assisted
suicide does r€quire the creation of a novel social institution to manage and
control access to doctor assisted suicide. Such novel social technologies will
undoubtedly bring r rith them, as all technologies do, c€rtain social forces
and enticements to change the way we live. It is these influences that are of
concern to disability activists and those concerned about the suffering and
the aged, such as Richard McCormick, who is worried about how his elderly
mother would fair in a future society (258). The heart of the controversy
is not how people conceive of the role of "affectivity" in ethical decision-
making, but how they conceive of technology. If they conceive of it very
narrowly such that it does not encompass novel social institutions and
can overlook the ethical question of the complex social and environmental
impacts of any technology, then the debate about euthanasia will continue
to everyone's dissatisfaction.

j. Lonugan on the Origins of our Sense of Moral Obligation and the Relation
of this Insight to the Question of the Religious Foundatbn of Ethics

Sullivan's discussion of Lonergan's distinction between the ,,intentional

response to values" and "responses to satisfactions,, is unclear, Intentional
responses to values are supposed by Sullivan to be bas€d in judgments that
have emerged from a "discursive" (226) process and they are also based
on both factual and emotive considerations. In other words, one,s sense of
value is apprehended through a kind of deductive process which draws on
both fact and value premises, like in Sullivan's example:

(a) the prospective value iudgement (Paul,s possible improvement
with thrombolysis is worthwhile);
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(b) the link of that judgement to conditions sufficient to justify

responsible affirmation ('If the extent of damage to Paul's heart from
his AMI can be reduced with thrombosis, then Paul's possible treatment

with thombolysis is worthwhile'); and
(c) the fulfillrnent of those sufficient conditions ('But the extent of

damage to Paul's heart ftom his AMI can be reduced with
thrombolysis'). (155)

However, it is not entirely clear how exactly feelings enter in to giving
sense to the notion of "worthwhile" that is Present in Premise (b). Is it that

we can have feelings of empathy towards other people in their happiness

and pain (i.e. in some sense share in their happiness and suffering)? Is it
that we just know (like some utilitarians suggest) that suffering is bad and

its absence is good? Is it that we can simply feel good when helping others

or cooperatint in the project of maintaining a functioning society? Is it that

we can feel good when using our intelligence and creativity in the resolution

of complex challenges? Is that we can feel satisfaction when we can create

principles ofaction that logically cohere with our expectations of others? Is it
such affective possibilities (and others) in complex combination? If so, then

does the distinction between "satisfactions" and "values" iust boil down to

a distinction between simplistic short-term calculations of how to achieve

gratification and calculations that emerge from a much more reflective,

discursive and longer term consideration of how we can achieve oPtimal

satisfaction? If so, then it is unclear how Lonergan's outlook is significantly

different from Utilitarianism.
What Lonergan seems to be suggesting is that it is through experiences

of suffering that individuals can come to an affective understanding that

there can be degrees of thriving and that this basic insight can be grasped

intellectually and understood to aPPly to other PeoPle as well. Or as

Lonergan puts it, these feelings and the insight born of them are what

supply ethics with its "mass, momentum, drive, Powel' (159). Which

brings me to my question about the ultimate foundation of ethics. If the

"transcendental intention of value" is simply bom of the insight we have

from the emotive experience that there can be different degrees of thriving

and the extrapolation of this to our understanding of other beings, then it
would seem we can to one of either two ways. Either we can see thriving

purely in terms of emotional satisfactions of human beings, or perhaps
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other sentient creatures, in which case, as I suggesf Lonergan's view simply
reduces to a form of Utilitarianism. Or we can understand the posidve and
negative experiences of sentient creatures as merely being the affective way
that sentient creatures ar€ able to perceiye thriving and comprehend its
opposite. In other words, either we can conceive of thriving only in terms
of the emotive satisfactions of sentient beings or we can use our insight into
our experience of suffering and thriving to extrapolate to a more general
conc€pt of "fr:lfillment" of "potentialities" (193) that is applicable to all of
nature. When Aristotle speaks of how all beings seek their natural ends I
think this indicates that he has chosen the latter course. Or when Aquinas
states: "Every creahrre exists for its own proper act and perfection . .

Furthermore, each and every creatur€ exists for the perfection of the entire
universe" (STh. I, q. 55, a. 2). Which brings me back to my first question
about the scop€ of Lonergan's notion of the "thrust towards moral self-
transcendence" (151) and my fourth question about whether, for him, there
must be an acknowledgm€nt of a theistic ori$n of all things for €thics to
make sense. Sullivan leaves unaddressed this question that has clouded
the fortunes of natural law theory for over two centuries, and which has
encouraged people to embrace the apparently more secular ethical outlooks
of Kantianism and Utilitarianism. It is my suspicion that for both Sullivan
and Lonergan that any reliance on affechvity as a source for moral insight
has to be based in a more basic sense of trust in the nature of the world
and human nature - a trust that things (including our emotions) have been
intentionally constructed for an end, which should be fr:lfilled. If so, could
such a sense of trust ever be based in a non-theistic conception of reality?
Sullivan seems to suggest that this may not be possible when he states that
"Unlilce a direct or reflective insight, a deliberative insight has a specifically
moral/religious dimension" (157). Does this religious dimension require a

belief in theism? What is meant by a "moral/religious dimension,,? Sullivan
leaves these questions unaddressed, but in a diverse multicultural society
they must be addressed.

4 . Lonergan on the Ranking of Values

Sullivan mentions on page 208 the necessity to "rank distinctive values.,,
This is a fundamental problem for all Natural Law outlooks. Nahrre clearly
supplies us with a vast array of satisfactions and potentialities, some of
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which can sometimes, if followed without limitation, result in obviously

immoral outcomes. Thus some way of ranking and prioritizing of natural

satisfactions and potentialities is necessary Unforhrnately, it is unclear from
Sullivan's analysis by what PrinciPle this ranking must be made and his

statement that "subsequent value judgments rank distinctive values" doesn't

clarify the issue. Why are some values more imPortant than other values?

My own sense is that some satisfactions/potentialities, when Prioritized,
simply provide for a greater degree of the flourishing of the whole range

of satisfactions/potentialities in the universe. If values like freedom,

rationaliry solidarity are prioritized they will clearly provide over the long

term for greater satisfaction of myself and the fulfillment of the whole of th€

human race than if other values, like sexual gratification, competitiveness,

or self-concern are prioritized. And we can learn about how to improve this

immensely complex ordering for the fulfillment of the whole in terms of all

of its potentialities as we grow in our level of understanding as individuals

and societies. This is how I conceive of the natural hierarchy of virtues. But

it is unclear how Sullivan sees it and how Lonergan might see it as well.


